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Abstract 
The problem of return to equilibrium for the XY-model and a large class of 
perturbations of this model is considered. Both the one and two-sided models are 
examined. The class of perturbations considered includes those effected by local 
magnetization. The locally perturbed model will return to equilibrium under the 
unperturbed dynamics but the unperturbed model will not necessarily approach 
equilibrium under the perturbed dynamics. The XY-hamiltonian and the pertur-
bations considered are quadratic. In this case the problem is reduced to spectral 
analysis of the one-particle hamiltonians. The failure to return to equilibrium may 
then be attributed to the formation of bound states or the existence of eigenvalues. 
The spectrum of the unperturbed operator is purely absolutely continuous. When 
quadratic the locally perturbed hamiltonian is shown to have a finite number of 
real eigenvalues, each of finite multiplicity, together with some absolutely continu-
ous spectrum. The singular continuous spectrum is empty. In these cases return 
to equilibrium under the perturbed dynamics does not occur but average behaviour 
over time is observable. 
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Introduction 
In this dissertation I examine a problem in the theory of operator algebras which 
arises from mathematical physics . The problem concerns the long time behaviour of 
the thermodynamic limits of the N-particle spin-~ system. Each limit of the spin-~ 
system and its behaviour under two alternative evolutions may be examined by 
considering a C*-algebra and two one parameter *-automorphism groups. To each 
of these *-automorphism groups may be associated a KMS state. The label KMS is 
a reference to the defining condition for these states which was first noted by Kubo , 
and Martin and Schwinger. A consequence of their defining condition is that they 
are invariant under the associated *-automorphism group. Partly because of this 
latter property such states are considered to be equilibrium states for the associated 
evolution. What is of interest is the behaviour of these two states under the other 
*-automorphism group. Does one state evolve to the other in any sense? That is, 
what is the thermodynamic or bulk behaviour of a linear spin-~ system, initially in 
equilibrium, when the dynamics are changed. Does it return to equilibrium? 
The evolutions to be considered are those generated by the XY-hamiltonian 
and perturbations of the same. For the most part the difference between the hamil-
tonians will be a bounded element of the C*-algebra. It has already been shown in 
[ABGM 1] and [ABGM 2] that a general conclusion of return or no return to equi-
librium, is not possible. The results given here will provide an explanation of such 
behaviour for a broad class of perturbations. It will be shown that for many per-
turbations, the equilibrium state for the perturbed dynamics evolves to equilibrium 
again under the unperturbed evolution. That is the system returns to equilibrium 
v 
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after a change in the dynamics back to the unperturbed dynamics. Further an expla-
nation is given of the failure to return to equilibrium under the perturbed evolution 
in a manner which is applicable to a large variety of possible perturbations. 
The method of analysis is to demonstrate that for certain perturbations the 
derivation implemented by the hamiltonian generating the *-automorphism group 
can be seen as acting via a bounded self-adjoint operator on an underlying Hilbert 
space, l2 EB l 2(1) . From work of Kato in [Ka 1] Chapter 10, the problem of return 
to equilibrium may be reduced to one of spectral analysis of these Hilbert space 
operators. This reduction to operators on the Hilbert space does not work for a 
general perturbation. As a consequence not all possible perturbations are considered 
here. The spectral analysis consists of a mix of abstract results and three long 
calculations on these particular Hilbert space operators. Some of the general results 
are sufficient to give results about the unperturbed evolution. The first and second 
of these long calculations provide details about the point spectrum and the third 
calculation demonstrates the absolutely continuous spectrum is empty. They are 
most complete for perturbations resulting from ' local' elements of the spin algebra. 
The results of return to equilibrium or convergence to whatever then follow from 
Kato 's work and either the uniqueness of the KMS states or its value on certain 
elements of the C*-algebra. 
An outline of the chapters is as follows. The first contains a construction of 
the objects of the problem. The second chapter includes a proof that for certain 
hamiltonians the action of the derivations may be regarded as being by a bounded 
operator on the Hilbert space l2 EB l;(Z). The Jordan-Wigner transformation is 
part of this reduction. The next three chapters encompass a spectral analysis of 
these bounded Hilbert space operators. Each contains one of the three calculations 
alluded to above as well as other details of the spectral analysis. The sixth chapter 
includes a series of theorems which result from the earlier chapters and directly 
address the question of return to equilibrium. It also contains reference to related 
work and general comments. It will be noted that the results given in this paper 
are true for other perturbations than those considered here and further that the 
method of analysis is applicable to more hamiltonians than the XY-hamiltonian. 
Chapter 1 
Elementary Concepts 
1.1 The Spin Algebras 
In the introduction there is a reference to two C*-algebras . These are the spin 
algebras on Z and N. They form the inverse limits of two sets or diagrams of 
C*-algebras, which are also matrix algebras. A construction of these occupies the 
first section. 
The inverse limits are in a sense natural. For the vector space ®;;=01 C2 the set 
of linear operators on the space, or the 2N x 2N matrices over C, form a C*-algebra 
with the usual operator norm. A unital *-algebra is defined by the set of symbols 
{Siwherei E {O,1 , 2, 3} andn E {O , 1,2,,,.,N -l}} 
and the generating relations: 
(1.1.1 ) 
SiSi = 1 
S nsn - _snsn - !'sn ij- ji - k 
Sf{ = Sr: = 1 ; 
[S!I S"!'] = 0 if n ..J. m . I' J r , 
where (i,j, k) is any cyclic permutation of (1,2, 3). 
Similarly if i\. is an interval of the lattice l containing exactly N points one may 
1 
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define another unital *-algebra by the set 
{S;: i E {O,l,2,3} and n E 1\} 
and the same generating relations. For the first *-algebra there is an isomorphism 
with £( ®~;Ol C2) produced by regarding the 2N x 2N matrices as the N- fold 
tensor product of the 2 x 2 matrices over C and letting 
S; correspond to 1 ® 1 ® ... ® 1 ® 1 ®S · ® 1 ® 1 ® .. . ® 1 ® 1 
, ...... I t, 'V' .I 
n factors N -n-l factors 
where 
and S3 = (1 0) 
o -1 
For the second algebra one obtains a *-algebra isomorphism with £(®~;Ol C2) IS 
produced in exactly the same way by letting 
S; correspond to ,1 ® 1 ® . . . ® 1 ® 1, ®Si ® ,1 ® 1 ® . . . ® 1 ® 1, . 
y y 
n-inf A factors sup A -n factors 
In either case the finite polynomial algebra becomes a C*-algebra under the 
induced norm. In particular the generating elements Sf , known as the Pauli opera-
tors, have a norm independent of the containing C*-algebra. These two C*-algebra 
representations of £ ( ®~;Ol C2) are denoted by A~ and A~. Clearly one then 
finds that as *-algebras A~ ~ A~ if N :S M and A~ ~ A~ if 1\ ~ 6. . As all 
are C*-algebras the inclusion maps are norm preserving and hence the inclusions 
are as C*-subalgebras. It follows that UN A~ and UA A~ are normed *-algebras. 
It also follows their completions, referred to by A~ and Ai , are the inverse limi ts 
of the diagram schemes A~ ~ A~ if N :S M and A~ ~ A~ if 1\ and 6. are 
finite intervals of the lattice Z and 1\ ~ 6. . 
It is also clear A~ is generated by {Sf: i E {O,l,2, 3} , n E {O,l,2, ... }} 
and Ai by {Sf: i E {O, 1,2, 3} , n E Z}. Further it is easy to see that A~ is a 
C*-subalgebra of Ai . Another result is the existence and uniqueness of a trace 
state. 
..... 
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(1.1. 2) Proposit ion. There is a unique trace state on each of A~ and Ai. 
P r oof : Each A~ and A~ is C*-isomorphic with a full matrix algebra. It 
follows each has a unique trace state, there being a unique normalized trace on the 
algebra of N x N matrices. As a trace state will restrict to a unital C*-algebra 
as a trace state it follows the trace states on A~ and A~ agree on the smaller of 
the two algebras; similarly for each A~ and A;. It follows there is a unique trace 
state on UN A~ and UJ\ A~ , and hence there is also a unique trace state on A~ 
and Ai, the completions of these two *-algebras. 
\1/ 
Let Tr denote this trace state of Ai. 
(1.1.3) Corollary. Restricted to each C*-subalgebra Tr is the unique trace state 
on A~ J A~ for each finite interval A of I and A~ for each N in N. 
Proof : In proving Proposition 1.1.2 it was noted that all these C*-subalgebras 
have unique trace state. Further a trace state restricts to an unital C*-subalgebra 
as a trace state. 
\1/ 
1.2 The Hamiltonians 
In what follows the evolutions generated by the XY-hamiltonian will be described 
as unperturbed. For the N-particle spin-~ system and the representation by the 
C*-algebra A~, it is given by the element of A~ 
N-2 
(1.2 .1) HN= - ~ ' L {(1+a)S~S~+1+(1-a)S;S;+l} , whereaER. 
n=O 
For the representation A~ it is given by the element of A~ 
(1. 2. 2) HA = - ~ L {(1 + a)S~ S~+l + (1 - a)S; S;+l} , where a E R . 
n,n+lEA 
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The second evolution will be referred to as the perturbed evolution. The generator 
for this evolution is represented in these two algebras respectively by HN + PN and 
HA + PA where PN and PA are self-adjoint elements of A~ and A~ respectively. 
The real variable a is a parameter of the problem. Its value other than being real 
is unimportant in this chapter but is significant in the those remaining. 
Strongly continuous *-automorphism groups of A~ and A~ are then defined 
by 
and 
Similarly strongly continuous *-automorphism groups of A~ and Ai are defined 
by 
and 
They are the representations of the evolutions of mathematical physics. The genera-
tor of each of these groups is a spatial derivation. For 7'N = {7't,N} it is implemented 
by the element iHN and denoted by 8N . For 7'~ = {7'r.N} it is implemented by 
the element i(HN + PN) and denoted by 8~. The elements iHI\. and i(HI\. + PrJ 
implement the generators of 7'A = {7't,A} and 7'[ = {7'r.A} respectively. They are 
denoted by 81\. and 8f. 
The notation A ~ Z is to mean as the filter of finite intervals in Z approaches 
the infinite interval Z. It is important for proofs that subsets A of Z are in fact 
finite intervals. The reason is to be able to bound the number of boundary terms 
or points as a subset of Z grows large. The notation N ~ N is to mean N tends 
to infinity. An immediate consequence of this and the commutation relations in 
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Equations 1.1.1 are two well defined symmetric derivations: 
ON: U At -+ A~ 
NEN 
oz: U A~ -+ Ai 
ACZ 
The existence of at least two thermodynamic limits of the unperturbed evolution 
is demonstrated by the following theorems. 
(1.2.3) Theorem. There exists a strongly continuous one parameter group of 
*-automorphisms T = {Tt} of Ai whose generator is the closure in Ai x Ai 
of the derivation OZ. Further for all A E Ai J 
and the convergence is furthermore uniform for t in compact sets. 
(1.2.4) Theorem. There exists a strongly continuous one parameter group of 
*-automorphisms TN = {Tt,N} of A~ whose generator is the closure in A~ x A~ 
of the derivation ON' Further for all A E A~ J 
and the convergence is furthermore uniform for t in compact sets. 
Proof of 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 Regarded as operators on At one finds that ON 
and ON satisfy 
(1.2 .5) 1 liON - oN11 ~ 4. 2 . [2a + 2(1 - a)] . 
It follows from [BK 1] Corollary 4.1.2 that ON is closeable and its closure is the 
generator of a strongly continuous *-automorphism group of A~. From the remark 
following that Corollary and Preliminary 2.4 in [BK 1] one has convergence of the 
automorphism groups as claimed, at least on UN A~ , for when restricted to At 
one finds that ON and 8M satisfy 
(1.2. 6) 
....... 
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The extension to all of A~ follows as the maps are uniformly norm bounded by the 
value 1. 
A proof of Theorem 1.2.3 now requires only a verification that the referenced 
results remain valid when the sequence is replaced by the net of finite intervals . The 
rest is only notation. 
\11 
The existence of thermodynamic limits for the perturbed evolutions are known 
to exist in some circumstances. Presuming lim[PA, A] exists as a strong limit for A-Z 
each A E UA AX, a symmetric derivation of Ai is defined by 
U A~ -+ Ai , 
ACZ 
= limi[HA+PA , A] 
A-Z 
Similarly if lim [P N, A] exists as a strong limit for each A E UN A~ then one may 
N-N 
define a symmetric derivation of A~ by 
8~(A) 
It follows that these derivations exist if {PA} or {PN } converge strongly. They 
also exist in other cases. By way of example if P E Ai and (7y denotes the 
*-automorphism (and hence isometry) of Ai induced by right translation by y m 
the lattice Z then y.!i~JI[(7y(p), Al ii = 0 for all A E Ai. 
(1.2. '/) Theorem. If the PA E AX form a norm bounded net of self-adjoint op-
erators in Ai and {[PA ' AJ} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ there exists 
a strongly continuous *-automorphism group rP = {rr} of Ai whose generator is 
the closure in Ai x Ai of the derivation 8r . Further for all A E Ai 
and the convergence is furthermore uniform for t in compact sets. 
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(1.2.8) Theorem. If the PN E A~ is a norm bounded sequence of self-adjoint 
operators in A~ and {lPN ' A]} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ there exists 
a strongly continuous *-automorphism group T~ = {Tt~N} of A~ whose generator 
is the closure in A~ X A~ of the derivation o~. Further for all A E A~ 
and the convergence is furthermore uniform for t in compact sets. 
Proof of 1.2.7 and 1.2.8: A proof is given by supplementing the proof of 
Theorems 1.2.3 and 1.2.4, in particular showing the inequality 1.2.5 and limit 1.2.6. 
Let D.(A) denote the strong limit lim i[PA , A] for each A E UA A~. As {Prj A-Z 
is bounded it follows the net of implemented spatial derivations of Ai is uniformly 
bounded by 2· sup{ II PA II }. It follows D.(A)/IIAII is also bounded over UA A~ by A 
2 . sup{ II PA II }. One then finds the operators oi' and of, when restricted to A~ 
A 
satisfy 
IIO~ - Sfll ::; ~. 2 . [2a + 2(1 - a)] + 4· ~~~{IIPAII} . 
It then follows oi' is closeable and its closure is the generator of a strongly continuous 
*-automorphism group of Ai. 
Each A~ is finitely generated. Hence one may conclude that 
~~IID.(A) - i[Pn, Alii = 0 for each A E A~ 
is equivalent to N~ II D. - i[Pn, . ]11 = 0 when D. and the spatial derivations are 
restricted to A~. Thus one finds that when restricted to A~, the operators oi' 
and Oh satisfy 
limllo~ - ohll ::; lim Iloz - 0011 + lim ll ~ - i[Po, . III = 0 . 
n-z n-z n-z 
From this last equation which corresponds to the limit 1.2.6 one then finds conver-
gence of the *-automorphism groups as claimed. The proof is then as before. 
A proof of 1.2.8 is obtained by restating the above with a sequence rather than 
a net. 
\11 
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1.3 Equilibrium and The KMS States 
The definition of KMS states begins this section. First the notion of analytic element 
is made precise. 
(1. 3.1) Let l' = {1't} denote a strongly continuous *-automorphism group of a 
C*-algebra A. An element A E A is called analytic for l' = {1't} if there exists a 
strip in C about the real axis 
Id = {z E C: ~(z) < d} 
and a function J: Id ~ A such that 
(a) J(t) = 1't(A) for t E R 
(b) z 1-+ TJ (J( z)) is analytic on Id for all TJ in the dual of A. 
Under these conditions 1'z(A) is defined to be J(z) for z E Id . This function on 
Id is referred to as an analytic extension of the *-automorphism group. 
(1.3.2) Let A be a C*-algebra and l' = {1't} a one parameter group of strongly 
continuous *-automorphisms of A. A state w of A is defined to be a (1', j3) -KMS 
state at j3 E R if 
W(A1'i~(B)) = w(BA) 
for all A, B in some norm dense 1'-invariant *-subalgebra of A. A KMS state 
will be the same where the temperature and *-automorphism group are implied by 
the context. The parameter j3 is often referred to as inverse temperature. The 
definition is independent of the particular analytic extension of 1'. 
Further details are to be found in [BR 1J Section 2.5.3 for analytic elements and 
[BR 2J for KMS states. 
(1.3.3) A further class of states are the Gibbs states. These are the (statistical) 
equilibrium states of mathematical physics. On the algebras A~ and A~ , the 
Gibbs states for inverse temperature j3 and evolutions given by 1'N = {1't,N} and 
1'~ = {1'tN} are respectively given by 
• 
I 
I 
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A ~ w.a,N(A) = Tr (e-,OHN A) Tr(e-.aHN) 
and 
A f-+ w;,N(A) = Tr(e-.a(HN+PN) A) Tr(e-.a(HN+PN)) 
On the algebras A~ and Ai, the Gibbs states for inverse temperature f3 and 
evolutions TA = {Tt,A} and TX = {TtA} are respectively given by 
and 
Tr( e-,OHA A) 
Tr( e-,OHA ) 
Tr( e-.a(HA+PA) A) 
Tr( e-.a(HA +PA)) 
(1.3.4) Proposition. The Gibbs states of paragraph 1.3.3 are J(MS states at the 
inverse temperature f3 for the evolutions described there. 
Proof: As HN is bounded the map Z f-+ eizHN is an analytic map into the 
C*-subalgebra A~ defined for all Z E C. Hence there is an easy extension of 
t f-+ Tt(A) for each A E A~ and the extension is strongly analytic. Then one finds 
Tr( e-.aHN AB) = Tr( e-.aHNefiHN Be-.aHN A) 
= Tr(e-.aHNT_i,O,N(B)A) for all A,B E A~ . 
The result then follows from the definitions. The proof is the same for the states 
WS,N' w.a,A and WS,A' 
\11 
The thermodynamic limits of these Gibbs states are also of interest in discussing 
bulk or thermodynamic behaviour of large systems. Of special interest is the ex-
istence of limits, and their uniqueness and nature of the convergence. Firstly note 
that there are four nets or sequences : 
I 
, 
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For each of these nets the weak* limits are also KMS states. 
(1.3.5) Theorem. Each weak* limit of the sequence {w,e,N} is a KMS state of 
A~ for the inverse temperature f3 and evolution TN = {Tt,N}' In particular there 
exists such a state. 
(1.3. 6) Theorem. Each weak* limit of the net {W,e ,A} is a KMS state of Ai for 
the inverse temperature f3 and evolution T = {Tt }. In particular there exists such 
a state. 
(1.S.") Theorem. lfthe PN E A~ form a norm bounded sequence of self-adjoint 
operators in A~ and {lPN' A]} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ then each 
weak* limit of {W~,N} is a KMS state for the inverse temperature f3 and evolution 
T~ = {Tr,N}' In particular there exists such a state. 
(1.3.8) Theorem. If the PA E A~ form a norm bounded net of self-adjoint 
operators in Ai and {[PA , A]} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ then each 
weak* limit of {W~,A} is a KMS state for the inverse temperature f3 and evolution 
T
P 
= {rt}. In particular there exists such a state. 
Proof of Theorems 1.3.5 to 1.3.8: A proof of the first two is to be found 
in either [BR 2] Proposition 5.3.25, or [PS 1]. The substitution of the net of finite 
intervals for a sequence does not affect these quoted results or the proofs given in 
these references. The conditions on {PN } and {PAl guarantee existence of the limit 
evolutions - as shown by Theorems 1.2.7 and 1.2.8 - and that the Theorems 1.3.7 
and 1.3.8 are well defined. They are then proved exactly as for the earlier two. 
\11 
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(1. 3.9) Corollary. There is a unique J(MS state W{J,N of A~ at each f3 E R for I 
the limit *-automorphism group 'TN = {'Tt,N}' For each A E A~ ! 
(1.3 .10 ) Corollary. There is a unique J(MS state WfJ of A~ at each f3 E R for 
the limit *-automorphism group 'T = {'Tt}. For each A E A~ 
lim w" A(A) = w,,(A) . A-Z 1-', I-' 
(1. 3 .11 ) Corollary. If the PN E A~ form a norm bounded sequence of self-
adjoint operators in A~ and {[PN , A]} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ I 
then there is a unique J(MS state W~,N of A~ at each f3 E R for the limit 
*-automorphism group 'T~ = {'Tf,N}' For each A E A~ 
lim wfJP N(A) = wfJP N(A) . N_N ' , 
(1 .:3 .12) Corollary. If the PA E A~ form a norm bounded net of self-adjoint 
operators in A~ and {[PA , Al} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ I then there 
is a unique J(MS state w~ of A~ at each f3 E R for the limit *-automorphism 
group 'T P = {'T;}. For each A E Ai 
The proofs of Corollaries 1.3.9 to 1.3.12 differ in only minor details. As a conse-
quence only a proof of the last is included. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3.12: Initially let it be assumed that the limit evolution 
has a unique KMS state at each f3 E R. The C*-algebra Ai being a unital 
I 
I 
I 
: 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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C*-algebra has a weak* compact dual. If {W~,A} does not converge in the weak* 
topology to the assumed unique KMS state at /3 for {rF} then it nonetheless will 
have weak* limit points which from Theorem 1.3.8 will all be KMS states at /3 for 
{ rF}. This is clearly contradictory and hence the net must converge to the assumed 
unique KMS state at /3 for {rt}. 
It remains to be verified that there is a unique KMS state of the limit evolution 
for each /3 E R. From Theorem 1.3.8 one has that such states exist. Hence it 
remains to demonstrate that there is at most one to show existence of a unique 
KMS state for the limit evolution at each /3 E R. 
Let 6. denote the bounded sy.mmetric derivation of UA A~ given by 
A f---+ 6.(A) = lim i[PA , AJ . A-Z 
From the assumed conditions 116.11 :s; 2 . supllPA II. When 6. is restricted to A~, a 
A 
full matrix algebra, there is a self-adjoint element P 1 E A~ such that for A E A~ 
This result follows from [BR 1J Corollary 3.2.47. 
Let AU denote the extended interval {NA - 1, N A , . .. , M A , MA + IJ when A 
IS the interval {NA , •.. , M A }. Restricted to A~ one finds from the generating 
relations 1.1.1 and the terms of the XY-hamiltonian that 
8~(A) = lim i[HA' AJ + 6.(A) A-Z 
= i(HA" A] +i(pl ,A] . 
Further 
H M - H A = (1 + a) sf' h -1 sf' h + (1 _ a) sf; h -1 sf; h 
+ (1 + a)S~hS~h+1 + (1- a) S~hS~h+1 
and thus 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
: 
II 
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Summarizing, when restricted to A~ one finds 8~(A) = i[HA' + pl , A] where 
HAl + pl E A~. Further 
As HA + PA E A~ the existence of at most one KMS state at f3 for T P = {TtZ} 
now follows from [Ar 2] Theorem 2 and Remark 1. 
\11 
1.4 Thermodynamic Limits 
Putting the various local evolutions and Gibbs states together one finds their joint 
limits are found from their separate thermodynamic limits. One also finds that 
the evolution of the limiting KMS state under the limiting *-automorphism group 
approximates the evolution of the local Gibbs state under the local *-automorphism 
group, at least over finite intervals of time. 
(1.4·1) Proposition. If the PA E A~ form a norm bounded net of self-adjoint 
operators in Ai and {[PA , A]} converges strongly for each A E UA AX ) then it 
follows for all A E Ai that: 
1. W/3,A(Tt ,A(A)) = w/3,A(A) 
compact sets 
2. wS'Ah~A(A)) = wS,A(A) 
compact sets 
WS(Tn A)) =wS(A) uniformly for tin 
W.e (Tn A)) uniformly for t in compact sets 
, wS(Tt(A)) uniformly for t in compact sets. 
(1.4. 2) Proposition. If the PN E A~ form a norm bounded sequence of self-
adjoint operators in A~ and {[PN , A]} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ } 
then it follows for all A E A~ that: 
I 
: 
i 
I 
I 
.J 
I 
1. w.B ,N (rt ,N(A)) = w.B,N(A) 
t in compact sets 
2. W~,N (ri,N(A)) = w~,N(A) 
t in compact sets 
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N-N 
N-N W~,N (ri,N(A)) = w~,N(A) uniformly for 
W.B,N (ri,N(A)) uniformly for t in compact sets 
W~,N (rt,N (A)) uniformly for t in compact sets. 
Proof of Propositions 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 : The restriction ensure the states and 
*-automorphism groups are well defined; see the results 1.2.3 to 1.3.12. The first 
and second results of both propositions follow immediately from Corollaries 1.3.9 
to 1.3.12 and that a (r,,B)-KMS state is T-invariant. This latter claim is shown in 
[BR 2] Proposition 5.3.3 for ,B nonzero and is trivial for ,B = 0 for then the evolved 
KMS state is always the unique trace state of the C*-algebra. 
Considering the third claim of Proposition 1.4.1 one finds 
IIW.B, A(ri,A(A)) -w.B(rt(A)) 11 
~ Ilw.B'A((ri,A - rn (A)) II + II(W.B,A - W.B)(rt(A)) II 
< II (ri,A - Tt) (A)II + II(W.B,A - w.B) (rt (A)) II . 
The first term converges to zero uniformly for t in compact sets by Theorem 1.2.7. 
Now W.B,A(Ti(A)) converges strongly to w.B(ri(A)) by Corollary 1.3.12. As the 
w.B,A are states , so as functions of t the functions w.B,A(rt(A)) are equicontinuous 
for each fixed element A and hence the second term converges to zero uniformly 
for t in compact sets. This gives the third claim of Proposition 1.4.1 and the other 
results follow in a like manner. 
\1/ 
The remainder of this thesis is a study of lim w.B (rt (A)) and similar time 
t-=j=oo 
limits. It will be shown in Chapter 2 that the evolutions and hamiltonians may act 
via bounded operators on certain Hilbert spaces. From these results and those of 
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[Ka 1] Chapter 10, the time asymptotic behaviour of the KMS states is related to the 
spectrum of these bounded operators. l'he next three chapters contain a spectral 
analysis of the bounded operators obtained in Chapter 2. The sixth chapter then 
applies the results of Kato to calculate the time asymptotic behaviour of the KMS 
states under the evolutions. 
- . _ """, 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
Chapter 2 
C*-analysis 
2.1 Jordan-Wigner Transformation 
The first step of the analysis is one of transformation to an apparently more tractable 
algebra, the CAR algebra over f2(l) . The method is based on the Jordan-Wigner 
transformation. 
(2.1.1) Lemma. There is a unique C*-automorphism of Ai denoted by 0_ 
which satisfies the generating equations in the spin operators given by: 
VnEz0_(5o) = 1 = 0_(1) 
Vn~o0_(5f) = 5f 
Vn~o0_(5;) = 5; 
VnEz0_ (53) = 53 ; 
V'n<o0_(5f) = -Sf ; 
and Vn<o0_ (5;) = -5; . 
Proof: As the map preserves the generating relations 1.1.1 it is well defined on 
UA A~ and restricts to a *-morphism of each A~ . As 0_ 0 0_ is the identity it 
follows that the map is a C*-automorphism of each A~ and hence norm preserving 
for each A E UA A~ ; see [BR 1J Corollary 2.3.4. The map then extends uniquely 
to Ai by continuity. 
\/1 
16 
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(2 .1. 2) Let .A denote the C*-crossed product of Ai by the Z2 action of 0 _ . As 
described in [ER 1J Section 2.7.1 , pages 137-9, this C*-algebra is the completion of 
a *-algebra of the functions Z2 to Ai under a part icular norm. The nature of the 
operations in the *-algebra is described in the reference. The norm of any element 
A in the *-algebra is given by the supremum 
II AII' = sup 11 7l' (A) II 
11' 
where 7l' runs over all Hilbert space represent ations of the *-algebra. There is a 
faithful representation so this is in fact a norm and no function is identified as zero 
other than the trivial one. Furthermore 
II AII' ~ (1/2) [II A(1)1I + II A(0_ )II] 
and it follows from this that *-algebra of functions Z2 to UA A~ is also dense. The 
C*-algebra Ai may be identified with a C*-subalgebra of .A by 
A E Ai is identified with the function 
The identity of Ai is then the identity of A . 
Proof: Most of this is to be found in the reference quoted. The second den-
sity result stems from Ai = UA A~ and II AII ' ~ (1/2)[II A(1)1I + II A(0- )1I1. The 
identification arises as the correspondence given is actually ·a *-algebra morphism 
of C*-algebras, Ai to .A , and hence it is continuous with norm less than or equal 
to one. As a consequence the image of Ai in .A is also a C*-algebra. As the map 
is also faithful, the inverse map from the image to Ai would also define a *-algebra 
morphism between two C*-algebras and hence would also be norm bounded by 1. 
It follows that the map is an isometry, embedding Ai in .A . 
\// 
(2 .1.3 ) Let T denote the function and element of A such that 
{ 
1f--tO T-
0 _ f--t 1 
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The following relations are valid : 
T = T* T2 = 1 and TAT = 0_ (A) for all A E Ai . 
Furthermore the norm dense *-algebra of functions Z2 to Ai is generated by the 
elements of Ai and T and every element of this algebra may be expressed as 
A + T B for some unique pair A, B E Ai. The obvious corollaries where one 
substitutes UA A~ for Ai are also true. 
Proof: This follows as A + T B for A, B E Ai is t he function 
The uniqueness of expression is then a consequence of there being a faithful repre-
sentation of this *-algebra of functions Z2 to Ai. 
\1/ 
(2·1.4) Lemma. Let", denote any Hilbert space representation of the *-algebra 
of functions from Z2 to Ai · A further Hilbert space representation ",' of this 
*-a/gebra is defined by 
",' : A + T B f-+ ", (A) - 17 (T )17 (B ) 
Proof It suffices to show that the map of the *-algebra of functions to itself, 
is actually a *-algebra endomorphism. From paragraph 2.1.3 the map is well defined 
as a set map. Now 
(A + T Bt = A* + T0_ (B*) 
f-+ A* - T0_ (B* ) 
A* - T· TB*T 
= A* - B*T 
= (A-TBt 
- ' 
I 
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and 
(A+TB)(C+TD) = AC+TBTD+T(BC+TATD) 
= (AC + 8_(B)D) + T(BC + 8_ (A)D ) 
f-+ (AC + 8_(B)D) - T(BC + 8_ (A)D) 
= (AC + (-T)B( -T)D) - T(BC + (-T)A( -T)D) 
= (A-TB)(C-TD) 
and scalar linearity is trivial. 
\1/ 
(2.1. 5) Proposition. There exists a trace state on A . 
Proof: Recall from Proposition 1.1.2 that there exists a unique trace state on 
Ai· This map may be extended to the norm dense *-algebra of functions from Z2 
to A~ by defining Tr(A + T B ) = Tr(A). That the map is well defined stems from 
paragraphs 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. Also from paragraph 2.1.2 one may easily deduce that 
the map extends the trace stat"! on Ai. 
As 8_ is a *-automorphism and Tr is the unique trace state on Ai it follows 
that Tro8_ =Tr when restricted to Ai. Hence for functions A=A(1)+TA(8_) 
and B = B(1) + T B(8_) , one has 
Tr(AB) = (1/2) . Tr(A(1)B(1) + A(8_ )8_ (B(8_))) 
= (1/2). Tr(B(1)A(1)) + +(1/2)Tr 0 8_(8_(A(8_) )B (8_ )) 
= (1/2) . Tr( B(1)A(1) + B (8_ )8_ (A(8_ ))) 
= Tr(BA) 
and 
Tr(1) = Tr(1 + TO) = 1 , 
Tr(rA + sB) = r· Tr(A) + s . Tr(B) , 
Tr(A-) = Tr(~(1)-1 A(1t) = Tr(A(1t) = Tr(A(1)) = Tr(A) 
In this last equation ~ denotes the modular operator on Z2' 
._- -~ 
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If IIA + T BII' ~ IITr(A)11 for all A + T B in this *-algebra then Tr extends to 
a trace state on A. Indeed it suffices to show this on the *-algebra generated by 
T and UA A~ for the latter *-algebra is dense by paragraph 2.1.2. Let € be an 
arbitrary positive real number and A, B two arbitrary elements of UA A~. Let 1'/ 
denote some representation of the *-algebra of functions such that 
1J1'/(A) II > IJAII' - € = sup 11 7l'(A) II - € 
". 
where the supremum is over all Hilbert space representations of the *-algebra of 
functions. Now either 1J1'/(A) + 1'/(T)1'/(B) II or 111'/(A) -1'/(T)1'/ (B) 11 is greater than 
II All' - € for 
1117(A)11 ~ (1/2)111'/(A) + 1'/(T)1'/(B) II + (1/2)111'/(A) -1'/ (T )1'/(B )11 . 
Hence either 1J1'/(A + T B) II or 111'/'(A + T B) II is greater than IIAII ' - €; 1'/' is the 
representation defined in lemma 2.1.4 taking A + T B to 1'/ (A) - 1'/ (T )1'/ (B ). It 
follows that 
IIA + T BII' = sup 11 7l'(A + T B )II > II All' - € 
". 
and as € was an arbitrary positive real number it also follows that 
IIA + T B II ' ~ IJ A II ' . 
As A E A~ which is a C*-subalgebra of A it follows that IIAII ' = II AII. As Tr is 
a state on Ai it follows for the arbitrary A, B E UA A~ that 
IIA + TBII' ~ IIAII' = IIAII ~ ITr(A) 1 = ITr((A + TB )(1)) I 
\11 
(2.1. 6) Lemma. All trace states defined on A extend the unique trace state on 
the C*-subalgebra Ai . 
Proof: As shown in Proposition 1.1.2 there is a unique trace state on Ai . As 
shown in Paragraph 2.1.2 the C*-algebra A~ is a C*-subalgebra of A and hence 
any trace state of the latter restricts to a trace state of the former. 
\11 
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(2.1. '(1) Corollary. There is a unique trace state on A . 
Proof The action of any trace state state on A is determined by its action 
on A~ and on T A~. This is so as T and A~ generate a dense *-subalgebra. 
The action of any trace state of A restricted to A~ is uniquely determined by 
Lemma 2.1.6. The action of any trace on A when restricted to the set T A~ is 
determined by its action on {T B : B E UA An. 
Now B E U A~ =} B E A~ for some finite interval 6. of Z 
ACZ 
=} [Sr,B] =0 for any nEZ\6.,and iE{1,2}. 
The last deduction is a result of the equations 1.1.1, the defining relations of the 
spin algebras. Hence if TR denotes a trace state of A and B E UA A~ , and n is 
a sufficiently large negative integer 
TR(T B(S~ - iS~)(S~ + iS~)) = TR((S~ + iS~ )T B (S~ - iS~)) 
= -TR(T(S~ + iS~ )B(S~ - iS~ )) 
= -TR(TB(S~ + iS~)(S~ - iS~)) 
From the equation 
(S~ - iS~)(S~ + iS~) + (Sf + iS~)(Sf - iS~ ) = 4 
it follows that TR(T B) = 0 for all B E UA A~ and by a continuity argument that 
TR(T Ai) = {O}. That is all trace states satisfy 
A + T B f---t Tr(A) where A, BE Ai, 
and extend identically to A by continuous limits. Hence there is a unique trace 
state on A . 
\11 
Another set of generators for A IS T , and the the annihilation and creation 
operators . These latter operators are denoted respectively by Cn and C~ , and are 
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defined for each n E Z by 
(2.1.8) 
(2.1. 9) 
where 
(2.1. 10 ) 
c· 
n 
1 
SOSI sn-l 133 . . . 3 
Snsn+l S-1 3 3 . .. 3 
where n > 0 
if n = 0 
where n < 0 
Note that the spin algebras may similarly be defined in terms of the annihilation 
and creation operators by 
(2 .1.11 ) 
(2 .1.12) 
(2.1.18) 
where 
(2.1.14) 
1 
SOSI sn-l 133 . . . 3 
Snsn+l S-1 3 3 . .. 3 
where n> 0 
if n = 0 
where n < 0 
Furthermore the annihilation and creation operators satisfy the relations: 
(2 .1.15 ) [Cn,Cm1+ = CnCm + CmCn = 0 
(2.1.16) [C~, C':l+ = 0 
{ 1 if n = m (2. 1.17) [Cn' C':J+ = 0 if n i- m 
(2.1.18) For each finite interval A c Z, let the unital C*-subalgebra of A gen-
erated by the set {Cn , C~ : n E A} be denoted by A~AR . Inclusion of the identity 
of A follows from the relation 2.1.17. This algebra is the CAR algebra over [2(A) 
and it is C*-isomorphic with .c (®ZEA C2) and hence is C*-isomorphic with the 
C*-algebra of 21AI X 21AI matrices over C ; see [BR 21 page 15, Theorem 5.2.5. The 
-= 
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algebras A~AR are partially ordered by inclusion according to the natural partial 
ordering of the set {A: A a finite interval in l}. Let AiAR denote the unital 
C*-algebra of A generated by {Cn , C~ : n E Z}. It is the CAR algebra over .e2(Z) 
and A~AR = UA AXAR . As a consequence of this, A~AR like Ai is a quasi-local 
algebra. 
(2.1.1 9) Lemma. A is generated by T and A~AR. That is, the *-algebra which 
is generated by T and AiAR is norm dense in A . 
Proof This follows immediately from paragraph 2.1.3 and equations 2.1.11 to 
2.1.14. 
\1/ 
(2.1.20) Proposition. There exists a unique trace state on AiAR. 
Proof: A proof of existence and uniqueness of a trace state on AiAR is a 
repetition of the proof of Proposition 1.1.2 with the replacement of Ai by A~AR 
and A~ by AXAR. As noted in paragraph 2.1.18 each A~AR is *-isomorphic with 
a full matrix algebra and hence has a unique trace state. 
\1/ 
(2.1. 21) Corollary. The trace state on A when restricted to A~AR agrees with 
the unique trace state on AiAR . 
The unique trace on AiAR will be denoted by Tr. 
(2 .1. 22) Corollary. The unique trace states on Ai and AiAR are equal when 
restricted to Ai n AiAR . 
Proof of Corollaries 2.1.21 and 2.1.22: Any trace state on A restricts to 
A~AR as a trace state. The second corollary is a consequence of the restriction of 
any trace state on A to either A~ or A~AR equalling their respective unique trace 
states. As a trace state exists on A its restriction to Ai n AiAR must agree wi th 
the restrictions of the trace states of Ai and AiAR. 
\ 1/ 
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(2.1. 23) Lemma. The O*-automorphism 0_ of Ai has a unique extension to 
A by defining 
The extension is well defined as a O*-automorphism. 
Proof: From the uniqueness of expression of A + T B - i.e., A + T B = 0 + T D 
implies that A = 0 and B = D - it follows that the map is well defined as a set 
map on the *-algebra generated by T and Ai. That 0_ is a *-morphism on this 
*-subalgebra is an easy manipulation of symbols. It then suffices to complete the 
proof to show that 0_ is isometric when restricted to this *-algebra, as it is dense 
In A. 
For every representation 7r of the functions Z2 to Ai , 7r 0 0_ is also a rep-
resentation. Now 0_ 0 0_ = 1, and hence for 7r ranging over all Hilbert space 
representations of the *-algebra of functions Z2 to Ai described earlier , 7r 0 0_ 
will also range over all representations and 
IIA+ TB II = sup lIA+ TB II 
= sup IIA + TB II 
1fo9_ 
= supI10_(A+TB) 11 
1f 
11 0_ (A + T B )II . 
\11 
(2.1.24) Another *-automorphism of A may be defined in a similar manner. Let 
o denote the *-automorphism of A which satisfies 
or equivalently, 
0(So) = So = 1 
0(S;) = -S; 
0 (T) = T 
0(Sf) = -Sf 
0 (S;) = s; and 
0 (T) = T , 0(O~) = -O~ and 0 (On) = -On' 
I) 
II 
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That 8 defines a C*-automorphism of A is shown in exactly the same way that 
8_ was shown to be a C*-automorphism of A; see Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.23. 
It also follows that 8 defines a *-automorphism of Ai. It is also clear that 8 
maps U/\ A~AR into U/\ A~AR C A~AR. As 8 is a bounded *-automorphism of A 
it follows that it restricts to a *-automorphism mapping AiAR into A~AR. The 
*-automorphisms 8 and 8_ commute. This is seen by comparing the action of 
the two compositions on the dense *-algebra generated by T and UA A~. The 
odd ( - ) and even ( + ) parts of the various algebras are defined as follows: 
s - S A:!: = A:!: nAz ACAR - A- n ACAR :!: -:!: Z . 
The sets A~, A~AR, and A + form C*-subalgebras with the induced operations. 
(2.1.25) Proposition. 
As - A CAR - AS n A CAR +- + - z z , 
Proof : Every element of UA A~ the dense *-subalgebra of Ai may be writ-
ten as a polynomial whose terms are a product of factors from {Sr, S2 : n E Z} . 
Similarly every element of U/\ A~AR the dense *-algebra of A~AR can be expressed 
as a polynomial whose terms are a product of factors from {C~, Cn : n E Z}. As 
e applied to such a product either gives the product or its negative depending on 
whether the number of factors is even or odd it follows that an element of either of 
these algebras which is even is equal to a sum of products , each of an even number of 
these factors and if it is odd is equal to a sum of products, each of an odd number of 
these factors. From the relations 2.1.8 to 2.1.14 and the relation TAT = 8_(A) it 
follows that any product of a pair from {Sr , S2 : n E Z} is an element of U /\ A~AR . 
Indeed as such a pair product is even it would be in A~AR. Similarly any product 
of a pair from {C~, Cn : n E Z} lies in (UA A~) n A~. As a consequence 
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( S ) - S - S ( CAR)-Now UAAA nA+ is dense in AznA+ = A+ and UAAA nA+ is dense 
in AiAR n A + = A~AR for e preserves the norm and both *-subalgebras UA A~ 
and UA A~AR. It follows that 
As - ACAR + - + . 
It also follows from there that each of the spin operators, Sf and S'2, lie in 
(UA T A~AR) n TA - and each annihilation and creation operator, C
n 
and C~ lies 
in (UATA~)nTA_. Asaproductofapairfrom {Sf,S'2: n EZ} lies in A~AR 
it follows that each product of an odd number of these spin operator factors lies in 
UA T A~AR. Similarly each product of an odd number of factors from the creation 
and annihilation operators lies in UA T A~. As odd products of either type lie in 
A _ which is closed under addition one finds that 
(u A~) nA_ = ACZ ( U T A~AR) n A_ ACZ 
(T U A~AR) n A _ . ACZ 
Similarly as for the even parts one finds that 
That is 
A: (UA~)nA-
ACZ 
= (U T A~AR) n A_ 
ACZ 
= (T U A~AR) n A_ 
ACZ 
c (T AiAR) n A_ 
= TA~AR 
and by a similar argument A~AR ~ T A:. As T2 = lone then has that 
and 
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As 6 maps both Ai and AiAR into itself it follows that 
However Hx - 6(x)) is odd and hence in both A~ and A~AR if x E Ai U AiAR. 
However AinAiAR = AinT Ai = {O}. Otherwise there would exist an element of 
A , A - T B , which is 0 when A, B E Ai \ {O}. This contradicts the conclusions 
contained in paragraph 2.1.3 which imply the statement 
A + T B = 0 & A, B E Ai => A = B = 0 . 
Consequently x E Ai n AiAR implies that Hx - 6 (x)) and hence x = 6(x). In 
other words Ai n AiAR = A~ = A~AR . 
\1/ 
2.2 Algebras and Automorphism Groups 
This section describes the transformation of the *-automorphism groups described 
in Chapter 1 to the C*-algebras introduced in the previous section of this chapter. 
(2.2.1) Theorem. The *-automorphism groups {TA} may be extended to A as 
strongly continuous *-automorphism groups via the definitions: 
Further the *-automorphism group T may also be extended to A as a strongly 
continuous *-automorphism group so that for each A E A and t E R 
The convergence is futhermore uniform for t in compact sets for each A E A . 
Proof: As HA and 6_(HA) are elements of A and self-adjoint , so eiHfoot and 
ei0 _(Hfoo)t are defined and give unitary elements of A. Then strongly continuous 
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*-automorphism groups 7"11. = {7"t,lI.} of A are defined by 
(2 .2. 2) Now 
= 
= 
Let 
X t,lI. = ei9_(HII)te-iHllt and DII. = 0_ (HA ) - HII. . 
The strong differential ~ (Xt,lI.) exists and equals 
iei9 _ (HII )t D e-iHllt = iX 7" (D ) II. t,lI. t,1I. II. 
which is equivalent to saying X t,lI. is a norm differentiable solution of 
X t,lI. = 1 + fotds X. ,II. 7". ,11. (DII. ) . 
By iteration it follows that 
The expression on the right of the inequali ty converges in norm and will do so 
uniformly for t in compact sets. 
(2.2 .3) As HII. ' 0_ (HII.) E A~, it is also true that DII. E A~ . The limit of {DII.} is 
given by: 
D = lim DII. 
II.-Z 
= lim 0_ (HII. ) - HII. 
II.-Z 
= ~ {(I + a ) SllS~ + (1 - a)S2"lSn 
It is also an element of A~ as may be shown by a closure argument . Since 7"t,A(A) 
converges strongly to 7"t(A) for each A E A~ and t E Z, doing so uniformly for t 
in compact sets, and 
Ih,A(DII.) - 7"t (D)II < Ih,II.( DII. ) - 7"t,II.(D) II + Ih,II.CD) - 7"tCD) II 
< IIDII. - DII + Ih,II.CD) - 7"tCD) II ' 
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it holds that 'T't,A(DA) converges in norm to 'T't(D) , uniformly for t in compact sets. 
It then follows that Xt,A converges in norm, uniformly for t in compacts , to 
As HA,8_(HA) E A! so DA and hence D, Xt(D) E A!. Then one finds that 
'T't ,A (T) = T Xt,A converges in norm uniformly for t in compact sets to T X t( D) , 
an element of T Ai. The maps 'T't are norm preserving so it will follow from this 
expression for Xt(D) that 
lim liT Xt(D) - Til = 0 . 
t-O 
As described in paragraphs 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 the sub algebra of functions from 
Z2 to Ai is a norm dense *-algebra which is generated by T and Ai. From 
above 'T't,A(T) = TXt,A(D) E TAi and hence it follows that the extensions of 'T'A 
define *-automorphism groups of this *-subalgebra. On this normed *-subalgebra 
an extension of 'T' may be defined by 
As the extension of 'T' = {'T't} to the normed *-subalgebra is the strong limit of 
the extensions of the 'T'A = {'T't,A} which define *-automorphism groups of the 
*-subalgebra, it is easy to see that the extension of 'T' = {'T't} also defines a 
*-automorphism group of the *-subalgebra. 
From the strong continuity of {'T't} on A~ and the limit 
it follows that the extension of 'T' to this normed *-subalgebra is also strongly 
continuous. As 'T't ,A (T) = T Xt,A converges in norm, uniformly for t in compact 
sets, to TXt(D) and for each A E A~ one has that 'T't,A(A) converges in norm, 
uniformly for t in compact sets, to 'T't(A) it follows that the same convergence occurs 
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for any A in the *-subalgebra of functions and the extension of the *-automorphism 
group T to same. 
Let A E A and € > 0 and At + T A2 be an element of the dense *-subalgebra 
of functions such that IIA - (At + TA 2 ) 11 < t/2. By definition of their extension 
to A each Tt,A is a *-automorphism and hence an isometry of A . Then one finds 
that 
A~~~Z IITt,A(A) - Tt,o(A)11 
< A~b~z IITt,A(AI + T A2) - Tt,o(AI + T A2) 11 + 211 A - (AI + T A2)11 
< t. 
It follows that Tt,A (A) converges for each t E R and each A EA. Furthermore 
as the convergence is uniform for t in compact sets and each At + T A2 in the 
*-subalgebra of functions it is also uniform for t in compact sets and each A E A . 
Consequently an extension of T to A is defined by 
The convergence is uniform for each A E A and t in compact sets as shown above. 
Being the strong limit of a net of *-automorphisms each T t is also a *-automorphism 
of A . It then follows that T is an isometry of A. Again let A E A and c > 0 
and At + T A2 be an element of the dense *-subalgebra of functions such that 
IIA - (AI + T A2)11 < c/2. One finds 
l~ IITt(A) - A ll :::; Ih(A - (At + T A2 ))11 + IIA - (AI + T A2 )11 
+ lim IITt(AI + T A2 ) - (At + T A2 )11 A ..... Z 
< 211A - (At + TA2)11 
+ lim IITt(At + TA 2 ) - (At + TA2 ) 11 A-Z 
< c. 
It follows that the extension of T = {Tt } to A is strongly continuous. 
\1/ 
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(2.2.4) Corollary. The following results come from the proof of Theorem 2.2. 1: 
and 
Proof : (1.) comes immediately from paragraphs 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The result 
(2. ) was shown in paragraph 2.2.3. 
\11 
(2.2.5 ) Theorem. The following are true for all t E R ,' 
2 T (ACAR ) C ACAR 
. t Z - Z 
Proof:: As 0(HIIJ = HA it follows that 0Tt,A = Tt,A 0 on A . Further as Tt,A 
converges strongly to Tt , 0Tt = Tt 0 on A and the first result follows . It follows 
that Tt preserves the even sub algebra A + and also the subset of odd elements A _ . 
Since Tt(Ai) ~ Ai, (3.) and (4.) are immediate , and from Proposition 2.1.25 and 
Corollary 2.2.4 
TtCA~AR) = TtCT ) . TtC A:) 
C T Xt( D) . Tt( A:) 
C TAs ' T( As ) + t -
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c TAs . AS + -
c TAs + 
= A~AR . 
The result (5.) is thus demonstrated. The result (2.) follows from observing that if 
x E AiAR then (1/2)(x± E> (x)) E AiAR as E> defines a *-automorphism of AiAR. 
From (3 .) and (5.) it then follows for any x E AiAR that 
E ACAR + ACAR + -
c ACAR Z . 
\11 
From the equivalence relations between the spin operators, and the annihilation 
and creation operators given in the relations 2.1.11 to 2.1.14 one finds that 
! 2: {(1 + a)S~ S~+l + (1 - a)S; S;+1} 
n,n+1EA 
= ~ 2: {C~Cn+l + C~+1 Cn + a (C~C~+1 + Cn+1 Cn)} . 
n,n+1EA 
Clearly HA E A~ = A~AR. A strongly continuous *-automorphism group of A~AR 
and AiAR is defined by 
The generator of this *-automorphism group is a spatial derivation implemented by 
iHA • 
(2.2.6) Proposition. A *-derivation of UA A~AR is defined by 
5z : U A~AR -+ AiAR 
ACZ 
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Proof: Let A E A~AR for some interval A of R. Then A is a polynomial in 
{C;, Cp : PEA}. From the relations 2.1.15 to 2.1.17 one finds that for pEA 
whenever n, m ~ A. Similarly for pEA and n, m ~ A , 
and 
By induction the same is true if C; or Cp is replaced by a product of factors 
from {C; , Cp : PEA} and hence if replaced by any element of A~AR. Consequently 
for each A E UA A~AR there exists AU a sufficiently large interval such that 
Indeed AU could be chosen to be {NA - 1, NA, ... ,MA, MA + 1J when A is the 
interval {NA , ... , MA }. It follows that the *-derivation is well defined. 
\11 
(2.2. 'I) Theorem. The restriction of T't to A~AR is generated by the closure in 
A~AR x A~AR of the map 5z defined above on U A~AR . 
Proof: As A is presumed to be an interval of Z one finds that when restricted 
to A~AR the *-derivations 5z and 5A satisfy 
This follows from the [ER 2J Theorem 5.2.25 and the observation that the only 
terms related to the boundary sites of the interval A differentiate the operators on 
A~AR; this latter observation is found in the proof of Theorem 2.2.6. It follows as 
earlier from [BK 1J Corollary 4.1.2 that 5z is closeable and 8z is the generator of 
a strongly continuous group of *-automorphisms of A~AR. 
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Just as easily one may show that if /\., /\.' are finite intervals the restrictions of 
8z and 811.' to A~AR satisfy 
It then follows that the *-automorphism groups TA of AiAR generated by the 8/\ 
converge strongly and uniformly for t in compact sets to the *-automorphism group 
generated by 8z . This comes from [BK 1] in the remark following Corollary 4.1.2 
and Preliminary 2.4. However by Theorem 2.2.1 TA converge strongly to T on A . 
As all the *-automorphism groups restrict to strongly continuous *-automorphism 
groups of AiAR , it then follows that TA converge strongly to T on AiAR. Hence 
T restricted to AiAR is generated by 8z . 
\11 
The evolution T t as described above is not the only evolution of Ai which 
transforms to the CAR algebra. The limit evolution arising from the Heisenberg 
hamiltonians 
~ {a 5n 5n +1 + a 5n 5n +1 + a 5n 5n +1} 111 222 333 
n,n+1EA 
for real constants a l , a 2 ,a3 may be transformed exactly as above for Tt . A more 
general condition which is sufficient is that the net {H A} consists of elements of 
A~ . More or less this condition will be used to restrict the perturbed hamiltonians 
so that the limit in this case T P will also transform to AiAR. 
The evolutions {Tf} extend to A as strongly continuous *-automorphism 
groups of A by the same technique used for {TA}: 
TrA : A 1-+ ei(HA+PA)tAe-i(HA+PA)t . 
, 
The generator 8~ of this *-automorphism group is the bounded derivation imple-
mented by i(HA + PA). 
(2.2.8) In Chapter 1 the net of perturbations {PA} was restricted by : 
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3. {IIPAII} is bounded 
4. {[PA , Al} converges strongly for each A E UA A~. 
The consequence of these conditions was that the thermodynamic limit of this evo-
lution could be shown to exist. More explicitly, under those conditions {rX} will 
converge strongly on A~ to a strongly continuous *-automorphism group r P of A~ ; 
the convergence was furthermore uniform for t in compact sets. A fifth condition 
suffices to allow an easy extension of r P to A. This condition is: 
5. {8_(PA) - PA} converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai. 
Easily these latter three conditions are satisfied if {PA } converges strongly to some 
P E Ai. The method of proof of the convergence of the perturbed hamiltonians is 
the same as that of Theorem 2.2.1 with the only change being replacement of the 
hamiltonian and the altered calculation: 
lim 8_ (HA + PA) - (HA + PA) A-Z 
= ~ {(1 + a)S~lS~ + (1- a)S;lSg} + l~{8_(PA) - PA} . 
Now it is not c~ear that a net of perturbations {PA } even as restricted above 
will allow r P to restrict to AiAR as a *-automorphism group. The problem is 
that while each rX defines a *-automorphism of Ai it may not do so for AiAR as 
ei(HA+PA)t is not clearly an element of AiAR. However to achieve this it suffices to 
apply another restriction: 
The existence of both limits follows from the restriction (4.) listed in paragraph 2.2.8 
for 
and the *-automorphism 8_ preserves the *-algebra UA A~. To demonstrate the 
sufficiency of this extra hypothesis a modified net of perturbed evolutions is useful. 
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(2.2.9) A net of *-automorphisms {rIP} of all of the C*-algebras A~ , A~, AiAR 
and .A is defined by 
A net of derivations {6fP} of all of the C*-algebras A~, A~, AiAR and .A IS 
defined by 
The automorphisms act as claimed for 
The bounded derivation 6fP is clearly the generator of rIP = {rr,X} . 
(2.2.10) Proposition. Let the PA E A~ form a norm bounded net of self-adjoint 
operators in A~ such that {[PA,AJ} converges in norm for each A E UAA~ 
so that for such A J limA [PA , AJ = limA[G(PA ), AJ. It follows that the net of 
*-automorphism groups {rIP} of A~ converges strongly on A~ to r P . The con-
vergence is furthermore uniform for t in compact sets. 
Proof: The conditions guarantee that that PA + G(PA ) E A~ and the net 
formed by these elements is a norm bounded net of self-adjoint elements of A~ 
such that {[PA + G(PA ), AJ} converges in norm for each A E UA A~. From 
Theorem 1.2.7 one finds that there exists a strongly continuous *-automorphism 
group r PP = {rTP } of A~ whose generator is the closure in A~ x A~ of 6fP 
where 
6~P U A~ ---+ A~ , 
ACZ 
i lim [HA' AJ + (i/2) lim [PA ' AJ + (i/2) lim [G(PA), A] A-Z A-Z A-Z 
= i lim [HA' A] + i lim [PA' A] 
A-Z A-Z 
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Hence this group of *-automorphisms of Ai has the same generator as does r P 
when both are considered as automorphism groups of Ai. From [Da 1] Theorem 1.7 
this suffices to show that r PP = r P restricted to Ai. 
\1/ 
(2 .2 .11) Corollary. Let the PI. E A~ form a norm bounded net of self-adjoint 
operators in Ai such that {[PI., Al} converges in norm for each A E UA A~ so that 
for each such A } limA[PA, A] = limA [0(PA ), A]. Further assume {0_(PA) - PI.} 
converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai . The *-automorphism group r P may then 
be extended to A as a strongly continuous *-automorphism group so that for each 
A E A and t E R 
l~ Il rr,X(A ) - ri (A)11 = 0 . 
The convergence is futhermore uniform for t in compact sets for each A E A . 
Proof: The proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.2.1. One merely has to 
replace the local hamiltonians by this new net of perturbed local hamiltonians , 
HA + (1/2) (PA + 0 (P .. J) , and note that the limit DPP exists where it is defined by 
DPP = l~ 0_ (HI. + (1/2) (PA + 0 (PA )) ) - (HI. + (1/2) (PA + 0 (PA)) ) 
= i {(1 + a)S11S~ + (1 - a)S21Sn 
+ ~ lim 0_ (PA ) - PI. + -21 lim 0_ (0 (PA )) - 0 (PA ) 2A-Z A-Z 
= i {(1 + a)S11S~ + (1 - a)S21Sn 
+ ~ lim 0_ (PA) - PA + -21 lim 0 (0_ (PA)) - 0 (PA ) 2 A-Z A-Z 
= i {(I + a)S11S~ + (1- a)S21Sn + C ~ 0) (l~ 0_ (PA) - PI.) 
It follows that the strong limit limA rtX(T) exists for each t E R and that the 
convergence is uniform for t in compact sets. The rest of the proof is then as in 
Theorem 2.2.1. 
\1/ 
(2 .2 .1 2) Corollary. Th e extension of r P to A satisfies rt (T) = TXi(DP) 
where 
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and 
DP = lim 0_(HA + PA) - HA + PA A-Z 
= ~ {(1 + a)S11S~ + (1- a)S;lSn + C ~ 0) Ct~ 0_ (PA) - PA) 
and for all t E R the sum Xi(D P ) is an element of A~ = A~AR . 
Proof:: This result comes immediately from paragraph 2.2.3 of the proof of 
Theorem 2.2.1 allowing for those ammendments indicated in the proof of Theo-
rem 2.2.11. The operators 0 and 0_ commute as was shown in paragraph 2.1.24 
and this completes a proof. 
\11 
(2 .2.13) Theorem. Let {PAl form a net of elements of A~ indexed by the finite 
subintervals of Z such that: 
3. { II PAII} is bounded 
4· {[PA l AJ} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {0_(PA ) - PA} converges strongly in the C*-algebra A~ 
The following are then true for all t E R : 
1. rr and 0 commute; i.e.} 0rr = rr0 
2. rP(ACAR ) C A CAR t Z - Z 
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Proof: As 0 (HA + (1/2) (PA + 0 (PA))) = HA + (1/2) (PA + 0 (PA)) it follows 
that 8TXP = TXP 8 on A. As TXP converges strongly to T P on A by Corol-
lary 2.2.11 it follows that TP0 = 0TP on A. Hence for all t, 1'; restricts as 
an *-automorphism of the even sub algebra A + and preserves the odd subset A _ . 
Since TP(Ai) ~ Ai the relations (3.) and (4.) are immediate. From Proposi-
tion 2.1.25 and above one finds that 
Tr (A~AR) = TT(T )Tr (As.. ) 
C Tr(T)A:. 
From Corollary 2.2.12 it follows that TnT) ETA! and TnA~AR) ~ T A: = A~AR 
which is the result (5.). As 8 and 1'; define *-automorphisms of AiAR it follows 
that for any x E AiAR that (1/2)(x ± 8(x) ) E A~AR and that 
Tr(X) = Tr((1/2)(x+ 8 (x))) +Tr((1/2)(x -0(x))) 
E ACAR + ACAR + -
C ACAR Z . 
The second result follows. 
\1/ 
Let {PA } form a net of elements of Ai indexed by the finite subintervals of Z 
such that: 
3. {IIPAII} is bounded 
4. {[PA , Al} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {0_(PA ) - PA } converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai 
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A *-derivation of AiAR is then given by 
6~(A) 
U A~AR ~ AiAR 
ACZ 
= lim i [HA + (1/2) (PA + 8(PA )) ,A] A-Z 
The definition of 5P on UA A~AR furthermore extends the definition on UA A~ . 
Proof: The conditions show that the limit of the local *-derivations defines a 
*-derivation of UA A~ as 
and 8 defines a *-automorphism of UA A~ and Ai. From the generating rela-
tions 2.1.8 to 2.06.23 the *-algebra UA A~AR is generated by this *-algebra and the 
element T of A. Hence to show that 5~ defines a *-derivation of UA A~AR it 
suffices to note 
The range is in the C*-algebra AiAR for HA + (1/2) (PA + 8(PA )) E A! = A;AR 
and hence so is [HA + (1/2) (PA + 8(PA)) ,A] for A E UA A~AR. The result is 
completed by ~oting that on (UA A~) n (UA A~AR) 
so that the two definitions of the derivation agree on the common domain. 
\1/ 
(2.2.14) Proposition. Let {PA} form a net of elements of Ai indexed by the 
finite subintervals of Z such that: 
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3. { IIPAII} is bounded 
4· {[PA , A]} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {8_(PA) - PA} converges strongly in the C*-algebra A~ 
The generator of the *-automorphism group 'T P restricted to AiAR lS then the 
closure of the map o~ in A~AR x A~AR . 
Proof: The proof is a slight modification of (2.13.2). 
As A is presumed to be an interval of Z one finds that when restricted to AXAR 
the *-derivations o~ and oXP satisfy 
which is bounded by hypothesis over the net indexed by the finite intervals of Z. It 
follows as earlier from [BK 1] Corollary 4.1.2 that 8~ is closeable in AiAR X AiAR 
and oi' is the generator of a strongly continuous group of *-automorphisms of 
ACAR z . 
Just as easily one may show that if A, A' are finite intervals the restrictions of 
Sr and s~r to A~AR satisfy 
It then follows as before that the *-automorphism groups of AiAR generated by 
the 0XP , namely 'TIP, converge strongly and uniformly for t in compact sets to 
the *-automorphism group generated by or. This again comes from [BK 1] in 
the remark following Corollary 4.1.2 and Preliminary 2.4. However 'TX P converge 
strongly to 'T P on A by Theorem 2.2.11 and hence on A~AR as all restrict to 
*-automorphisms of A~AR. It then follows that 'TP restricted to A~AR is generated 
by or. 
\ 11 
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2.3 The One-Sided Model 
For the one-sided problem a similar transformation is possible, this time to a 
C*-subalgebra, the CAR-algebra over £2(N) . The process is considerably less com-
plicated than for the two-sided as this C*-algebra is in fact equal to A~ . 
Almost as before let Cn and C~, annihilation and creation operators , be defined 
for each n E N = {0,1,2, . .. } by 
(2.3.1) Cn = TIn(Sr - is;)/2 
(2.3.2) C· = TIn(Sr + is;)/2 n 
when 
{ SOSI sn-l where n> 0 3 3'" 3 (2.3.3) TIn = 1 if n = 0 . 
Note that the spin algebras may as before be defined in terms of the annihilation 
and creation operators by 
(2.3·4) S; = 2C~Cn -1 
(2.8. 5) Sr TIn(Cn + C~) 
(2.3.6) S; = TIni(Cn - C~) 
when 
{ SOSI sn-l where n > 0 3 3'" 3 (2.3.7) TIn = 1 if n = 0 . 
Furthermore the annihilation and creation operators again satisfy the relations: 
(2.3.8) [Cn,Cml+ = CnCm + CmCn = 0 
(2.3.9) [C~, C;'l+ = 0 
{ 1 if n = m (2.3 .10 ) [Cn' C;'l+ = 0 if n #m 
The C*-algebra A~AR is defined as the unital C*-subalgebra of A~ generated 
by {Cn, C~ : n E {O , 1,2, ... , N - I}}. The C*-algebra A2AR is defined as the 
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unital C*-subalgebra of A~ generated by {Cn , C~ : n EN}. It may easily be 
derived from the relations 2.3.1 to 2.3.10 that A?vAR = A~ and A~AR = A~. The 
C*-algebra A~AR is the CAR algebra over f2(N) and A?vAR is the CAR algebra 
over f2(N). The C*-algebra A?vAR is C*-isomorphic to the *-algebra of 2N x 2N 
matrices over C . Further A~AR is a quasi-local algebra as A~AR = UN EN A?vAR . 
I also note that A~AR is a C*-subalgebra of AiAR . 
(2.3 .11) A *-automorphism 8 of A~AR = A~ is defined as the unique such map 
satisfying the relations: 
or equivalently, 
8(So) = So = 1 
8(S~) = -S~ and 
8 (S1) = -S~ 
8 (S; ) = S; , 
That 8 defines a C*-automorphism of A~AR = A~ is shown in exactly the same 
way that 8_ was shown to be a C*-automorphism of Ai ; see Lemma 2.1.1 and 
its proof. The map is also clearly the restriction of 8 on AiAR . The odd ( - ) and 
even ( + ) parts are defined in the obvious way. The even part forms a C*-subalgebra 
as before. 
As the spin algebra and the CAR algebra are the same in this case it is immediate 
that the *-automorphism groups {7't,N} ' {7'tN} and {7't,N} extend to the CAR 
algebra.It also follows automatically that 
and that the convergence is uniform for t in compact sets. Furthermore it suffices 
that the sequence of perturbations {PN } satisfies 
3. {IIPNII} is bounded 
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4. {lPN' AJ} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ 
for the *-automorphism group Tr,N to be defined on the spin algebra and hence on 
the CAR algebra. These conditions are also sufficient to show that 
lim IITtN - TtPN l1 = 0 N~N t , 
and that the convergence is uniform for t in compact sets. 
Furthermore from the relations 2.3.1 to 2.3.10 it is easily seen that 
1 N-l 
HN = 2' 2: C~Cn+l + C~+l Cn + a (C~C~+l + Cn+l Cn) 
1 
(2.3.12) The automorphism group TN = {Tt ,N} commutes with 0 as does the 
group T~ = {T~} provided the net {PN} further satisfies the condition 
The missing condition (5.) is not applicable to the one-sided model but it was 
thought best to co-ordinate the numbering. 
A proof of these results can be obtained as in the last section by the invariance 
of HN and HN + (1/2) (PN + 0 (PN )) under the *-automorphism 0. One then 
shows that 0 commutes with Tt,N and the *-automorphisms Tr,fr generated by 
these perturbed hamlitonian. The strong convergence of these *-automorphisms to 
Tt,N and Tr,N respectively shows that they also commute with 0; the condition is 
to ensure that Tr,fr converges to Tf,N' 
2.4 Action on the One-Particle Space 
The next stage of the analysis is to explore another representation of the actions of 
the *-automorphism groups on the CAR algebras. The techniques are from [Ar 1], 
[AB 1] and [Ar 3] . This representation may be described as being via bounded 
operators on the one-particle space. 
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(2.4.1) In what follows the space f2(Z) figures prominently. It will be convenient 
to represent elements of f 2 (Z) in functional notation - U E f 2 (Z) will also be 
written {v(n)}. The dual Banach space, £2(Z) is identified with f2(Z) by the 
usual method: the functional, (1L, - ) , such that lQ. ~ (u, lQ.) = L:nEZ v( n )w( n) is 
identified with u* = {v(n)}. Next for :lL and w E£2(Z), C(:lL) and C·(w) are 
defined as elements of A~AR by 
C(:lL) = 2: v(n)Cn and C·(w) = 2: w(n)C~ 
nEZ nEZ 
and for (:lL, w*) E f2 EB f2(Z), B(:lL, w·) is defined by 
These are well defined for IIC*(:lL)11 = IIC(:lL)II = II:lLil is true for those v having 
finite support and hence the infinite sums converge in A~AR. It is also true that 
IIC*(u)II = IIC(:lL)II = II:lLil for all v E f2(Z), Let J denote the map 
f2 EB £;(Z) ~ £2 EB f;(Z) 
(:lL, w·) f---+ (w, u*) . 
(2.4.2) One may easily derive the following minor results and calculations: 
2. [B(UI, lQ.~t, B(u2 , lQ.2) t = ((UI, lQ.~), (U2, lQ.;)) 1 
where ((:lLI ,wi),(:lL2,W2)) = (:lL1,:lL2) + (1Qi,w2) = (:lL1,:lL2) + (W2,W1) 
3. IIB(:lL,w*)II = IIC*(u) + C(YL*) II ~ II:lLil + IIw*II ~ J2((:lL,w*) ,(:lL,1Q*)//2 
Hence B is continuous as a map from f2 EBf2(Z) to A~AR. It is clearly linear. 
4. As [B(L ,£*)*, B(L, ,£*) t = ((L n + (,£, V) 1 it follows (L ,£*) ¥ 0 implies 
both [B(L ,£.)*, B(L ,£*)] + ¥ 0 and B(L ft) ¥ O. 
5. IIJ(lL, w*)11 = II(w, :lL*)II = ((w, w) + (1L,:lL) f/2 = II(:lL, w*)11 and hence J IS 
isometric. 
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6. As J (r(L,9.,*)) = J(rL,r'9.) = (1"9.,, 1"L) = 1"( 9..,L) = 1"J(L,9..-) , the map J is 
antilinear. 
The C*-algebra A~AR is generated by {B(1L, w*) : 1L, w E £2(Z)}, By way of 
example the identity element of AiAR is obtained by exploiting the second relation 
in paragraph 2.4.2. As E> (B (:L1" lQ*)) = -B(1L, '111:) the even C*-subalgebra A~AR is 
generated by the even polynomials in the generating elements B (1L, w-) . 
(2 .4.3) The same notation is applied to the one-sided problem to give a map from 
£2 EB £;(N) into AZAR and onto a generating set. The elementary computations of 
above are again valid . 
(2·4.4) A *-derivation 17 of AiAR will be termed quadratic if 
2. 17(B(L, 9..*)) = iB(V(L, 9..-)) where V is some bounded self-adjoint operator 
on £2 EB £;(Z) satisfying V J = -JV . 
The same term will also be applied to *-derivations of AZAR with N replacing 
Z in the obvious way. Moreover if V is also a trace class operator then 17 will 
be termed trace class quadratic. If there is a finite interval A C Z such that for 
n rt. A, one has V(L, 9..*)( n) = (0,0), then V will be termed local and 17 termed 
local quadratic. It will be demonstrated later that V local and self-adjoint implies 
V is finite rank; this is shown in Lemma 3.1.3. In the case that the derivation is 
spatial as well - i.e., of the form A 1--+ i[P, A] for some self-adjoint P E AiAR -
then the terms quadratic, local and trace class will also be applied to the element 
P which implements it. 
The next two Propositions show there is some redundancy in these definitions. 
(2.4.5) Proposition. If 17 is a *-derivation of AiAR satisfying 
where V is a bounded self-adjoint operator on £2 EB £i(Z) then 17 is quadratic. 
The same is true for such *-derivations of AZAR . 
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Proof: From paragraph 2.4.2 where it is shown that the map B is an injection 
it suffices to show that BV J = -BJV. 
iBV J([,{) = 17 (B(fl, L-)) 
= 17 (B(fl, L·r)* 
= 17 (B([, fl·))* 
= (iB(V([, £)))-
= -iBJV(Lf) . 
\1/ 
(2.4.6) Proposition. If 17 is a *-derivation of AiAR satisfying 
where V is a bounded operator on .e2 EB .e;(Z) satisfying V J = -JV then 17 is 
quadratic. 
The same is true for such derivations of A~AR . 
Proof: Let (L, fl;), (L2, fl;) be any two elements of .e2 EB .e;(Z) . 
( (Ll'fl~)' V(L2 ,£;)) = [B(L1 ,£;r,B(V(L2,£;))t . 
= - i( B (L ' £~)* , ry (B (L2 , fl;) ) t 
= -i{ B(L1 , £~)* ry(B(L2, £;)) + ry(B(t2, fl;)) B(L1 , £;)*} 
and 
(V(Ll' £;), (L2, £;)) = [B(V(L1 , £~))*, B(L2 , 9..;) t 
= [B(JV(tl' 9..;)), B(t2, 9..;) t 
= - [B(V J(L1 ,9..;)), B(L2 ,9..;)t 
= i b (B(J(Ll ' £;))), B(L2, £;) t 
= i b (B(L , 9..;r) , B(L2 , 9..;) t 
= i{ry(BCL,9..;)*) B(L2,£;)+B(i2,£;) ry(B(i1 ,£;)*)} · 
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The difference is then calculated by 
-ib(B(L,~~r B(L2'~;)) + T/(B(L2'~;) B(L,~~r)} 
= -iT/([B(Ll,~~r B(L2,~;)]J 
= -i1] (( (Ll , ~~) , (L2 , ~;)) 1) . 
However T/(1) = T/(1 . 1) = 11](1) + 1](1) 1 = 2 T/(l). As a consequence the difference 
above is equal to zero and thus V is self-adjoint. 
\11 
A spatial *-derivation which is quadratic is typically implemented by i = A 
multiplied by some operator in A~AR = A! which is a quadratic function of the 
elements of {Sf, S~ : n E z} or of {C~, Cn : n E Z}. Since S~ = -iSfS~ , 
linear combinations involving the elements of {S~ : n E Z} are also quadratic 
perturbations. The *-derivation implemented by 
iP = ~ L bnS; where bn E Rand L Ibnl < 00 
nEZ nEZ 
implements a quadratic and trace class *-derivation. The corresponding operator 
V on £2 EB £; (Z) is defined by 
V([,~*)(n) = V(L,"9.)(n) 
(bn L(n), -bn ~(n)) 
and is trace class with trace norm equalling 2 Ln Ibnl. Easily such a V will anti-
commute with J. This spatial *-derivation is then quadratic by Lemma 2.4.6 . For 
a sequence {bn } which does not have finite support the *-derivation is trace class 
but not local. On the other hand when the sequence has finite support it provides 
an example of a *-derivation which is quadratic and local. 
In general if a spatial *-derivation is quadratic and implemented by iP where 
P = P* = 8(P) is an element of A~ n A! then the related operator V such that 
i[P, B([, ,2)*] = iB(V([, fl*)) is local. This is easily seen from the relations 2.l.8 to 
2.1.17: if PrA denotes the projection of £2 EB£;(Z) onto the interval £2 EBf;(A) then 
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[P,B([,~*] = [P,B(PrA([',f))] E A~. Indeed the support of V is contained 
within A; i.e., for arbitrary (J., {') E £2 EB £;(l) the support of V(J., 9..*) ~ A. 
Similarly if the *-derivation is of A~ and implemented by iP where P = P- E A~ 
the operator V is local and supported within the interval N. 
Conversely if V is local, it can be shown that the *-derivation is spatial and 
may be implemented by some P = P- = 0 (P) E A~ n A~ where A is an interval 
containing the support of V. Moreover if V if the *-derivation is trace class 
quadratic and not local it can still be shown that the derivation is spatial and 
implemented by some P = P* = 0(P) E A~. However if V is merely bounded it 
is not true in general that the *-derivation is even bounded. This is shown by the 
generators of the unperturbed evolutions. 
One may derive that the generators of the unperturbed evolutions are quadratic. 
From Proposition 2.2.6 and Theorem 2.2.7 one finds 
where 
(2.4.9) 
(2 ·4 ·10) 
(2.4. 11 ) 
and 
where 
8z(B(J.,l' )) = iB(H(J.,a.")) 
(U + U*)/2 
-a(U - U*)/2 
U, U· : £2(Z) ~ £2(Z) 
U 1. (n) = 1.( n + 1) for n E Z 
U* [( n) = [( n - 1) for n E Z 
a(U - U*)/2) U. ) 
-(U + U*)/2 
(2.4. 13) 
(2.4.14) 
(2.4.15) 
(2 .4. 16) 
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UN[(n) = [(n + 1) for n E N 
UNL(n) = { 0 
[(n -1) for n E {1 , 2,3, .. . } . 
for n = 0 
From these expressions one finds that Hand HN are bounded, self-adjoint and 
anticommute with J. As a consequence both are quadratic but neither is trace 
class. 
Proof Recall from Theorem 2.2.7 that UA A~AR is a core for 8z . This algebra 
is generated by finite polynomials from {C~ , Cn : n E Z} and hence is also generated 
by 
{B(L ![*) : L![ E £2(Z) and have finite support} . 
Let (t, ~ be any element of £2 EB e;(Z) and {(tA' ![~)} be a net of pairs of finitely 
supported sequences convergent to it. Then using a result from paragraph 2.4.2 one 
finds 
IIB(L![·) - B(tA,![~ )11 = II B(t - t A,![- - ![~ )II 
< V2 11(t - t A ,![- - ![~)II 
= v'2 11(1, ![*) - (t A , ![~ )II . 
Further from the relations 2.1.15 to 2.1.17 one finds that for any finitely supported 
pair of sequences and for H as described above 
The operator H is clearly bounded on £2 EB £;(Z) as is the mapping B . As a 
consequence 
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Since 8z is closed one has BCL 9:) E Domain(5z) and maps as described. The 
anticommutation relation and that it is self-adjoint follow from the definition of H. 
The proof for 8N is the same, except for obvious changes of notation. 
\1/ 
As H is bounded and self-adjoint on £2 EEl £;CZ) spectral analysis shows that 
the set of operators on £2 EEl £2CZ) for each t E R defined by 
form a one parameter group of unitary operators . Further as 
eitH _ f: Cit)n Hn 
- 0 n! 
it follows that 
~~lleitHt-1 _ HII = 0 . 
A consequence of this is the following theorem, which provides a useful description 
of the evolutions. 
(2.4.1 'I) Theorem. For all CL 9:) E £2 EEl £;CZ) J 
Proof Let X be defined by 
x: R ---+ {BCL{): CLf{) E £2 EEl£;CZ)} ~ Domain(8z ) 
xCt) = BCeitHCLf{)) . 
Now from this definition 
IlxCt+sl-xCt) -B(HeitHCL~·))11 = IIB((eiSHs-1_H)eitHCL~*))11 
< hlleisHs-1 -HlllleitHCL~· )11 
As H is bounded it follows that X is norm differentiable and 
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Thus X(t) = TtX(O) = Tt (B(1,9..*)) j see [Da 1] Theorem 1.7 for proof. 
\1/ 
(2·4.18) Corollary. For all (1, 9..*) E £2 EB £;(Z) I the element B([, 9...) of AiAR 
is analytic for the *-automorphism group T • 
Proof: As H is bounded the map z I---t eizH (1, 9..*) is norm differentiable as 
a function of a complex variable. As II B (1,9..*)11 ~ .)2 11(1,9..* )11 so is the map into 
AiAR given by 
The analyticity for {Tt } then follows by inspection of the definition of analyticity 
in paragraph 1.3.1 and Theorem 2.4.17. 
\1/ 
Similarly one may define eitHN on £2 EB £2 (N) and obtain a analogous theorems. 
The proofs are exactly the same. 
(2·4.20) Corollary. For all (1,[t) E £2 EB£2(N) I the element B(1,9..*) of A~AR 
is analytic for the *-automorphism group TN . 
Unfortunately the behaviour which has been called quadratic is not a universal 
characteristic of *-derivations. For example the general Heisenberg hamiltonian or 
even the XXZ-hamiltonian do not generate a quadratic *-derivation as may be seen 
from the elementary calculations. However it is not peculiar to the derivations given 
by the XY-hamiltonian. The perturbations arising from a magnetic field - i.e., a 
linear combination of the terms 5; - produce a quadratic derivation of AiAR . 
Such quadratic perturbations are worthy of further examination as the behaviour 
of the resulting *-automorphism groups is simplified. The following two corollaries 
illustrate this and are proved similarly to the results above. 
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(2.4 .21 ) Corollary. Let {PA} form a net of elements of Ai indexed by the fin ite 
subinte,rvals of Z such that: 
3. {IIPAII} is bounded 
4· {[PA' Al} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {8_(PA) - PA} converges strongly in the C*-algebra A~ 
7. A ~ limA [( PA + G(PA)), A] defines a quadratic *-derivation of AiAR . 
It follows that for all (1, 9..*) E £2 EEl £;(Z) J 
and 
The elements B (1, 9..*) of AiAR where (L 9..*) E £2 EEl £2(Z) are analytic for the 
*-automorphism group rP = {rr}. 
(2.4.22) Corollary. Let {PN } form a sequence of elements of A~ indexed by 
the finite initial intervals of N such that: 
3. {IIPNII} is bounded 
4· {[PN , Al} converges strongly for each A E UN A;t 
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7. A ......... limN [PN , A] defines a quadratic derivation of A~AR . 
It follows that for all ([,9,.*) E £2 EB £i(N) I 
and 
P B(L -) -_ B(eit(HN+V)(L, n-)) . Tt,N , 9,. .z.. 
The elements B(L,9.,-) of A~AR where (L,9.,*) E £2 EB £;(N) are analytic for the 
*-automorphism group T~ = {TeN} . 
I note that 0 (B(L,9,.*)) = -B(L,9.,*) and that if the derivation 8~ is quadratic 
one finds that 
Ji~ [(1/2)(PN + 0 (PN )), B([, 9,.*) 1 
= (1/2) J~[PN' B(L, f)] + (1/2)0 (Ji~[PN' 0(B(L, 9.,*))]) 
= (1/2) J~[PN' B([, 9.,*)] + (-1/2)0 (Ji~[PN ' B([, 9,.*)]) 
= (1/2)B(V(L,9.,-)) + (-1/2)0 (B(V([, 9.,*) )) 
= B(V(L, 9.,-)) 
= lim lPN' B ([, 9,.*)] . N-N 
where V is some bounded operator on £2 EB£i(N). In other words the condition of 
being quadratic implies the condition 
and hence that the *-automorphism group T~ = {TeN} commutes with e. 
2.5 The CAR Algebra and KMS States 
This section contains an analysis of the KMS states of the spin algebras similar in 
kind to that of the *-automorphism groups. It was demonstrated in Theorems 2.1.7 
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and 2.1.20 that there exists a unique trace state Tr on A and A~AR. One may 
then define KMS states of A at f3 E R for l' = {TU .. } and TX P = {TrX} by 
(2.5.1) A 1----+ Tr(Ae-
13H
" ) 
i-t13,A(A) = Tr( e-13H,,) 
and 
(2 .5. 2) A 1----+ 
Tr (Ae -13(H" +(1/2)(P" +0(P,,) ))) 
PP (A) -
i-t13,A - Tr (e-13(H" +(1/2)(P" +0(P,,) ) )) 
As HAl HA + (1/2) (PA + 8 (PA)) E AiAR - for 8(HA) = HA - it is also true 
that i-t{J,A and i-t~~ define KMS states of AiAR at f3 for TA = {'Tt,A} and for 
TXP = {'Tr,X} respectively. That they are KMS states of these C*-algebras follows 
as in Proposition 1.3.4 from properties of the trace state. 
Recall that with the certain restrictions on {PA} the *-automorphism groups 
of A satisfy 
and 
lim II'TinA) - Ti(A)11 = 0 A-Z • 
with the convergence valid for each A E A and t E R , and uniform for t in any 
compact set. Furthermore all these *-automorphism groups restricted to AiAR so 
that the convergences were also valid when applied there. 
(2.5.3) Proposition. Each weak* limit of {i-t13,A} over subsets A of Z is a J(MS 
state of A at f3 for T t . In particular there exists such a state. 
(2. 5.4 ) Proposition. Assume that {PA} satisfies the conditions: 
3. {IIPA II} is bounded 
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4· {[PAl A]} converges strongly fo r each A E UA A~ 
5. {8_(PA) - PA} converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai. 
Then each weak* limit of {ft~~} over subsets A of Z is a [(MS state of A at f3 
for 'T't . In particular there exists such a state. 
(2.5.5) Proposition. Each weak* limit of {ft.a ,A} over subsets A of Z is a [(MS 
state of AiAR at f3 for 'T'. In particular there exists such a state. 
(2.5.6) Proposition. Assume that {PAl satisfies the conditions: 
3. {IIPAII} is bounded 
4· {[PA l Al} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {8_(PA) - PA} converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai 
Then each weak* limit of {ft~~} over subsets A of Z is a [(MS state of AiAR at 
f3 for 'T'P • In particular there exists such a state. 
Proof of Theorems 2.5.3 to 2.5.6: The result follows from Theorem 5.3.25 
of [BR 2]. One merely notes that that theorem is also valid when a sequence is 
replaced by a subfilter of the filter of finite intervals of Z. The conditions on {PAl 
ensure {'T't} defines a *-automorphism group of A and of A~AR. 
\ 11 
(2. 5 .'1 ) Corollary. There exists a 8-invariant [(NIS state of A and of AiAR at 
each f3 E R for {'T't} . 
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(2.5.8) Corollary. Assume that the net {PA } satisfies the conditions: 
3. {IIPAII} is bounded 
4· {[PA , Al} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {0_(PA ) - PA } converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai 
It follows that there exists a 0-invariant [(MS state of A and of AiAR at each 
,B E R for {Tf} . 
Proof: As 0 is a *-automorphism Tr 0 0 is also a trace state on A and 
AiAR. As such a state on these *-algebras is unique by Theorems 2.1.7 and 2.1.20 
one has Tr = Tr 00. Further one finds 0(HA) = HA and 
follows that the states defined by the equations 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 are 0-invariant. As 0 
is a *-automorphism it follows every weak* limit of these states is also 0-invariant. 
\1/ 
(2.5. 9) Theorem. There exists a unique [(MS state of A~AR at each ,B E R for 
the *-automorphism group T = {Tt }. The state is 0-invariant. 
(2.5.1 0) Theorem. Under the conditions {PA } given by 
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3. {IIPAII} is bounded 
4· {[PA' A]} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {0_(PA) - PA} converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai 
there exists a unique KMS state of AiAR at each f3 E R for the *-automorphism 
group r = {rt}. The state is 0-invariant. 
Proof of Theorems 2.5.9 and 2.5.10 : Existence has already been established 
above. The states created there were 0-invariant. Hence one need only demonstrate 
the uniqueness of a KMS state for each evolution to complete a proof. The plan is 
to invoke Theorem 2 and Remark 1 of [Ar 2] which demonstrate there is at most 
one KMS state for each f3 and *-automorphism group. The theorem and remark 
of [Ar 2] presume a sequence of C*-algebras. A reading of that reference will reveal 
one may instead presume a filter of finite intervals of Z. 
From paragraph 2.1.18 one has that AiAR = UA A~AR and the C*-algebra 
A~AR is C*-isomorphic with the algebra of 21AI x 21AI matrices over C . Further 
the *-automorphisms are strongly continuous and are respectively generated by the 
closures of the maps 
" "p U AACAR ---.. A CZAR °z,Oz : 
ACZ 
8z(A) = lim i [HA' A] A ..... Z 
8~(A) = lim i [HA' A] + (1/2) lim i[PA + 0(PA), A] . A ..... Z A ..... Z 
These results are from the propositions 2.2.1, 2.2.11, 2.2.7 and 2.2.14. 
Let 6. denote the bounded symmetric derivation of UA A~AR given by 
A f---t 6.(A) = (1/2) lim i[PA + 0 (PA ), A] A ..... Z 
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From the assumed conditions II~II ::; 2· ~. 2· sup A II PA II. Restricted to A~AR , a full 
matrix algebra, there is a self-adjoint element P 1 E A~AR such that for A E A~AR 
This result follows from [BR 1] Corollary 3.2.47. 
Let M denote the extended interval {NA - 1, NA, .. . ,MA, MA + 1] when A is 
the interval {NA," " MA}. From the equations 2.1.15 to 2.1.17, the generating 
relations for the annihilation and creation operators, one finds that if n , n + 1 rt A 
then the term 
e~en+! + e~+l en + a (e~e~+l + en+! en) 
is in the commutant of A~AR. Restricted to A~AR one finds from the generating 
relations 1.1.1 and the terms of the XY-hamiltonian that 
and 
8i (A) lim i[HA' A] + ~(A) A-Z 
i[HAI,A] +i[P1,A] 
Further HAl - H A is the sum of the two terms 
where n is either sup A or inf A - 1 and thus 
Summarizing, when restricted to A~AR one finds that 8z(A) = i [HAl' A] and 
8f(A) = i [HAl + pl, A] where HAl' HAl + pl E AiAR. Further 
and 
sup II HAl - HAil ::; 2(1 + a) < 00 
A 
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s~pll(HAI + p1) - (HA + (1/2) (PA + 8(PA ))) 11 
~ 2(1 + a) + 2· sup II PA II < 00 . 
A 
As HA , HA + (1/2) (PA + 8 (PA )) E AXAR the existence of at most one KMS state 
at f3 for r = {rt,z} and rP = {rtz} now follows from [Ar 2] Theorem 2 and 
Remark 1. 
\1/ 
(2.5.11) Theorem. There is a unique KMS state of A~AR at each f3 E R for 
the *-automorphism group rN = { rt,N} . 
(2.5.12) Theorem. With {PN } satisfying the conditions 
3. {IIPNII} is bounded 
4· {lPN' AJ} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ 
there is a unique J(MS state of A~AR at each f3 E Fil for the *-automorphism group 
r~ = {rtN}' 
Proof of Theorems 2.5.11 and 2.5.12: It was noted above that A~ = A~AR. 
The existence and uniqueness of KMS states of A~ at each f3 E Fil for {rt,N} and 
{rtN} was established earlier in Corollaries 1.3.9 and 1.3.11. 
\1/ 
A number of definitions follow from these propositions. 
1. P/3 denotes the unique KMS state of A~AR at f3 for r = {rt } 
2. P~ denotes the unique KMS state of A~AR at f3 for r P = {rt} in the 
circumstance that {PA } satisfies the conditions listed as hypotheses for The-
orem 2.5.10 
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3. P{3,N denotes the unique KMS state of A~AR at f3 for TN = {Tt,N} 
4. P~,N denotes the unique KMS state of A~AR at f3 for 7'~ = {TtN} in the 
circumstance that {P N} satisfies the conditions listed as hypotheses for The-
orem 2.5.12. 
From Theorems 2.5.11 and 2.5.12 and their proofs it is clear as that as the two 
C*-algebras A~, A~AR are the same one has: 
P{3,N 
P P{3 ,N 
= 
= 
The corresponding results for the KMS states of Ai and AiAR are more complex. 
(2.5.13) Theorem. For the J(MS states of Ai and AiAR the following relations 
are valid: 
2. For A E A:} w.a(A) = 0 
4. w.a} P.a are 8-invariant as states of Ai and A~AR respectively. 
(2.5 .14) Theorem. If {P A} satisfies those conditions listed as hypotheses for 
Theorem 2.5.10 then: 
3. For A E A~AR J p~(A) = 0 
4. w~ } P~ are 8-invariant as states of Ai and A~AR respectively. 
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Proof: : One has seen above in Corollaries 2.5.7 and 2.5.8 there is a KMS 
state of A at {3 for {Tt} which is 8-invariant . Let it be termed 1/{3' It restricts 
to Ai and A~AR to give a KMS state which is 8-invariant at {3 for {Tt }. On 
each of these there is a unique such KMS state and hence they are given by the 
restrictions of 1/{3' Further then each of these unique states must be 8-invariant . 
On A~AR = A~ it then follows 
On A: one finds (1/2)(1 - 8 ) is equal to the identity operator. As w{3 IS 
8-invariant on this subset it follows that on A: one also has 
On A~AR , as Pf3 IS 8-invariant , it is identically zero by the same argument. 
The proof is identical for w~ and P~' The conditions the KMS states of the 
limit evolutions exist as well defined and 8-invariant as shown in Theorem 2.5.8. 
\1/ 
2.6 Evaluation of KMS States 
To conclude this chapter an evaluation of these KMS states on various elements 
of the CAR algebras is given. The method is applicable to those evolutions whose 
generator is quadratic. 
(2.6.1) Theorem. For all (11 ,9..;),(12,9..;) E £2 E9f2(ZL 
W{3 (B(i1,fl;r B(i2,fl;)) = ( (il,fl;), (1 + e-{3H) -1 (i2,fl;)) 
Proof The KMS condition and analyticity of B (L 9..*) give the result 
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= P{J (BJ([1 ' fl~) B([2,fl;)) 
= P {J (B ([2' fl;) Ti{J ( B J ([1 ' fl~) ) ) 
As TtB([,fl*) = B(eitH([,fl*)) and H is a bounded operator it follows that 
Since H J = -J H one also has e-{JH J = Je{JH and thus may further conclude 
using the CAR relations that 
P{J (B([1'fl~)* B([2,fl;)) 
= P{3 (B(i2 , fl;r B (ef3H (iI' fl~) r) 
= \e{3H(L1,fl;), (L2,fl;)) - P{3 (B(e{3H(L1,fl;)r B(L2 ,fl;)) 
Hence 
or, as H bounded and self-adjoint implies that 1 + e{JH has a bounded inverse 
Now e{3H (1 + e{3H) -1 = (1 + e-{3H) -1 and is self adjoint. The element of A~AR 
given by B([I' fl~)* B([2' fl;) is in fact an element of A! = A~AR where the two 
states P{J' w{J are defined and equal. 
\// 
With only minor changes one may also derive the following corollaries: 
(2.6.2) Corollary. For all ([I'fl~)'([2'fl;) E £2 EB£;(N) 
W{J,N (B([l'fl~)* B([2,fl;)) = \ (L,fl;), (1 + e-{JHN f l ([2,fl;)) 
(2.6.3) Corollary. If {PA } satisfies the conditions 
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3. {IIPAII} is bounded 
4· {[PA , Al} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {fL (PA ) - PA } converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai 
7. -11--lo limA [( PA + 0 (PA )), A] defines a quadratic *-derivation of A~AR 
then for all ([1' 9..~), ([2'9..;) E £2 EB £2(Z) J 
W; (B([l'9..~)* B([2 '9..;)) = \([1'9..;), (1 +e-~(H+V)rl ([2'9..;)) 
(2 .6.4 ) Corollary. If {PN} satisfies the conditions 
1. PN EAt 
3. {IIPNII} is bounded 
4. {lPN' Al} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ 
7. A I--lo limN [PN , Al defines a quadratic derivation of A~AR 
then for all ([1,9..;)'([2'9..;) E £2 EB£2(N) J 
W;,N (B(j_l ' 9..;)* B(12, £l;)) = \ (11, 9..;) , (1 + e-~(HN+V)rl ([2 ' 9..;)) 
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Proof of Corollaries 2.6.3 and 2.6.4 : The proofs are as above. The conditions 
on {PA} and {PN } are merely to guarantee the hypothesis of the corollary is not 
vacuous, that 
and that the perturbed KMS states agree on A~ = A~AR . 
\11 
(2.6.5) Proposition. The following are valid on A~AR = A~ " 
(aJ On A~AR = A~ the J(MS state of the *-automorphism group {'Tt,N} at each 
f3 E R given by P{3,N = w{3,N is 0-invariant. Consequently for those elements 
A of A~AR = A~ it follows p{3 ,N(A) = w{3,N(A) = 0 when A is odd with 
respect to 0. 
(bJ On A~AR = A~ presuming {PN } satisfies the conditions 
2. PN = PN 
3. {IIPNII} is bounded 
4. {[PN, Al} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ 
6. limN [PN, A] = limN[0(PN), A] for each A E UN A~ , 
the J(MS state of the *-automorphism group {'TtN} at each f3 E R given by 
P~ ,N = W~,N is 0-invariant. Consequently for A E A~AR = A~ it follows 
p~,N(A) = w~,N(A) = 0 when A is odd with respect to 0 . 
Proof: Given that the KMS states are unique in the circumstances described 
it remains to show that they are also invariant under 0. The proof is to repeat the 
above. As above one may define these KMS states to the weak* limits of certain 
Gibbs states arising from the hamiltonians HN and HN + (1/2) (PN + 0 (PN )) ' 
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Both of these elements of A2AR = A~ are invariant under e and hence the auto-
morphisms 1"t,N and 1"i,~ commute with e as indicated in paragraph 2.3.12. The 
maps 1"r.~ were defined in the obvious way and converge to Ti,N as before. As the 
trace state on A2AR = A~ is unique it is invariant under composition with e and 
this implies the Gibbs states are also so invariant. The limit states, the KMS states 
at f3 for TN = {Tt,N} and 1"~ = {1"i,N} , are thus also invariant. 
\1/ 
(2.6.6) Corollary. For all finite sets {(L,~.n}~ c £2 $£2(Z) the following are 
true: 
2. If N = 2m is an even number then 
That is equals the determinant of the (N/2) x (N/2) matrix whose (i,j) -th 
entry is w{3 (B(L,it B(f~n+i,i:n+i)) . 
(2.6.'1) Corollary. For all finite sets {c~,'£n}~ c £2 EB£2(N) the following are 
true: 
1. If N is an odd number then w{3,N (~B(L '!l.;) ) = 0 
2. If N = 2m is an even number then 
That is equals the determinant of the (N/2) x (N/2) matrix whose (i,j)-th 
entry is w{3,N (B(L,it B(L+i,i:n+)) . 
(2.6.8) Corollary. Let {PA } be a net of elements of Ai satisfying the conditions 
2. PA = PA 
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3. {IIP,J} is bounded 
4· {[PA' Al} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {0_(PA ) - PA} converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai 
7. A ~ limA [(PA + 0 (PA)) , A] defines a quadratic *-derivation of A~AR . 
Then for all finite sets {(L, a;)}~ C 1.2 EB f.2(Z) the following are true: 
1. If N is an odd number then w~ (~B(L, ()) = 0 
2. If N = 2m is an even number then 
That is equals the determinant of the (N/2) X (N/2) matrix whose (i,j)-th 
entry is w~ (B(L,(f B([m+i,fl.:+i)) . 
(2. 6.9) Corollary. If {PN } be a net of elements of A~ satisfying the conditions 
3. {IIPNII} is bounded 
4. {lPN' Al} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ 
7. A ~ limN[PN, A] defines a quadratic derivation of A~AR 
then for all finite sets {(1.;, fl.:)}~ C 1.2 EB f.~(N) the following are true: 
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1. If N is an odd number then W~,N (~B(L" .2.;)) = 0 
2. If N = 2m is an even number then 
That is equals the determinant of the (N/2) x (N/2) matrix whose (i,j) -th 
entry is W~,N (B(L"g;)* B(L+i,tn+)) . 
Proof of Theorems 2.6.6 to 2.6.9 : 
1. follows immediately from the 8-invariance of wfJ and that 
2. As the product is in A! = A~AR and the state is a KMS state at j3 for T it 
follows that 
W{3 (IT B(L , ,2.;)* fi B(L , i)) 
1 m+l 
= PfJ (IT B(L, it fI B(L, i) . B(efJH(J19; ))*) 
2 m+l 
m (m N ) E(-l)m+n(efJH(Jlg;),(Jm+ng~+n)) . WfJ I]B(L,it .n B(L,gJ 
.~m+n 
= 
-wfJ (B(efJH(J19;)t ITB(L,it fI B(L,,2.;) ) . 
2 m+l 
Rearranging and replacing (Jl,gn by (1+efJH )-1(Jl,gi) as in the Proposi tion 2.6.1 
allows the result to be obtained by iteration. 
The results for the other evolutions are proved in the same way with only mi-
nor ammendments. The conditions for Corollaries 2.6.8 and 2.6.9 are merely to 
guarantee the behaviour of the *-automorphism groups and KMS states model the 
behaviour of the unperturbed ones. 
\'1 
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As B(f, 9,.*)* = B(J(f, 9,.*)) = B (9,., [*) these corollaries reduce the evaluation 
of the KMS states to their action on the sets 
or 
For the states on AiAR and Ai are determined by their actions on the dense subset 
of finite polynomials in the B(f, 9,.*) and the corollaries show the action there is 
determined by the action on the elements of these sets above. The states on the 
odd elements are also determined by the same set when the *-automorphism groups 
commute with 8 for the related KMS states are 8-invariant and hence zero on 
A~. A similar argument applies for the states on A~AR and A~. 
Chapter 3 
Spectral Analysis - I 
To make a comparison of the evolutions generated by the perturbed and unperturbed 
hamiltonians the work of Kato in [Ka 1] and techniques used in scattering theory, as 
in [Am 1] for example, show some results may be obtained from spectral analysis of 
the hamiltonians. The results there are dependent on the generator of the evolutions 
being a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space. This is extendable to the spin 
algebras when the generators of the evolutions are quadratic. For then the action 
of the evolutions and the generators are calculable by certain bounded self-adjoint 
operators on £2 EB £2(Z). This chapter and the following two contain a spectral 
analysis of H, HN and certain perturbations of them, resulting from quadratic 
derivations. In particular this chapter contains the results for the unperturbed 
operators and an analysis of a generalized eigenvalue problem for the one-sided 
operator. The latter is a preparation for an examination of the point spectrum 
and eigenfunctions of the two-sided operator which is a large part of the chapter 
following. 
70 
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3.1 The Unperturbed Operators 
The operator H was defined in the equation 2.4.8 by the matrix 
( 
(U + U*)/2 
H-
-a(U - U*)/2 
a(U - U-)/2 ) 
- (U + U-)/2 
where U is the left shift operator on £2(1) and a E R was a parameter of the 
XY-hamiltonian. This operator will also be referred to by H(a) in some parts of 
the chapter, and HN(a) will have a similar meaning as the matrix 
a(UN - UN)/2 ) 
- (UN + UN)/2 
where UN is the left shift operator on £2(N). This explicit reference to the pa-
rameter is to avoid confusion in those arguments where the parameter is varied. As 
well as satisfying J H = -H J and J HN = -HNJ , the operators H , HN or more 
precisely H (a), H N ( a) are ' almost ' anti-commuting with another simple operator. 
Let Y be defined as the matrix 
(~ ~l) 
which may be interpreted as an operator on £2 EB £;(1) and £2 EB e;(N) . A proof of 
the following proposition is a minor calculation: 
(3.1.1) Proposition. For all a E R 
1. H(a)Y = Y H( -a) 
Perturbations that are considered will be those arising from quadratic derivations 
of AiAR; that is perturbations V which are bounded self-adjoint operators on 
£2 EB£;(1) satisfying JV = -VJ where J: (g,w*) f--t (w,g*). If V was trace 
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class then the derivation of A~AR was described as trace class. A local operator on 
£2 67 £; (Z) was a self-adjoint operator V such that there is a finite interval I in Z 
on the complement of which V(y,Y!,·)(n) = (0,0) for all (u,w*) E £2 67£;(Z) . The 
smallest such interval will be termed the (interval of) support of V and denoted by 
supp V. A local derivation has an analogous meaning to a trace class derivation. 
The terms will also be applied to operators on £2 67£2(N) . For the one-sided problem 
it will be convenient to refer to the smallest interval containing the point a and the 
interval of support of V as the extended support of V and denote it by esupp V . 
(3.1.2) Lemma. If V is a self-adjoint loeallinear operator on £267 £i(Z) with 
interval of support I then (Lg)(n) = (0, 0) for n E I implies V(L,g) = (0,,0,). 
Proof: Let (Lg) E £267£;(Z) be such that (Lg)(n) = (0, 0) for n E 1. Then 
for all (~,U) E £2 67£i(Z) , one has V(~,u)(n) = (0, 0) for n ~ I and 
As £2 67 £;(Z) is self-dual the result follows. 
\11 
(3. 1.3) Lemma. If V is a self-adjoint loeallinear operator on £267 £2(Z) with 
interval of support I then V is finite rank and 
N 
V = L:r;\(U;,lLLi), . )(Ui,W;) 
;=1 
for some finite N J rj E Rand (Ui, lLLi) E £2 67 £;(Z) such that (Ui, 1.!l;)(n) = (0, 0) 
for n ~ I and such that {(14 '~) } is an orthonormal set. 
Proof: Let PI denote projection onto £2 67 £;(1) regarded as a subspace. By 
definition V = PI V and by lemma 3.1.2, V = V PI = PI V PI' Now PI V PI is a 
self-adjoint operator on the finite dimensional Hilbert space £2 67 £2(1). Rest ricted 
to the subspace PI V PI then equals 
N 
I>i\(1l;,!!Li), . )(Ui,!!Li) 
i=l 
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for some finite N, ri E Rand { (1Li'~)} an orthonormal subset of £2 EB £; (1). As 
N 
Vo (1- PI) = PIVPI 0 (1- PI ) = 0 it follows V and I>i((1Li'~)' . )(1Li'~) are 
1 
equal operators on £2 EB £;(Z) . 
\1/ 
(8.1.4) Corollary. The lemmas 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 with the Hilbert space £2EB£;(N) 
replacing £2 EB £; (Z) are also true. 
(3.1.5) Lemma. Hand HN are bounded operators. Their norm on £2 EB£;(Z) 
and £2 EB £i(N) respectively is 1 Vial = max{1 , lal} . 
Proof: 
and 
\1/ 
A definition which will aid clarity is that Ia is defined as the open interval of Z 
given by (Ial t\ 1, lal V 1) . 
(3.1.6) Proposition. If a I: ~1 the spectrum of H = H (a) is given by 
1. <T(H) = -Ia U Ia 
2. <Tpp(H) J the pure point spectrum is empty 
3. <T~e(H) J the singular continuous spectrum is empty 
4. <Tae(H) J the absolutely continuous spectrum equals -Ia U Ia 
5. <Te(H) = <Tae( H) U <Tse(H) J the continuous spectrum is -Ia U Ia 
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6. O'di~c(H), the discrete spectrum is empty 
7. O'w(H) , the essential spectrum is -10. U 10. 
8. O're, (H) , the residual spectrum is empty. 
Proof: Let:F denote the Fourier transform. The action on f:i(Z) is computed 
via the identification of the latter with f 2(Z); see paragraph 2.4.1. On f2(Z), 
(:FU f) ( ¢» = e -irp :F f ( ¢» and (:FU· f) ( ¢» = eirp:F f ( ¢». Consequently on taking 
transforms 
cos ¢> 
ia sin ¢> 
-ia sin ¢» (I) 
:F (¢» . 
- cos ¢> 9.. 
The matrix on the right has as eigenvalues both of =F( cos2 ¢>+a2 sin2 ¢»1/2 the results 
then follow by general arguments; see for example [RS lJ Section 7. 
\1/ 
(3.1.'/) Proposition. If a = =Fl the spectrum of H = H(=Fl) is given by 
1. O'(H) = {-l,l} 
2. O'pp(H) = {-l ,l} 
3. O'ac(H) = 0 
5. O'c(H) = 0 
7. 0' ess (H) = {-l, I} 
8. O'res(H) = 0 
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9. If a = 1 eigenvectors for the eigenvalue 1 have the form 
( L ) (n) __ ( Cn + Cn +l ) where {Cn } E £2(Z) 9. Cn - Cn+l 
and for the eigenvalue -1 they have the form 
10. If a = -1 eigenvectors for the eigenvalue 1 have the form 
and for the eigenvalue -1 they have the fo rm 
( L ) (n ) __ ( Cn+l - C
n ) where {en} E £2 (1 ) 
9.. Cn + Cn +l 
Proof: As H is self-adjoint uw(H ) = 0. From [RS 1J page 236 the rest will 
follow from verifying the vectors are eigenfunct ions as described and that vectors as 
described generate all of £2 EEl £:;(Z) . 
\ 11 
The spectrum of HN may be similarly analysed. A variation does occur for the 
case a =F 0 , when a further eigenspace occurs at the point zero. 
(3 .1.8 ) Proposition. If a = 0 the spectrum of HN = HN (O) is given by 
1. a(HN) = [-1, 1J 
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5. O'c(HN) = [-1,1] 
6. O'disc(HN ) = 0 
7. O'eu(HN) = [-1,1] 
8. O'res(HN ) = 0. 
Proof: A proof is found in [Ar 2] page 333 and is completed by reference to 
[RS 1] page 236. 
\11 
(3. 1.9) Proposition. If a =I O,=f1 the spectrum of HN = HN (a) is given by 
5. O'c(HN) = -Ia U Ia 
6. O'disc(HN) = {O} 
7. O'm(HN) = -Ia U Ia 
8. O'res(HN) = 0 
9. The eigenspace at 0 is generated by 
U ) (n) = ( :) when a> 0 
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and ( ! ) (n) = ( _:: ) when a <0 
( Ial - 1)n-l where C2n = 0 and C2n- 1 = lal + 1 for n EN. 
Proof: As above a proof may be constructed from [Ar 2] pp 333-9 and [RS 1] 
page 236. [I note that Araki claims the ratio is ~~I:I rather than I:I ~~ which I 
believe to be incorrect. The proof there is valid also when a has a norm greater 
than 1.] 
\11 
(3 .1.10 ) Proposition. If a = =t=1 the spectrum of HN = HN (=t=1) is given by 
1. U(HN) = {0,1,-1} 
3. Usc(HN) = 0 
4· Uac(HN) = 0 
5. uc(HN) = 0 
6. Udisc(HN) = {O} 
9. The eigenspace at 0 is generated by ( ! ) = ((:).(~) , (~).(~) ,) when a = 1 
and 
( ~ ) = ((~J (~), (~).(~) , ) when a =-1 
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10. If a = 1 eigenvectors for the eigenvalue 1 have the form 
( L ) = (( Cl ) , (Cl + C2) , ... , (c,... + Cn+l) , .. . ) [l -Cl Cl - C2 c,... - Cn +! 
and for the eigenvalue ~ 1 they have the form 
( L) ((-Cl) (Cl - C2) (c,... - c,...+!) ) [l - Cl' Cl + C2 , ... , Cn + Cn+l , ... 
where {c,...} E £z(N) 
11. If a = -1 eigenvectors for the eigenvlaue 1 have the form 
( L ) = ((Cl), (Cl + cz) , ... , (c,... + c,...+l) , .. . ) [l Cl C2 - Cl c,...+l - c,... 
and for the eigenvalue -1 they have the form 
( L) ((Cl) (C2 - Cl) (c,...+! - cn) ) [l - Cl ' Cl + C2 , ... , cn+! + c,... , ... 
where {en} E £2(N) . 
A proof of these conclusions will result from noting the eigenfunctions are as 
described and that they span £2 EB £i(N). General theory of spectral analysis will 
complete the proof. 
3.2 A Generalized Eigenvalue Problem 
A calculation of the spectrum of the perturbed operator H + V occupies the bulk 
of the following chapter. Results as complete as those above for the unperturbed 
generator are obtained for V a local perturbation. An aid to calculation in this 
situation, particularly for describing the point spectrum is found by an analysis of 
the generalized eigenvalue problem of the one-sided operator HN given by: 
(3.2.1) 
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or equivalently 
(3.2.2) 
when 
and 
n=O 
nE{1,2,3, ... } 
so that 
The existence and nature of solutions will vary with the values of e, a E Rand 
x, y E C. A further equivalent problem is that the solutions of the equation 3.2.2 
satisfy 
(3.2.3) 
(3.2.4) 
and 
(3 .2.5) 
(3.2.6) 
1 1 
2(1 - a)1(n + 1) + 2(1 + a)1(n - 1) - eE(n) = 0 for n > 0 
1 1 
2(1 + a)E(n + 1) + 2(1 - a)E(n - 1) - e1(n) = 0 for n > 0 
1 1 
-(1 - a)1(1) - eE(O) = ;n(x + y) 
2 v2 
1 1 
2(1 + a)E(1) - e9.{O) = y'2 (x - y) . 
These equations are easily solved if a =:F1 and provide an introduction to the 
calculation of solutions in general. 
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3.2.1 a = 1 
. The equations simplify to 
~(n - 1) = ep"(n ) for n > 0 
p"(n + 1) = e~(n ) for n > 0 
ep"(O) -1 = .j2(x + y ) 
p"(1) - e~(O) 1 = .j2(x- y) . 
a-1 : e-O: 
A solution can only exist if x = -y. In such case solutions are 
(3.2. 'I) 
where p(O) is an arbitrary element of C . 
a=1 : e=1: 
A solution can only exist if x = y. In such case solutions are 
(3.2 .8) 
where {en} E £2(N) is arbitrary. 
a = 1 : e = -1 : 
A solution can exist only if x = y . In such a case solutions are 
where {en } E £2 (N) is arbitrary. 
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a = 1 : e i 0, =r1 : 
The solution is unique. It is 
(3.2.9) ( p.) ((-1'7f) (_1 '7f) (0) (0) ) !1. = 1~e2 • ~ , 1-e2 ° Z , 0 ' 0 , .. . 
3.2.2 a =-1 
The equation again simplify to 
q(n + 1) = ep(n ) for n > 0 
p(n - 1) = eq(n) for n > ° 
q(l) - ep(O) 1 = v'2 (x+ y ) 
-eq(O) 1 = v'2 (x- y) . 
a = -1 : e = ° : 
A solution can only exist if x = y . In such a case solutions are 
(3.2 .10) 
where q(O) is an arbitrary element of C. 
a = -1 : e = 1 : 
A solution can only exist if x = -y . In such case solutions are 
(3.2 .11 ) 
where {en } E fz( N) is arbitrary. 
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a=-1:e-1: 
A solution can exist only if x = -y. In such cases solut ions are 
where {en} E £2(N) is arbitrary. 
a = -1 : e t- 0, =f1 : 
The solution is unique. It is 
(3.2.12) ( E.) _ (( 1 ~el . 7f) ( 0 ) (0) (0) ) 1. - ~1 • 7f ' l~el' 7f ' 0 ' 0 , . . . 
A proof of necessity follows from the equations 3.2.3 to 3.2.6 and that solutions 
are in £2 EEl £2(N) when £2(N) is identified with £2(N) . Sufficiency is a t rivial 
calculation. 
3.2.3 a -=1= ±1 and sequence solutions 
The cases of a =f =f1 are more involved. From the equations 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 one 
may derive that for n > 0 
E.(n+2) E.(n) 
1.(n + 1) ( A(a) 0 ) 1.(n - 1) (3.2 .13) 1.(n+2) 0 A(-a) 1.(n) 
E.(n + 1) E.(n - 1) 
where 
1 [ 4e2 - (1 - a)2 
A(a) = l- a 2 
2e(1 + a) 
-2e(1 + a) 1 
- (1 + a)2 
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(3.2.14) Let ea , et and e;; be defined by 
{ (e' -a'r if a E R \ {O} 1 - a2 ea = 
e if a = 0 
e+ 
= ea + Je~ -1 a 
e;; = e-~ a a 
where the square root is the branch continuous on C \ (f~- U {O}) . 
The eigenvalues of both of A(a) and A( -a) are (et)2 and (e;;)2. Certain ne-
cessity conditions for the solution ~ of 3.2.2 may be derived by merely searching 
for two sequences E.,9" not necessarily square summable which together satisfy the 
equation 3.2.2. 
a i =f1 : e = =F1 : 
One finds 
A(a) = S(a) ( 1 ~ ) S(a)-' 
1 
where 
S(a) = ( 1 
_2_ ) S(at' = ( 1 ::l ) I-a and e 0 ...k.. 0 I-a I-a 2e 
It then follows that the solution ~ of 3.2.2 satisfies the two equations: 
( E.(2n + 1) ) S(a) ( ~ o ) S(at' ( E(1) ) = 9,,(2n) 1 9,,(0) 
(3.2.15) 
( 1(2n + 1) ) S(-a) C 0 ) S( -at' ( 2(1) ) = E.(2n) 1 p(O) 
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where from above and the relations 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 
(3.2.16) 
E,(1) 
1(0) 
1(1) 
E,(O) 
a i= 1=1,0 : e = 1=a : 
One finds 
where 
= 
(2e1(0) + v2(x - Y))/(1 + a) 
1(0) 
(2eE,(0) + v2(x + y))/(1 - a) 
E,(O) 
( 
-1 
A(a) = R(a) 1 o ) R(at1 
-1 
( 
1 2a ) R(a) = I-a 
o ...k. 
I-a 
( 
1 -a ) 
and R(a)-1 = e • 
o I-a 
2e 
It then follows that the solution ~ of 3.2.2 satisfies the two equations: 
( 
E,(2n + 1) ) 
1(2n) 
(3.2.1"f) 
( 
1(2n + 1) ) 
E,(2n) 
= R(a) ( (-1)1"1 0 
n( _1)n-l (_1)n 
~ R(-a) ( (-1)" 0 
n( _1)n-l (_1)n 
where from above and the relations 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 
(3 .2.18) 
E,(1 ) 
1(0) 
1(1) 
E,(O) 
a = 0 : e = "fa = 0 : 
One finds 
= 
(2e1(0) + v2(x - y))/(1 + a) 
1(0) 
(2eE,(0) + v2(x + y))/(1 - a) 
E,(O) 
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It then follows that the solution ~ of 3.2.2 satisfies 
(3.2 .19) 
and 
(3.2.20 ) 
a =f ~1 : e = 0 : 
One finds 
E(2n + 1) 
.2:(2n ) 
.2:(2n + 1) 
E(2n) 
E(1 ) 
.2:(0) 
.2:(1) 
E(O) 
= 
= 
A(a) = ( :~: 
p(l ) 
(-1)" .2:(0) 
1(1) 
E(O) 
V2(x - y) 
1(0) 
V2(x + y) 
p(O) 
~ ) 
a-I 
It then follows that the solution (~ of 3.2.2 satisfies 
E(2n + 1) (~~ir . E(1) 
(3. 2.21 ) 1(2n) (~r '1(0) = 
.2:(2n + 1) (~) n . .2:(1) 
E(2n) (~~i) n . E(O) 
and 
E(1 ) V2(x -y)/(1 + a) 
(3.2 .22) 1(0) 1(0) = 
,q(1 ) V2(x +y) /(l - a) 
E(O) p(O) 
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a t= =fl : e t= =fl, =fa, 0 : 
In this case e((et)2 - (e;;-)2) t= 0 and 
( 
(et)2 
A(a) = Q(a) 0 
where 
[ 
(e+)2 + ltl 
a I-a 
(3.2 .23) Q(a) = 
..1L 
I-a 
(e-)2 + ltl 1 a I-a 
..1L 
I-a 
and 
[ -2e (e-)2+ltl 1 I-a 
I-a a I-a 
(3 .2 .24) Q(at i = 
2e (( e;)2 - (et)2) 
..1L 
-(et)2 - (~) I-a 
It then follows that the solution ~ of 3.2.2 satisfies the two equations: 
( ~(2n + I) ) ~ Q(a) ( (et)2n o ) Q( t' ( ~(I) ) 1(2n) 0 (e;;-)2n a 1(0) 
(3.2.25) 
( j(2n+l) ) ( (e+)" 0 ) Q( _a)-l ( j(l) ) = Q(-a) a E(2n) 0 (e;;-)2n E(O) 
where from above and the relations 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 
(3 .2. 26) 
E(I) 
9JO) 
1(1) 
E(O) 
= 
(2e1(0) + V2(x - y))/(1 + a) 
1(0) 
(2eE(0) + V2(x + y))/(1 - a) 
E(O) 
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3.2.4 a =1= ±l and summable solutions 
A solution of 3.2.2 and hence of 3.2.1 is now obtained by applying the necessary 
condition that the solution ~ of the equation 3.2.2 is an element of £2 EB £; (Z) 
together with the results obtained in the last subsection when looking for any double 
sequence solution to the equation 3.2.2. The enumeration of cases varies slightly. 
a-O:e-O: 
(3 .2.21) From 3.2.19 a solution must satisfy p(l) = q(O) = q(l) = p(O) = 0 and 
hence from 3.2.20 that x = y = O. Thus no solution exists unless x = y = 0 and 
then the only solution of the equation 3.2.2 is 
a E (0 , 1) U (1,00) : e = 0 : 
(3.2 .28) From equation 3.2.21 a solution must satisfy q(O) = q(l) = 0 as I ~I > 1 
and hence must satisfy ~ = O. Further from equation 3.2.22 no solution can then 
exist unless x + y = 0, in which case all solutions are given by 
EJ2n + 1) 
~(2n) 
~(2n + 1) 
E(2n) 
where r E C is an some constant. 
= 
~. (a_l)n l+a a+l 
o 
o 
r. (a_l)n a+l 
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a E (-00, -1) U (-1 , 0) : e = 0 : 
(3.2.29) As above a solution must satisfy p(l) = p(O) = 0 as I~~il > 1 and hence 
l!. = O. No solution then exists unless x = y, in which case all solutions are given 
by 
l!.(2n + 1) 
9..(2n) 
9..(2n + 1) 
l!.(2n) 
where r E C is an some constant. 
a E (-00,-1) U (-1,0): e = =rl : 
OR 
a=O :e rl : 
OR 
aE(O, I)U(1,oo) : e 1: 
o 
= 
r. (rll)n 
a-I 
2hz (rll)n 
I-a' a-I 
o 
(3.2.30) From the relation 3.2.15 the solution must satisfy 
0
1 
) S(atl 
and 
J~~ (: ~ ) S( -at' (:~~~ ) = (~ ) 
As a result p(l) = q(O) = q(l) = p(O) = 0 and from the relation 3.2.16 no solution 
can then exist unless x = y = O. In such case as the initial elements are zero, 
follows from the relation 3.2.15, and the solution is the trivial one. 
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a E (-00,-1) U (-1,0): e = Ta: 
OR 
a E (0,1) U (1,00) : e = Ta : 
(3.2.31) As in the previous case, from the relations 3.2.17 and 3.2.18 no solution 
can exist unless x = y = 0 and it must satisfy p(l ) = q(O) = a(l) = p(O) = O. 
From the relation 3.2.17 in the case x = y = 0 the only solution is given by 
a E (-00, -1) U (-1,0) : e E R \ -10. U 10. : 
OR 
a = 0 : e E R \ -10. U 10. : 
OR 
a E (0,1) U (1,00) : e E R \ -10. U 10. : 
A minor lemma is useful: 
(3 .2.32) Lemma. If e E C \ -10. U 10. then one of the following is true: 
le;1 < 1 < letl or letl < 1 < 1e;1· 
Proof: From paragraph 3.2.14 e~, e; are the roots of the quadratic equation 
x2 - 2eo.x + 1 = O. Consequently et· e;;- = 1. If both have modulus 1 and thus 
e~ = ei8 and e; = e-i8 for some real () then eO. = cos () E [-1, 1]. However, 
eO. E [-1,1] is equivalent to e E -10. U 10. ' 
\11 
The requirement that (~ E £2 EEl £2(N ) then implies that 
= ) Q(a)-l (r(1) ) ~(O) 
and 
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o 
= 
From the expression for Q(a)-t given in equation (3.14.3) if letl > 1 > le;1 then 
l-:ea ~(l) + [(e;;-)2 + ~ ~ :] E(O) = 0 
and if le;1 > 1 > letl then 
Together with the relation 3.2.26 these requirements on the solution (~) amounts 
to 
where 
(3 .2.33) 
and 
(E(1)) (0) (~(1 )) (0) D(a) ~(O) = 7f and D( -a) E(O) = 7f 
D(a) = t-a 
( 
-2e 
!tl 
2 
(3.2.34) e: equals whichever of e;, e;;- has modulus less than 1 . 
The matrix D( a) is nonsingular for a f. Tl and e f. O. It follows that under 
these conditions the solution of the equation 3.2.2 must be given by the unique 
element of £2 EB £2(N) defined by the generating equations: 
( E(2n + 1) 
~(2n) 
) ( (et)'" 
= Q(a) 
0 
0 ) Q(at'D(at' ( 0 ) (e;)2n 7f 
(8.2.35) 
( ~(2n + 1) )=Q(-a) ( (et)2n a ) Q( -a)-' D( -at' ( a ) E(2n) a (e;)2n 7f 
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a E (-00, -1) U (-1,0) : e E -fa U f a : 
OR 
a = ° : e E -fa U f a : 
OR 
a E (0,1) U (1,00) : e E -fa U fa : 
(3.2.36) If e E -fa U fa then ea E (0,1) and et = l/e~ is a complex number 
whose modulus is 1. Let () E [0,271") be such that ei9 = et and e-i9 = e~. Then 
from the relation 3.2.25 one has that 
( 
ei2n9 
lim 
n ..... oo ° 
and 
( 
ei2n9 
lim 
n-oo 0 ° ) Q( -at' (:~~; ) ~ (~ ) 
Consequently a solution must satisfy E(1) = E(O) = ~(1) = ~(O) = 0. From 
the equation 3.2.26 no solution then exists unless x = y = O. In such case the 
relation 3.2.25 and that E(l) = E(O) = 1(1) = 1(0) = ° together imply the only 
solution is the trivial one. 
Chapter 4 
Spectral 'Analysis - II 
A calculation of various aspects of the spectrum of H + V is the subject of this 
chapter. The first section contains some results which are true for a fairly wide 
class of perturbations. The remaining sections are devoted to calculation of the 
point spectrum or examples of particular behaviours. These latter results are most 
complete when the perturbation V is localized and self-adjoint . The calculation is 
reliant on the results of the generalized eigenvalue problem discussed in the previous 
chapter. 
4.1 General Results 
(4 .1.1) With the basic assumption that the perturbation V is a bounded self-
adjoint operator satisfying JV = - V J one finds from elementary functional anal-
ysis that: 
1. IIH + VII ~ (1 Vial) + IIVII 
2. O'm(H + V) = 0 
3. O'(H + V) C R 
4. O' (H + V) ~ [- ((1 Vial) + IIVII) , (1 Vial) + IIVII J. 
92 
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Further as J (H + V) = -(H + V)J and J2 = 1 it also follows that crpp(H + V) is 
symmetric about 0 and that the eigenspaces at ±e have the same multiplicity. As 
Y H(a) = H( -a)Y when 
y = (~ ~l ) 
it is also true that cr(H(a) + V) = cr(H(-a)+YVY). Indeed, so are all the spectral 
sets related. Eigenfunctions are related by (~ is an eigenfunction for H(a) + V 
if and only if Y (~ is an eigenfunction for H ( - a) + YVY . 
C 4·1. 2) The classical Weyl theorem in [RS 1] page 372, as Theorem S.13, has it that 
if H is self adjoint and V is compact then CTess (H + V) = CTess(H). Consequently 
CTeu(H + V) = CTeuCH) = -Ia U Ia if a f; =F1 and CTm (H + V) = crm (H ) = {=F1} 
if a = =Fl. Further cr(H + V) contains -Ia U Ia. Now by definition one has 
CTdise(H + V) = CT(H + V) \ CTess(H + V). As the spectrum is a subset of R the only 
possible limit points of crdise(H + V) are then =F1 if a E {O, =F1} and =F1 , =Fa if 
a tt {O, =t=1}. No point of CTdise(H + V) is a limit point of CT (H + V) or indeed of 
crdise(H + V) by [RS 1] page 236 Theorem VIL10. Further the points of crdise( H + V) 
are eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. 
(4.1.3) The set CTae(H + V) is the spectrum of H + V restricted to its subspace 
of absolute continuity, and on this subspace crpp(H + V) = crse(H + V) = 0. As 
isolated points of the spectrum of a bounded self-adjoint operator are eigenvalues 
of the operator, it follows the spectrum of H + V restricted to the subspace of 
absolute continuity contains no isolated points. Consequently cr ae( H + V) contains 
no isolated points . A parallel argument demonstrates CTsc(H + V) contains no 
isolated points. A result of this is that 
(4.1.4) In the case V is compact and a = =t=1 this implies creC H + V) ~ {=t=1} , a 
set of isolated points of the absolutely or singular spectrum. From the last paragraph 
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one may conclude here that 
<7o.c(H + V) = <7ac (H + V) = <7c(H + V) = 0 . 
Further =F1 are eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity or limit points of other eigenvalues 
of H + V, and all other points of the spectrum are isolated eigenvalues of finite 
multiplicity whose only possible limit points are =Fl. 
These conclusions are not completely valid in the case a =f. =Fl. For V a 
symmetric and trace-class operator, and hence compact and self-adjoint it will follow 
that <7o.c(H + V) = -10. U 10. =f. 0. This follows from a theorem of Kato in [Ka 1J 
Chapter 10 which is paraphrased here. 
(4.1. 5) Theorem. Let H be a self-adjoint operator with absolutely continuous 
spectrum on the Hilbert space £2 EB£;(Z) and V be a symmetric trace class operator 
on the same space. Let (£2 EB £:i)~c denote the subspace of absolute continuity of 
H + V. Then the following are consequences: 
1. The strong limits 
exist for all (L V E £2 EB £;(Z) and their ranges satisfy 
2. The inverse operators 0~1 : (£2 EB £2)~C ~ £2 EB £;(Z) are given by the strong 
limits 
which exist for all (Lv E (£2 EB £2)~c ' 
3. The operators 0T satisfy the intertwining property, 
on £2 EB £~(Z) for all t E R. 
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4. The operators O'f satisfy 
for all (f., 9J E £2 EB £~(Z) . 
(4.1. 6) C or ollary. If a#-1= 1 and V is a self-adjoint and trace class operator 
then <7ac (H + V) = -Ia U Ia . 
Proof: Let e E <7(H) = <7ac(H) = -Ia U Ia. As H is a bounded and self-
adjoint, by the Weyl criterion in [RS 1] page 237 Theorem VII.12 or in [Da 1] 
page 40 Theorem 2.13, there will exist a sequence {(,[n'.£n)} such that for all 
n, II(L,.£n)11 = 1 and liffin_co II(H - e1 )(L ,.£n )1I = O. From 3. and 4. of the 
above theorem it follows that 0:1: are bounded isometries and intertwine with the 
generators of {ei(H+V)t} and {eiHt }. That is, 
From 2. of the theorem {0'f(L,£n)} c (£2 + £;)~c. From above and 3. of the 
theorem II O'f (in' .£n) II = 1 , and further 
= 1I 0'f(H - e1)(in'.£n)1I 
II(H - el)(in' ,£.. )11 
~ o. 
Consequently e is an element of the spectrum of H + V restricted to its subspace 
of absolute continuity as no bounded inverse can exist in the light of above. As 
<7ac (H + V) is the spectrum of H + V so restricted it follows e E <7ac (H + V). 
\ 1/ 
A further corollary is expressed in terms of the operator H N' From Theo-
rem 3.1.9 the spectrum of HN(a) contains an eigenvalue at 0 if a#- =t=l O. 
(4.1.7) Corollary. Assume that HN is a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space 
£2 EB £2 (N) and V is a self-adjoint and trace class operator on the same space. Let 
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(£2 EB £;)~c denote the subspace of absolute continuity of HN + V and (£2 EB £:i)ac 
denote the subspace of absolute continuity of HN . Then the following are conse-
quences: 
1. The strong limits 
exist for all (Lv E (£2 EB £2)ac and their ranges from this subspace satisfy 
2. The inverse operators O~l : (£2 EB £;)~c ~ (£2 EB £;)ac are given by the strong 
limits 
which exist for all (Lv E (£2 EB (2)~c . 
3. The operators 0T satisfy the intertwining property! 
on the subspace (£2 EB £2)ac for all t E R . 
4. The operators 0T satisfy 
II0T(Lvll = II(Lvll 
A proof of this may be obtained from [Ka 1J Chapter 10 also, or by noting the 
particular Hilbert space in Theorem 4.1.5 is irrelevant, and restricting the operators 
HN , and HN + V to the Hilbert subspaces of absolute continuity of the operator 
H N · 
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4.2 Existence of Eigenvalues 
The following example demonstrates the point spectrum of H + V need not be 
empty. It is also applicable to the one-sided case. 
Let Va : £2 (Z) -+ £2 (Z) be the operator dependent on the constants b, d E R: 
o 
b[(5 ) + ~1 [(6) n = 5 
Va [ (n) = -;1 [ (5) + d [(6) + -;1 [(7) n = 6 
Let VI be the operator 
-;1 [ (6) + b [(7) n = 7 
o n~7 
~ : £2 EEl £; (Z) -+ £2 EEl £; (Z) 
(t,gJ ~ (Vot, - VagJ 
Let [1 E l2(Z) be the element such that [(6) = 1 and [(n) = 0 if n =f:. 6. Observe (i) is an eigenvalue of H(O) + V associated with the eigenvalue d and that ~ 
is self-adjoint and ~ J = -J~ . 
If one defines PI = Pt as the element of A~AR 
bC;Cs + dC;C6 + bC;C7 - ~ (C;C6 + C;C7 ) - ~ (C;C6 + C;Cs) 
then [PI' B(t, ,f)J = B(~ (t, 9,..)) for all (I, g) E £2 EEll;(Z) . Similarly if one defines 
P2 = P; as the element of A! 
then [P2 , B(t, 9,.-)] = B(~ (t, 9,.-)) for all (t, gJ E £2 EEl£;(Z) . Similarly if one defines 
P3 = P; as the element of A~AR 
bC;Cs + dC;C6 + bC;C7 - ~(C;C6 + C;C7 ) - ~(C;C6 + C;Cs) 
- ~(C;C; + C7 C6 + C;C; + C6CS ) 
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and if P4 = P: is defined as the element of A~ 
~55 ~56 ~57 1 + a (657 5 6 1 - a 6 7 5 6 2 3 +2 3 +2 3 + 2 511+5151)+-2-(5252+5252)' 
and 
for all (t,9...) E £2 EB £~(Z). Furthermore H(a) + V2 has an eigenvalue at d and (i) is in the associated eigenspace. 
Virtually the same perturbation - i.e., trivial changes to interpretation or defini-
tion of domain and co-domain - show HN (0) + V1 and HN (a) + V; have eigenvalues 
at d with associated eigenfunction (i2) where L2 E £2(N) satisfying L2(6) = 1 
and 12 (n) = 0 if n =f. 6. The elements P1 , P2 , P3 and P4 of above will again to 
related to 11;" V;, as operators on £2 EB £~ (N) via the quadratic spatial derivation 
relations given above on £2 EB £2(Z) . 
As b, d E R may be chosen independently these examples illustrate that the 
operators HN + 11;" H + 11;, 'may have an eigenvalue anywhere in [-1111;,11,1111;,11] at 
least, and furthermore independently of the parameter a of Hand HN . 
4.3 The Point Spectrum 
This section contains an analysis of the point spectrum of H + V in the case V 
is a self-adjoint local operator satisfying JV = - V J. The results are to show the 
number of eigenvalues is finite and that the eigenspaces are finite dimensional unless 
a = :F1 when only the eigenspaces at =fl are infinite dimensional. A description 
of the eigenfunctions is given. The analysis begins with seeing the problem of 
eigenvalues of H + V being the same as finding a common (real) eigenvalue for 
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a finite dimensional problem involving V and two generalized or inhomogeneous 
problems of the type solved earlier. 
(4. S.1) Let supp V be given by the interval [N, M] where N, M E Z. Let three 
projections be defined by 
PL = PL(V) denote projection onto (-00, N - 1] 
Pc = PcCV) denote projection onto [N, M] and 
PR = PR(V) denote projection onto [M + 1,00) 
That is, if (~ E 1.2 EB f.;(Z) , 
( 00 ) for n ¢ (-oo,N -1] 
(~)(n) fornE(-co,N-I] 
with the other projections being defined analogously. From Lemma 3.03.2 one finds 
V 0 PL = 0 and V 0 PR = 0, by an easy calculation the operator L commutes with 
these projections where this latter operator was defined previously as the matrix 
1 ( 1 
~1 
As in the equations 3.2.2 
LHL = (;. : ) 
where W = HU + U*) - HU - U*) and U 1(n) = 1(n + 1) for L E f.2(Z) .and 
U*1( n) = L( n - 1) for L E £2 (Z) . 
If e is an eigenvalue of H + V and (~ is an associated eigenfunction in 
the space 1.2 EB £2(l) then e is an eigenvalue of L(H + V)L and (~ = L (~ 
is an associated eigenfunction. The converse is also true. More significantly, the 
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eigenfunction and eigenvalue equation L(H + V - e1)L ~ = (~) is equivalent 
to the following 3 simultaneous equations, so that nontrivial solutions of either are 
nontrivial solutions of the other. These equations are: 
(4·3 .2) 
= 
= 
and 
(4.3.3) 
= 
n ¥= N - 1, N 
n=N 
n = N-1 
L(H + V - 'I)L PR ( : ) (n) 
L(H - ,1)LPR ( : ) (n) 
( ~ ) n ¥= M,M + 1 
( 
1;<1. <1(M + 1) ) 
n=M 
!.±.!!. . p( M + 1) 2 _ 
-( !.±.!!. . q( M) ) 2 _ 1-<1 . p(l\I!) 2 _ n =M+l 
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and 
L(H + v - el)LPc ( : 
= 
( ~ ) 
( 
l;a. q(N) ) 
~ 'l!.(N) 
-( 
-( 1¥ . q(N - 1) + l;a . q(N + 1) ) l;a 'l!.(N - 1) + ~ ·l!.(N + 1) 
_ ( l;a. q(M + 1) ) 
1¥ . l!.(M + 1) 
( 1¥' q(M) ) l;a'l!.(M) 
n t/. {N - 1, N, M , M + I} 
n=N-1 
n = Nand n =J M 
n = M and n =J N 
n=M+1. 
For any solution (~ of the eigenfunction and eigenvalue equation on £2 EEl £2(Z) 
given by 
L(H(a) + V - el)L (: ) = (~ ) 
one define two elements of £2 EEl £2(N) by 
(4.3.5) ( ; ) (n) 
(4.3.6) ( if) (n) ~" 
= 
= 
( 
l!.(M + n + 1) 
q(M+n+1) 
) for n EN, 
( 
l!.(N - n -1) ) for n EN. 
~(N - n -1) 
These two elements are solutions of generalized eigenvalue problems of the type of 
equation 3.2.2. That is, 
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(4.3 .7) (:: ) is a solution in £, 6 £; (N) of 
L(HN(a) - 'I)L ( : ) 
= (( 0 WN(a)) -e1) ( :!L ) 
WN(a) 0 w 
~ ((; ), (~ ), (~ ), .. ) 
where 
( ~ ) = _ ( ~ . 9.JM) ) xJ? l;a . p,(M) 
and 
(4.3 .8) (;: ) is a solution in £,6 t;(N) of 
L(H.(-a) - ol)L ( : ) 
= ( ( 0 WN ( -a) ) _ e1) ( Q ) 
WN(-a) 0 w 
= (( ~ ) , (~ ) , (~ ) , ) 
where (Sf- ) = _ ( l;a. 9..( Xl';?" !.±!!. ( 
2 2 E ~ ) 
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(4-3.9) Further Pc (~ ) satisfies 
PcL(H(a) + V - e1)LPc · Pc (~ ) 
( ~ ) n (j. {N, M} 
-( ~. 9..(N -1) ) I;a . p"(N - 1) n = Nand n =f. M 
= 
-( ~ . 9..(N - 1) + I-a. q(N + 1) 2 2 _ l;a . p"(N - 1) + ~ . p"(N + 1) 
( ';". ~(M + 1) ) 
L¥' p"(M + 1) n = M and n =f. N . 
The intention now is to describe the solutions of equations 4.3.7 and 4.3.8 in the 
light of the examination of the existence and nature of solutions of the equation 3.2.2. 
In principle (p..') is determined by the vector (~. g.((M))) and the constants 
9..' T·l!.M 
a and e, and hence (~(M + 1) is a function of the same. Similarly ~:) is 
determined by the vector (~ :;~ ~~) , and the constants a and e and hence 
(~ (N - 1) is similarly a function of (;:;~ ~~) , a and e. It follows from the 
equation 4.3.9 that PcL(H(a) + V - e1)LPc ~ is a function of Pc (~ , a and e. 
This latter problem is essentially a finite dimensional (very) generalized eigenvalue 
problem, which proves to be soluble to an extent. This permits one to realize that 
for all a, and local perturbation V, the number of distinct eigenvalues is finite. 
Further together with the nature of solutions to the problems 4.3.7 and 4.3.8 it 
will allow a demonstration that except in the cases a, e = =f1 that the eigenspaces 
are finite dimensional. In these exceptional cases they are in fact infinite. A long 
enumeration of cases now follows as the results vary as a = =f1,0 and a =f. =f1 , 0 
and e = =f1, =fa, 0, e E -fa U fa and e (j. -fa U fa. Again the case of a = ±1 
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provides a guide to the nature of the calculations. 
4.3.1 a = 1 
Matching parameters one has that 
( 4.3.1 0 ~ ( x' + y' ) = (q( M) ) and -1 (XII + y" ) _ ( 0 ) 
V2 x, - y' 0 .j2 x" - y" - E.(N) 
From the solutions of the equation 3.2.2 One finds several cases: 
a = 1 : e =f 0, T1 : 
Reading off the solutions one finds that 
(4.3.11) (; ) = ((~).(~) , (~),. ) from 3.2.9 
and 
(4·8.12) (;: ) = ((+ ).(~), (~),.) from 3.2.12 . 
As a result from the defining equations 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 and the equation 4.3.9 
the eigenvalue e of H + V and associated eigenfunction satisfy the equation 
( ~ ) n =f M,N 
( -'P(N) ) e n = N,m =f M 
PcL(H + V - e1)LPc (: ) (n) = 
0 
( -'P(N) ) e n=M=N -q(N) 
e 
( 0 ) -'l.(M) m = M,n =f N 
e 
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Let PN •1 denote the projection onto the first co-ordinate at Nand PM •2 denote the 
projection on the second coordinate at M. Then the above equation is equivalent 
to the equation 
(4·3.13) Pc [L(H + V)L - el + ;PN,l + ;PM"jPc Pc ( : ) ~ (~ ) 
and the results 4.3.11 and 4.3.12 then also imply that ~ =f. (~) is equivalent to 
Pc (~ =f. (~) . 
Regarding £2 EEl £;[N, M] as a subspace of £2 EEl £; (Z) the operator in the equa-
tion 4.3.13 when restricted to this subspace is a finite dimensional linear operator 
whose associated matrix must be singular if e is an eigenvalue of H + V and (~ a 
nontrivial associated eigenvector. The associated matrix has a determinant which is 
a polynomial in e and ~ of order 2(M - N + 1) and 2 respectively which then im-
e 
plies the eigenvalue satisfies a polynomial in e of order 2M - 2N + 4 = 2· supp V + 2 . 
As a result H(l)+ V can have at most 2supp V +2 eigenvalues not equal to 0, =fl . 
More may be said about their distribution and associated eigenfunctions. As 
observed in paragraph 4.1.1 the eigenvalues form a symmetric set about O. Thus 
there are at most supp V + 1 eigenvalues greater than 0 distinct from 1 and precisely 
the same number less than 0 distinct from -1. Further the eigenspaces at =fe 
have the same multiplicity for if ~ is an eigenfunction for e then J ~ is an 
eigenfunction for -e. As H + V is self-adjoint eigenfunctions in distinct eigenspaces 
are orthogonal. If e is an eigenvalue other than =f1,0 and ~ is an associated 
eigenfunction then the results 4.3 .11 and 4.3.12 shows its support is localized around 
the support of V. That is 
( : ) (n) ~ (~ ) unless n E IN - I , M + II 
and further pJM + 1) = 0 = CJ.(N - 1). As all eigenfunctions for eigenvalues other 
than =f1 , 0 have their support so restricted it follows from the orthogonality of 
the eigenspaces and their equal size at =fe that the dimension of eigenspaces for 
eigenvalues other than =f1 , 0 is finite and at most ~ ( 2 . supp V + 2) = supp V + 1 . 
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a-l:e-O: 
From the earlier analysis of the one-sided eigenvalue problem for this case no 
solution to the equation 4.3.7 exists for that problem unless 9..(M) = O. As this 
must be the case if e = 0 is an eigenvalue of H + V the solution (~) is shown 
by the equation 3.2.7 to satisfy 
(4.3.14) 
where E'(O) = E(M + 1) is not determined. Similarly no solution to the equa-
tion 4.3.8 exists for that problem unless E(N) = O. As this must be the case if 
e = 0 is an eigenvalue of H + V the solution ~::) is given by equation 3.2.10 as 
(4.3.15) 
where 9.."(0) = 9..( N - 1) is not determined. 
Consequently for some undetermined numbers E( M + 1),9..( N - 1), one finds 
that Pc (~ satisfies 
(~ ) n =I M,N 
n = N,m =I M 
n=M=N 
( -9..(N -1) ) 
PcL(H + V - el)LPc ( : ) (n) = 
0 
( -9..(N -1) ) 
-E(N + 1) 
m = M,n =I N ( 0 ) 
-p(M + 1) 
and 
Pc ( : ) (N) = ( 
0 ) 9..(N) 
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and 
From this it follows that if 0 is an eigenvalue of H + V then the associated 
eigenspace for 0 has dimension at most 2(M - N + 1) - 2 + 2 = 2 . supp V and 
that eigenfunctions ~ are supported on [N - 1, M + 1] and further satisfy the 
relations ~(M + 1) = 0 = p'(N - 1) and ~(M) = 0 = p'(N) . 
I note from this that if V is supported on one site only so that N = M then 
from the above equation Pc ~ (N) = (~) and q(N - 1) = p(N + 1) = 0 must 
also be true. However, it follows from results 4.3.15 and 4.3.14 that (~ is (~). 
In other words , if V is supported on one site only then 0 is not an eigenvalue. On 
the other hand the example of Section 4.2 shows that for a suitable V , the operator 
H(l) + V has a eigenvalue at O. 
a=l:e=l: 
The solution (~:) of the equation 4.3 .7 has the form 
(4.8 .16) 
where {en} E f 2(N). This follows from the equations 4.3.10 and the result 3.2.8. 
Similarly from the result 3.2.11 and equations 4.3.10 the solution (p"II ) of the ~" 
equation 4.3.8 has the form 
(4.3.11) 
where {dn } E f2(N) . The entries g,.(M),p'(N ) are not constrained by these rela-
tionships or the solutions to the equations 4.3 .7 and 4.3.8. The element Pc W 
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satisfies 
n =f M,N 
PcL(H(l) + V - l)LPc . Pc ( : 
n = N,n =f M 
n=M=N 
m = M,n =f N 
which follows from paragraph 4.3.9, and the results 4.3.16 and 4.3.17. 
Together these relationship suffice to show that the eigenspace at 1 is infinite 
dimensional, that the eigenfunctions need not have finite support nor decrease ex-
ponentially with Inl, and that 1 is an eigenvalue. For let (~) E.e2 Ef) .e2(Z) be the 
element such that 
( d;:' ) n < N-1 
( do ) n =N-1 0 
( y ) (n) = ( ~ ) nE [N,M] 1L 
( 0 ) n =M +1 Co 
( Cn ) n > M+1 Cn+l 
where {en}, {dn} are some arbitrary elements of .e2 (N). Elementary checks show 
(~) satisfies the equations 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 for a = e = 1. As observed in 
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paragraph 4.3.1 this is equivalent to saying that (~) satisfies the equation 
L(H(I) +V -1)L ( : ) = (~ ) 
and hence is an eigenfunction of L(H(1) + V)L. 
a = 1 : e = -1 : 
As the equations (H + V)J = -J(H + V) and P = 1 imply that the set of 
eigenvalues is symmetric about 0 so they also imply if (~) is an eigenfunction of 
H + V for the eigenvalue e then 
(H +V)J U ) = -eJ ( ! ) 
Consequently -1 is also an eigenvalue of H(l)+ V, the eigenspace is infinite dimen-
sional, and the eigenfunctions need not have finite support nor decay exponentially. 
This follows from the discussion for a = 1 and e = 1 . 
4.3.2 'a = -1 
From paragraph 4.1.1 H(1) + V is unitarily equivalent to H (1) + YVY where 
y= C ~1 ) 
and further (~ being in the eigenspace of H ( -1) + V for the eigenvalue e is 
equi valent to Y (~ being in the same eigenspace for H (1) + YVY. I note that 
the support of V equals the support of YVY. From this the conclusions will follow 
easily from the case of a = 1 . 
a = -1 : e i 0, =f1 : 
(4.3 .18) The set of eigenvalues is symmetric about O. As a result there are at most 
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supp YVY + 1 = supp V + 1 greater than 0 other than 1 and an equal number less 
than 0 other than -1. The eigenspaces at ~e have the same dimension which is 
finite and at most supp V + 1. Further the support of any eigenfunction associated 
with an eigenvalue other than ~1, 0 is localized around the support of V; that is 
the support of the eigenfunction is within [N - 1, M + 1] when the support of V 
is [N,M]. 
a = -1 : e = 0 : 
The value 0 mayor may not be an eigenvalue of H( -1) + V. It will depend on 
V. However if 0 is an eigenvalue the eigenspace has dimension at most 2· supp V 
and the support of the eigenfunctions will be localized around the support of V . 
This is as for e =1= 0, ~1 and is within [N - 1, M + 1] when supp V = [N, M]. 
a = -1 : e = Ofl : 
Both e = ~1 are eigenvalues of H( -1) + V. The eigenspaces at e = ~1 
are both infinite dimensional. The associated eigenfunctions need not be finitely 
supported nor decay exponentially. 
4.3.3 a =1= =fI,O 
From the equations 4.3.7 and 4.3.8 
(4·3. 19) -1 ( x' + y' ) ( ~ '1(M) ) = J2 x'- y' l;a . p"(M) 
and 
(4·3 .20) -1 ( x" + y" ) J2 x" - y" 
( ';" >1(N) 
~'p"(N) ) 
Now specializing to various ranges of possible eigenvalues: 
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a t- :pI, 0 : e E -fa U fa : 
(4.3.21) From paragraphs 3.2.30 to 3.2.36 no solutions to the equations 4.3.7 and 
4.3.8 will exist unless x" = y" = 0 = x' = y' and the only solution for both is the 
trivial one. Thus one must find that 
if n rt [N,MJ 
and further from the relations 4.3.19 and 4.3.20 one also finds that 
Consequently for every eigenfunction of L(H + V)L associated with an eigenvalue 
e E -f" U f" the support of (~ is contained in the i~terval [N + 1, M - 1J 
whenever supp V = [N, MJ. From paragraph 4.1.1 the eigenspaces at :pe have 
the same dimension and as L(H + V)L is self-adjoint all eigenspaces are mutually 
orthogonal. It follows eigenspaces for eigenvalues e E -fa U fa have dimension 
at most M - N + 1 - 2 = supp V - 2, which is also the maximum sum of their 
dimensions. Further there are at most 2(supp V - 2) eigenvalues of L(H + V)L in 
-fa U fa, with at most supp V - 2 in fa and an equal number -f". 
If the perturbation V is supported on an interval of one or two points it follows 
the eigenfunctions of H + V for eigenvalues e E -fa U f" has null support; that 
IS (: ) (n) = (~ ) alw.ys. For such perturb.Eons V then H + V h .. no 
eigenvalues in -fa U fa. If the support of V is greater than 2 points the example 
in Section 4.2 shows eigenvalues may occur in fa U fa. 
a E (0,1) U (1,00) : e = 0 : 
From paragraph 3.2.28 no solution to equation 4.3.7 will exist unless one has 
x' = y' = O. Thus if e = 0 is an eigenvalue of H ( a) + V, 9..(!VI) = 0 follows from 
the relations 4.3.19 and from the result in paragraph 3.2.28 one finds (~:) must 
satisfy 
i(2n + 1) 
l' (2n) 
1'(2n + 1) 
i(2n) 
= 
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E.(M) . (:+~r+1 
o 
o 
r. (a_1)n 
a+1 
for each n E N, 
where r is some complex constant. Similarly from paragraph 3.2.29 no solution to 
the equation 4.3.8 exists unless x" = y". Thus if e = 0 is an eigenvalue of H(a ) + V 
then E.(N) = 0 and from the results in paragraph 3.2.29 the solution E."l' must be 
given by 
E."(2n + 1) 0 
for each n E N , 
l'(2n) s. (a_l)n (4.3.23) a+l = 
1(N) . (:+if+1 1"(2n + 1) 
E."(2n) 0 
where s is some complex constant . 
Concurrently if e = 0 is an eigenvalue of H (a) + V then Pc ~ satisfies the 
relation E.(N) = 0 = 1(M) and from the equation 4.3.9 one has 
(~ ) n =J M,N 
-( !±£ . s ) 2 
PcL(H + V)LPc · Pc ( : ) (n) = 
0 
-( !±£. s ) 2 1-<1 
-2- · r 
n = N,n =J M 
n = N,n = M 
-( 0 ) 1-a 
-2-· r 
n = M,n =J N 
If N = M then Pc ~ = (~) which implies the above equation is solved by 
Pc (~ only if s = r = O. Substituting this and the restriction 
p.(N) = pJM) = 0 = g,JN) = 9..(M) 
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into the results 4.3.22 and 4.3.23 demonstrates 
(; )=(~) (;:) 
and thus the eigenfunction ~ of L(H + V)L would be (~). Consequently if V 
is supported on one site H + V will not have an eigenvalue at O. 
On the other hand if N < M the example in Section 4.2 shows e = 0 may be 
an eigenvalue of H + V for some V. The necessity conditions 4.3.22 and 4.3.23 
show the eigenspace at 0 is isomorphic with its projection onto £2 EB£2[N -1, M + 1] 
in particular onto the subspace of the latter satisfying the restriction that 
l!.(N - 1) = l!.(N) = 0 = q(M) = q(M + 1) . 
Thus the possible eigenspace at a = 0 has dimension at most 2(M - N + 3) - 4 = 
2 . supp V. The necessity conditions show that if not localized to within [N, M] 
the support of V the eigenfunctions of L(H + V)L and hence of H + V decrease 
exponentially with Inl. That is 
( ~ ) (n) $ Ae'lnl 
where k = log I: ~ ~ I and A is some positive constant , and (B is the eigenspace 
at e = 0 for H + V . 
a E (-00, -1) U -1,0) : e = 0 : 
As argued in paragraph 4.3.18 the operator H(a) + V is unitarily equivalent 
to H( -a) + YVY , and supp V = supp YVY. Accordingly from above it follows 
e = 0 is not an eigenvalue if V is supported on one site. Also if V is supported on 
more than one site H(a) + V may have an eigenvalue at e = 0 , the corresponding 
eigenspace has dimension at most 2· supp V , the eigenfunctions in the eigenspace 
at e = 0 are either supported in supp V or decay exponentially with Inl· That is 
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if (~ is in the eigenspace of H( a) + V at e = 0 then 
( ~ ) (n) ~ Ae'lnl 
where k = log \ a + 1\ and A is some constant. 
a-I 
a ~ =1=1,0 : e E R \ ({O} U -la U 1a) : 
Referring to paragraph 3.2.14, the defining equations 3.2.33 to 3.2.35 and the 
relations 4.3.7 and 4.3.8 one finds 
( i(2n + 1) ) 
~'(2n) 
Q(a) ( (e~t 0 ) Q(at' D(at' ( 0 ) = 
(e~)2n a;1 . l!.(M) 
(4.3.24) 
( i(2n + 1) 
l!.'(2n) ) 
( (0+)2. 0 ) Q( -a)-' D( -a)-' ( 0 ) = Q( -a) " 0 (e~)2n -1¥' ~(M) 
and 
( p"(2n + 1) 
1"(2n) ) 
( (e+)2n 0 ) Q(-at' D(at' ( 0 ) = Q( -a) a 0 (e~)2n -1¥ ·l!.(N) 
(4.3.25) 
( i'(2n + 1) 
E" (2n) ) 
Q(a) ( 
( e~)2n 0 ) Q(a)-' D(-at ' ( 0 . ) = 0 (e~)2n a-I. q(N) 2 _ 
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As a result 
(l!.(M + 2)) = (l!.' (l )) 
~(M + 1) 1'(0) = D(a) -1 ((a;1 )°l!.(M) ) , 
(1(M + 2)) = (1'(1)) 
\E(M + 1) \E'(O) = -D(-at1((~)01(M)) ' 
(l!.(N - 2)) (l!.//(1 )) 1(N - 1) - 1//(0) = -D(-a)-l ((~)l!.(N)) , and 
(1(N - 2)) = (1//(1)) 
\E(N - 1) l!." (O) = D(at1 (( a;1)1(N) ) ' 
where from the definitions 3.2.33 and 3.2.34 
and 
( 
-2e 
D(a) = 1-a 
~ 
2 
e: equals whichever of ea ± J e~ - 1 has modulus less than 1 . 
Thus from the relation 4.3.9 one has that Pc ~ satisfies 
PcL(H(a) + V - et)LPc . Pc ( ~ ) 
(~ ) n =I M,N 
( -e . 2de~b(-a) . p"(iV) ) 
-e . 2d;;~(a) '1(N) 
n = N,n =I M 
= ( { 1+a + 1-a } (N) ) -e 2detD(-a) 2detD(a) p.. { 1-a + 1+a } (N) 
- e 2detD(a) 2detD(-a) 1 
n=M=N 
( -e . 2d;t-~(a) . p"(J'vI) ) 1+a (M) 
-e' 2detD(-a) . 9.. 
n = M,n f:. N 
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(4.3.26) If T(a) is defined as the matrix of operators 
the above equation is equivalent to having that Pc (~ satisfies 
where the operators P{N}' P{M} are the projections onto the points N, M. This 
implies the operator 
pc { L(H(a) + V)L - el + e(T(a)P{N} + T( -a)P{M}) }pc 
is a singular operator on £2 EEl £2[N, M] and that its associated matrix has zero as 
its determinant. The significance of this is that all eigenvalues of H + V not in 
-1" U {O} U 1" satisfy 
(4.3.2'7) det (Pc { L(H(a) + V)L - el + e(T(a)P{N} + T(a)P{M}) }Pc ) = 0 
when the operator is regarded as its matrix mapping £2 EEl £;[N, M] to itself. This 
equation is independent of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. As a polynomial equa-
tion in e this equation may be written as 
(4.3.28) 
2 ei+j 
.~ Pi ,j(e) . [detD(a)]i[detD(-a)]i = 0 
' ,)_0 
where Pij (e) is a polynomial in e of degree 2( M - N + 1) - i - j j this follows by 
expanding the determinant in the equation 4.3.27. ow 
detD(a) = ~ _ 1 + a . [(e:)2 + (1 + a) 1 I-a 2 I-a 
= e~(1 + a) - a =f (1 + a)e"Je~ - 1 
where e~ = (e2 - a2)j(1- a2) and the choice of addition or subtraction of the third 
term depends on which one of the alternatives, e" ± J e~ - 1, has magnitude less 
than 1. Simplifying the equation 4.3.28 by employing the expansion of det D( a) 
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and multiplying through by (det D( a) . det D( -a) f one finds that all eigenvalues 
e of H + V not in -fa U {O} U fa satisfy a common equation of the form 
r1(e) + r2(e)· eaJe~ -1 = 0 
where r1(e),r2(e) are polynomials in e of degree 2M-2N+10 and 2M-2N+8 
respectively. By implication then all these eigenvalues satisfy a common equation 
2 2 2 1 2 2 e -a e-
r1(e) - r2(e) . . -- = 0 
1 - a 2 1 - a 2 
which is a polynomial equation in e of degree 4M - 4N + 20 = 4(supp V + 4) . 
This implies the conclusion that there are at most 4(supp V + 4) eigenvalues of 
H + V not in -fa U {O} U fa. The eigenvalues being real - H + V is self-adjoint 
- and symmetric about 0, from paragraph 4.1.1, further imply that there are at 
most 2(supp V + 4) E R+ \ fa U {O} and an equal number in R- \ -fa U {O} and 
none in C \ R. 
From the equations 4.3.24 and 4.3.25 which describe the value of each eigen-
function outside of the interval [N, M] in terms of the eigenvalue and the value of 
the eigenfunction at the points N, M it is clear the eigenspace for any eigenvalue 
e not in -fa U {O} U fa is isomorphic with its projection on to £2 EB £;[N, M] and 
hence has dimension at most 2(M - N + 1) = 2 . supp V. The eigenspaces at 
e and -e have the same multiplicity by paragraph 4.1.1. From the results and 
equations 3.2.33 to 3.2.35, and equations 4.3.7 to 4.3 .9 one finds eigenfunctions at 
e satisfy 
l!.(M + 2 + n) 
!L(M + 1 + n) 
!L(M+2+n) 
l!.(M + 1 + n) 
and 
l!.(N - 2 - n) 
9..(N - 1 - n) 
!L(N - 2 - n) 
l!.(N -1 - n) 
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for all n E N = {O, 1,2, ... } where kl' k2' k3, k4 are vectors in C4 dependent on 
the listed parameters so that kl = k3 = 0 if Ie;!, I > 1 and k2 = k4 = 0 if le~ I > 1 . 
Consequently all eigenvectors of H + V if not supported on supp V = [N, M] decay 
exponentially and those eigenfunctions (~) in the eigenspace at e satisfy 
( : ) (n) " Mini 
where A is some positive constant and where k is the lesser of log I ea + Je~ - 11 
and log I ea - J e~ - 1 I· 
4.3.4 a = 0 
This case turns out to be a variation the case of a ::j:. ±1, O. One now finds that 
(4.3.29) (X'+Y' 1=-I(9..(M) ) and (XII+y lI )=-1 (9..(N) ) 
x' - y') v'2 p..( M) x" - y" v'2 p..( N) 
and specializing to various ranges of possible eigenvalues: 
a = 0 : e E [-1,1] : 
(4.3.30) From the paragraphs 3.2.27, 3.2.30 and 3.2.36 no solution will exist for 
the equations 4.3.7 and 4.3.8 unless x" = y" = 0 = x' = y' when the only solution 
for both is the trivial one. Thus 
and further from the relations 4.3.29 
The results now follow as in paragraph 4.3.21 from the orthogonality of distinct 
eigenspaces, the support of possible eigenfunctions and that the eigenspaces at =fe 
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have the same dimension. The eigenspaces for eigenvalues e E [-1, 1] other than 0 
have dimension at most supp V :- 2. If 0 is an eigenvalue the associated eigenspace 
has dimension at most 2(supp V - 2) which is also the maximum sum of the di-
mensions of eigenspaces for eigenvalues e E [-1,1]. If 0 is not an eigenvalue there 
are at most supp V - 2 eigenvalues in (0,1] and an equal number in [-1,0). If 
o is an eigenvalue there are at most supp V - 3 in (0,1] and an equal number in 
[-1,0) . 
If the perturbation V is supported on an interval of one or two points it follows 
as when a =f. ±1,0 and e E -fa U fa that H + V has no eigenvalues in [-1 , 1]. 
If the support of V is greater than 2 points the example in Section 4.2 shows 
eigenvalues may occur in [-1,1] for certain V. 
The eigenfunctions associated with eigenvalues e E [-1,1] have support con-
tained in [N + 1, M - 1] when supp V = [N, M]. 
a=O:eER\[-l,l]: 
From the definitions 3.2.14 and 3.2.34, Lemma 3.2.32, the results 3.2.35 and 
equations 4.3.7 and 4.3.8 one finds the results 4.3.24 and 4.3.25 are again true when 
a = O. Similarly to the case of a =I ±l,O and e E R \ -fa U {O} U fa one again 
finds all eigenvalues e E R \ [-1,1] of H(O) + V satisfy the determinant equation 
det (Pc{ L(H(O) + V)L - e1 + e(T(O)P{N} + T (O)P{M}) }Pc ) = 0 
where T (O) , PiN} ' P{M} are defined in 4.3.26 . Similarly as before they also satisfy 
where Pij(e) is a polynomial in e of degree at most 2(M - N + 1) - i - j. ow 
det D(O) = e2 =r= eVe2.=1 and hence eigenvalues e E R \ [-1,1] also satisfy 
2 1 
.L Pij(e) ( T ~)4 = 0 
',J=O e T ve- - 1 
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Multiplying through by (e =r ~)4 such eigenvalues satisfy 
where r3(e), r4(e) are polynomial in e of degree 2M - 2N + 6 and 2M - 2N + 4 
respectively. Then as before they satisfy 
which is a polynomial equation in e of degree 4M - 4N + 12 = 4(supp V + 2). This 
implies the conclusion that there are at most 4(supp V + 2) eigenvalues of H + V in 
R \ [-1,1] . As the eigenvalues of H + V are real- H + V is self-adjoint - and 
symmetric about 0, from paragraph 4.1.1 , one may further conclude there are at 
most 2(supp V + 2) in (1,00) and an equal number in (-00, -1) . 
From the equations 4.3.24 and 4.3.25 with a = 0 one finds the eigenspace for 
any eigenvalue of H + V not in [-1,1] is isomorphic with its projection onto 
£2 EB £2[N, M]. Thus the eigenspace for such e has dimension at most 2· supp V , 
which by paragraph 4.1.1 is equal to the dimension of the eigenspace for the eigen-
value at -e . From the results labelled 3.2.32 to 3.2.35 and the equations 4.3.7 to 
4.3.8 one finds the eigenfunctions at e satisfy 
and 
I!.(M + 2 + n) 
9..(M + 1 + n) 
9..(M+2+n) 
I!.(M + 1 + n) 
I!.(N - 2 - n) 
9..(N - 1 - n) 
9..(N - 2 - n) 
p'(N - 1 - n) 
for all n E N = {O, 1,2, . . . } where kl' k2' k3, k4 are vectors in C4 dependent on 
the listed parameters so that kl = k3 = 0 if letl > 1 and k2 = k4 = 0 if leol > 1. 
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Consequently all eigenvector of H + V not supported on [N, M] = supp V decay 
exponentially and those (B in the eigenspace at e satisfy 
( : ) (n ) ~ Ae'lnl 
where A is some constant and where k 1S the lesser of log Ie + ~I and 
logle-~I· 
4.3.5 Summary 
It will be convenient to summarize these results examining the point spectrum and 
nature of eigenfunctions of H(a) + V by a theorem. 
(4.3.31) Theorem. Let V be a self-adjoint local operator which satisfies the 
relation V J = -JV. Then one finds that: 
1. For all a E R J O'pp (H (a) + V) is finite and symmetric about O. 
2. If a = =F1 all eigenspaces except those for the eigenvalues =F1 are fin ite 
dimensional. If a = =1=1 ) H(a) + V has eigenvalues at =1=1 and the associated 
eigenspaces for the eigenvalues =1=1 are infinite dimensional. 
3. If a -=I =1=1 all eigenspaces have finite dimension. 
4. The eigenspaces at =Fe are both empty or isomorphic. 
5. If a = =1=1 ) eigenfunctions associated with eigenvalues other than =F1 have 
finite support localized to [N - 1, M + 1] when supp V = [N, M]. 
6. If a -=I =1=1 ) eigenfunctions associated with eigenvalues in -fa U Ia have finite 
support localized to [N - 1, M + 1] when supp V = [N , M ] . 
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7. If a =11=1 and e is an eigenvalue not in -10. U 10. then any associated eigen-
function need not have finite support but will decay exponentially as Aek1nl 
where A depends on the eigenfunction and k is the lesser of the values 
leo. 1= Je~ - 11 j i.e. the lesser of 
A similar series of results is also obtained if V is a self-adjoint local operator 
not necessarily satisfying JV = - V J. The summation of these results is as above 
except that O'pp(H + V) is not necessarily symmetric about 0 and that the dimension 
of an eigenspace for e =I 0 is bounded by numbers twice those given earlier. This 
applies regardless of whether a = =fl or a E R \ {1=1} . 
4.4 Local Magnetization - I 
To conclude this chapter there are two examples. The example in Section 4.2 showed 
that for suitable self-adjoint local operators V, O'pp (H + V) =I 0. In fact by choosing 
the parameter d of V to be in the set O'o.c (H + V) it also follows that if a =I =f1 
then O'o.c(H + V) n O'pp(H + V) =I 0. However these two sets may also be disjoint 
even for those perturbations arising from the quadratic derivations of Chapter 2. 
Example 
Let 
00 t 
P = L: ...!is; and 
-00 2 
where {tn} C Rand tn = 0 if n ¢ [N, M]. Then P , PI are self-adjoint elements 
of A! = A~AR and the spatial derivations of ACAR implemented by both are equal 
and quadratic. Indeed one easily finds 
[P, B([, vl = [PI, B([, vl = B(~ (Lv) 
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where 
What is not immediately obvious is that 
If a = +1 this follows immediately from paragraph 4.1.4 as O"ac(H(a) + 11;.) = 0 
in the cases where a = =f1. If a =1= =f1 then from Corollary 4.1.6 one has that 
O"ac(H(a) + 11;.) = -fa U fa. Let e be an element of -fa U fa which is presumed to 
be an eigenvalue of L(H(a) + Vt)L and (~ E £2 EB £2(Z) an associated nontrivial 
eigenfunction. From paragraphs 4.3 .30 and 4.3.21 one finds 
(: ) (n) = (~) if n ¢ [N, MJ 
and also 
I t is also easy to see 
and the equation 
is then equivalent to the equations: 
~(1 - a)9.,(n + 1) + [~(1 + a)9.,(n - 1) + tn9.,(n) - eE(n) ] 0 
~(1 + a)E(n + 1) + [~(1 - a)E(n - 1) + tnE(n) - e9.,(n) ] = O. 
2 2 
By induction from N to M one finds (~(n) = (~) if n E [N, M]. Thus 
the eigenfunction must be identically zero which contradicts the presumption that 
e E -fa U fa is an eigenvalue of H(a) + Vi, It must then follow O"pp n O"ac = 0 . 
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The example however does not show CTpp(H + V) =1= 0 for magnon perturbations. 
This will be demonstrated by the next example. At least it is shown for P = ~sg 
when a E [0,1] and t > O. In this case it can be shown there are exactly 4 (real) 
eigenvalues, which by this example cannot lie in -fa. U fa.. 
Example 
Let a E [0,1], t E R+ and P = isg. In this simple case the eigenvalues of H + V 
can be computed. Here [P,B(L.v] = B(V(L.v) for (L.v E £2 EB£i where 
V ( L ) (0) = ( tL(O) ) 
9. -t9.(O) 
From what has been demonstrated in this section CT(H + V) S; R and from the 
previous example it follows CT(H + V) S; R \ -fa. U fa. Further for those e not in 
-fa. U fa., the spectrum of H 
(4.4. 1) Let :F denote the Fourier transform as before. For e E R \ -fa. U fa., 
-ia sin </J 
:F H ( L ) (</J) = ( . co~ </J 
9. Ia sm </J - cos¢ 
On taking Fourier transforms one finds that 
( ; ) + (H - elt'V ( ~ ) = (~ ) 
........ { :F!(¢)+ 2",t 2 ' 2",[(-cos</J-e)!(0)-(iasin</J)g(0)] =0 
...,..." - e2 - cos If' - a sm If' - -
:F9,.(</J) + 2</Jt 2' 2</J[(-iasin</J)[(0)-(cos</J-e)aJO)] =0 
e2 - cos - a sm 
Let 
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( te 10
2
11' 1 ) 1 + - d</> 0 = 0 211" 0 e2 - COS2 </> - a2 sin2 </> [l( ) 
L = :;:-1 (t . (COS </> + e)· 1(0) + t· (iasin</»· [l(0) ) 
e2 - cos2 </> - a2 sin2 </> 
= :;:-1 (t. (ia sin </» . 1(0) + t· (cos</> - e) · [l(0)) 
[l e2 _ cos2 </> - a2 sin2 </> 
10
211' ein<p 
Int (n, e) = d</> 2 2)" 2' 2).. for e ¢ -Ia U Ia. 
o e - cos 'I' - a sm 'I' 
From the expression for the inverse Fourier transforms it follows L(m) and £(m) 
for each m E Z is a finite combination of Int( m -1 , e), Int ( m , e) , and Int ( m + 1, e) 
where the coefficients are independent of m and dependent on t, a and e which 
is the associated eigenvalue. Hence (~ E £2 EB £; (Z) if n t-+ Int ( n , e) is an element 
of £2(Z) , Further from the inverse transform expression 1(0) = 0 = [l(0) implies 
L = 0 = [l and thus if (~) is a nontrivial eigenfunction then either 1 (0) f; 0 or 
9(0) f; O. 
For e E R \ - Ia U Ia 
-i 10211' {ein<p __ ein_<p _} 
Int(n, e) = d</> -
ea (l - a2) 0 cos </> + ea cos </> - ea 
-i 1 { zlnl zlnl } 
ea (l- a2 ) Jrdz Z2 + 2ea z + 1 - Z 2 - 2ea z + 1 
where r is the unit circle oriented anti clockwise and ea = Je;::11 . For those 
e E R \ -Ia U Ia one finds that lea - Je~ - 11 < 1 < lea + Je~ - 11 and thus for 
such e 
11" ' (1 + (_l )n). (ea - Je~ _ l ) lnl Int ( n , e) = _~~--=~~_---'~_-L-_ ea ' Je~ -l' (1- a2 ) 
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In particular 
27r 
Int(n, 0) = { 
if e E R \ [-1, 1] 
if e E (-a,a) 
Applying these results if e 1S an eigenvalue of H + V and 
associated eigenfunction then: 
1. ( t ) (n) = c ( kl(t,a,e) ) (e a _ Je~ _l)lnl 9... k2(t, a, e) 
+c ( 
k3(t, a, e) ) ( ~) In-II 
ea - V e~ - 1 
k4 (t, a, e) 
+c ( ks(t,a,e) ) (e
a 
_ Je~ _1)'n+11 
k6(t, a, e) 
is an 
where the ki are functions of t, a and e and c is an arbitrary constant. 
2. Exactly one of 1(0) and g(O) is nonzero; this follows from the last equivalence 
of paragraph 4.4.1, in particular the first two of those last four equations. If 
1(0) =1= 0 then g(O) = 0 and further 
J e2 - a 2.Je2=1 
1= 
{ 
te 
-te 
If g(O) =1= 0 then 1(0) = 0 and further 
if e E R \ [-1, 1] 
if e E (-a, a) 
if e E R \ [-1, 1] 
if e E (-a, a) 
Elementary curve sketching then shows e has one of four values =Fe1 E (-a , a) 
and =Fe2 E R \ [-1 , 1]. Consequently H + V has at most 4 eigenvalues , namely 
=Fell =Fe2' Conversely if e = =Fe1 or e = Te2 then lea - J e~ - 11 < 1 and the 
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sequence n ~ (e a - J e~ - 1) Inl is an element of l2 (Z). Then the (~ defined 
in the first item is an element of l2 EEl l;(Z) for each of ~el and ~e2 and then 
from paragraph 4.4.1, ~ell ~e2 are eigenvalues of H + V with the corresponding 
eigenspaces being one dimensional. The generating eigenfunctions are given via the 
inverse transform of paragraph 4.4.1 with e = ~el' ~e2 and 1 (0) = 1 and g(O) = 0 
when e = e2,1(0) = 1 and g(O) = 0 when e = -e l , 1 (0) = 0 and g(O) = 1 when 
e = -e2 , and f(O) = 0 and g(O) = 1 when e = e1 . 
Chapter 5 
Spectral Analysis - III 
This chapter contains an analysis of the singular continuous spectrum of H + V in 
the case V is a bounded self-adjoint local operator satisfying JV = - V J. The 
result is a proof that O'sc(H + V) = 0. If a = +1 this result follows quickly from the 
results already obtained. Otherwise when a :I +1 this will depend on a theorem 
of [RS 2], and a further lengthy calculation. It also contains a completion of the 
spectral analysis of the operator H + V. It is concluded with a spectral analysis of 
the one-sided operator HN + V. 
5.1 Absence of Singular Continuous Spectrum 
(5.1.1) Theorem. If a = +1 and V is a self-adjoint local operator satisf ying 
JV = - V J then: 
1. O'(H + V) is finite subset of R containing +1 and bounded by +(1 + IIVII) 
2. O'pp(H + V) and O'(H + V) are symmetric about zero 
3. O'ac(H + V ) = 0 
4. O'.c (H + V ) = 0 
128 
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5. (jrea( H + V) = 0 
6. O'pp(H + V) = O'(H + V) 2 {T1} 
Each eigenspace other than those at T1 is finite dimensional. Those at T1 
are infinite dimensional. The eigenspaces at Te are isomorphic. For those 
e =f T1 which are eigenvalues the associated eigenfunctions have finite support 
on [N -I,M + 1] when supp V = [N,M] 
7. O'di3C(H + V) = O'(H + V) \ {T1} is a finite subset of R 
8. O'm(H + V) = {T1} . 
Proof: These results follows from paragraphs 4.1.1 to 4.1.4, the analysis of 
the point spectrum and eigenfunctions in these cases when a = T1, and from 
Theorem 4.3.31. 
\1/ 
Let Rv(e) , R(e) denote the resolvents of H + V, H whenever they exist . That 
IS, 
Rv(e) = ((H + V) - e1tl for e ¢ O' (H + V) 
and 
R(e) (H - e1t1 for e ¢ (j(H) 
(5.1.2) Theorem. Suppose that V is a self-adjoint local operator. Suppose also 
that lim ((Lg), Rv(e)(Lg)) exists whenever: 
e-+eo 
1. (1. g) is an element of £2 EB £;(Z) with finite support 
2. e is restricted to {z E C : s:.3'(z) > O} 
3. eo is restricted to (- f a U fa) \ S' where 5' is a discrete subset of - f a U fa ; 
i. e.) 5' has no limit points in -fa U fa . 
Then (jsc(H(a) + V) = 0 when a =f T1 . 
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Proof: As -Ia U Ia is open and 8' is a discrete subset , (-Ia U Ia) \ 8' is a 
union of disjoint open intervals. Let (el,e2) be an interval in (-Ill U Ill) \ 8' such 
that 
Observe that (-Ill U Ill) \ 8' is the union of a countable set of such intervals. 
As ((1,iJ, Rv (e)(1,iJ) is analytic on C \ R - for a(H + V) ~ R - the 
hypothesis that 
for some (1, iJ of finite support and every p E (1,00) implies there is some point 
eo E [el, e2], and (1,iJ of finite support for which 
lim ((1, iJ, Rv( e) (1, iJ) does not exist . 
9«» 0 
This contradicts the assumptions of the theorem and thus for all (1, iJ in £2 ED£;(Z) 
with finite support and some p E (1,00) one finds that 
The subset of elements with finite support is dense in £2 ED £;(Z). It follows from 
[RS 2] pages 137-9, Theorem XIII.20, that H + V has purely absolutely continuous 
spectrum on (el, e2); i.e., the spectral projection of H + V associated with the 
interval (el, e2) has range contained within the subspace of absolute continuity of 
H+V. 
As (-Ia U Ill) \ 8' is a union of such intervals as (el,e2) it follows that the 
set a!c(H + V) n (-Ia U Ia) is a subset of 8'. From paragraphs 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 
a~c(H + V) ~ am (H + V) = -Ill U III and so asc(H + V) ~ 8' U {=F1, =Fa}. As 8' 
is a discrete subset of -Ia U la , the points of asc(H + V) n 8' are isolated points 
of asc(H + V) . 
Now asc(H + V) is the spectrum of H + V restricted to its subspace of singular 
continuity. So restricted H + V remains self-adjoint and hence isolated points of 
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the spectrum of H + V restricted so are eigenvalues yet so restricted H + V has 
purely singular continuous spectrum. As a result 0"8c (H + V) contains no isolated 
points. It then follows from the previous paragraph· that O"sc( H + V) ~ {=f1, =fa} . 
However this latter set is of isolated points. Thus 0"6c (H + V) = 0. 
\1/ 
5.2 Analytic Extensions 
(5.2.1) The course is now to show the limit in the Theorem 5.1.2 exists. As in the 
analysis of the point spectrum of H + V the result is obtained by looking at the 
unperturbed operator H. This time the point of interest is the existence of 
For (L V, (1L, w) E £2 EB £;(Z) both with finite support the inner product in this ex-
pression is calculable by taking Fourier transforms. From Chapter 3, taking Fourier 
transforms one finds 
(
COS <jJ 
ia sin <jJ 
-ia sin <jJ ) 
- cos <jJ 
:FH(<jJ) = 
and hence 
:F R( e)( <jJ) = 1 ( - cos <jJ - e 
e2 - cos2 <jJ - a2 sin2 <jJ -ia sin <jJ 
ia sin <jJ ) 
cos <jJ - e 
Consequently for e ¢ 0"( H ) and (Lv, (1L, w) elements with finite support the 
inner product ((Lv , R(e)(1L,1Q.») equals a finite sum of the integrals 
1211" ein¢> Int(n, e) = d<jJ 2 2 A.. 2' 2 A.. where n E Z o e - cos 'f' - a sm 'f' 
and where the coefficients of the sum are simple linear functions of e. 
(5. 2.2) For e ¢ -fa U f a these integrals may be reformed by 
! 
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= 
( 
2 2)1/2 
where r is the unit circle traversed counterclockwise and ea = e - a 1 - a2 
(5 .2.:3 ) Lemma. If the square root function, denoted V- or ( . )1/2 above, is the 
branch continuous and analytic on C \ (R- U {O}) - i.e., JreiB = r1/2eiB/2 when 
f) E (-7r, 7r] - then ea , J e~ - 1, et, e;; are analytic at e where e E C and 
1. e rt [-1,1] U iR when lal < 1 
2. e f/. [-00, -1] U [1,00] when lal > 1. 
Furthermore let I, Ie;; I are continuous at e E C satisfying the same conditions. 
Proof: e = (e2 _a2 )1/2 ;;2=l = (e2 _1)1/2 and ea'f = e a T Jea2 -1. Conse-a 1-a2 'V C(i - .l 1-a2 T 
quently all are analytic at e E C if 
2. e2 - a2 , e2 - 1 f/. R+ U {OJ when lal > 1. 
\11 
(5.2.4) Proposition. If the square root function, V- or ( . )1/2, is the branch 
continuous on C \ (R- U {OJ) then le;;1 < 1 < letl whenever 
1. e f/. [-1,1] U iR and lal < 1 
2. e ~ [-00, -1] U [1,00] and lal > 1. 
Proof: From Lemma 3.2.32 for e ~ -fa U fa one has either le;;1 < 1 < letl or 
let I < 1 < le;;l· If lal < 1 and e E R \ [-1,1] then ea , Je~ - 1 E R+ and hence 
le;;1 < letl· If lal > 1 and e = 0 then ea , Je~ - 1 E R+ and hence le;;1 < letl 
when e = O. As le;;l, letl are continuous on C \ ([-1, 1] U iR) when lal < 1 and 
on C \ ([-00, -1] U [1,00]) when lal > 1, it follows that le;;1 < 1 < letl holds for 
all e in the same path connected component of these sets as =r=2 if lal < 1 and as 
o if lal > 1. 
\11 
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(5.2.5) Proposition. If either of the following is true: 
1. lal < 1 and e fI. [-1,1] U iR 
2. if lal > 1 and e ~ [-00, -1] U [1,00] 
then for all n E Z 
12". eint/> Int( n, e) = d¢ 2 2 ¢ 2' 2 ¢ = o e - cos - a sm 1r' (1 + (-It) . (e~)lnl ea • J e~ - 1 . (1 - a2) 
Proof This follows from paragraph 5.2.2 and the previous proposition. 
\11 
(5.2.6) Proposition. For all eo E - Ia U Ia and n E Z lim Int ( n, e) exists. 
0(.»0 
Proof: Let two functions x, y be defined by 
It is easy to verify these limits exist and are as follows: 
1. I§ x( eo) = t _ a2 ' ~ y ( eo) = 10 _ a 2 if lal < 1 and eo E Ia 
2. I§ x(eo)= t-a2 ' ~ y(eo)=- 10_a2 if lal < 1 and eo E -Ia 
3. IS x( eo) = 0 2 ' I-a rg y(eo ) = _ _ 0 _ 1 - a2 if lal > 1 and eo E Ia 
4. IS x ( eo) = - t _ a 2 ' rg y(eo) = _0_ 1 -a2 if lal > 1 and eo E -Ia. 
It follows lim ea and lim J e~ - 1 exist and are nonzero. 
O(e»O O(e»O 
Consequently one finds that lim e;: exists and hence from the last proposition 
O(e»O 
that lim Int ( n, e) also exists. 
e.-eo 
O(e»O 
\11 
I 
II 
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(5.2.7) Proposition. For all n E Z there is an analytic function e f-+ Ent(n, e) 
defined on {e E C : ?R(e) E -Ia U Ill} which satisfies Ent(n, e) = lnt(n, e) on the 
set {e E C: ~(e) > O,?R(e) E -IaUIa}. 
~~ Proof: From Lemma 5.2.3 one has that V  and V ~ are analytic 
functions of e on {e E C : ~(e) > O,?R( e) E - Ia U Ia}. Furthermore from 
Proposition 5.2.6 for eo E -Ia U Ia 
lim H2 - a1 = 
e-co 1 2 0«»0 - a 
= 
lL~ J:2 ~ :: = 
0«»0 ~2-1 1= _0 __ 1 - a2 = 
where the choice of sign is dependent on whether lal < 1 or lal > 1 and on whether 
eo E -Ia or eo E Ia. Consequently x(eo) and y(eo) are continuous functions of eo 
for eo E -Ill U Ill' It also follows that the functions 
e~ ~ and e~ Je2 -1 V~ 1-a2 
have extensions which are continuous on {e E C : ~(e) 2: O,?R( e) E - Ia U Ia} . 
Furthermore for eo E - III U Ill, x( eo) and y( eo) are purely real or purely imaginary 
according to whether lal < 1 or lal > 1. 
A function Sqa is defined on {e E c: ?R(e) E -Ia U Ia} by 
Je;~:: ~(e) > 0, Re(e) E -Ia U III 
Sqa(e) = 
x(e) eE-IaUIIl 
M lal < 1, ~(e) < 0, Re(e) E -Ia U Ia 
-J~~:: lal > 1, ~(e) < 0, Re(e) E -Ia U Ia 
The overbar denotes the complex conjugate. The function is analytic on the set 
{z E C : ~(e) > 0, ?R(e) E -Ia U Ill} and furthermore continuous on the set 
{z E C : ~(e) 2: 0, ?R(e) E -Ia U Ia}. If lal < 1 the function is purely real 
on -Ia U Ia and the Schwarz reflection principle shows Sqa to be analytic on 
{z E C : ?R(z) E -Ia U Ia}. If lal > 1 the function is purely imaginary on -Ia U Ia 
I' 
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and hence i· Sqa is purely real on -fa U fa. The Schwarz reflection principle shows 
i . Sqa to be analytic on {z E C : ~(z) E -fa U fa} and hence so is the function 
~ Sqa. As V = ° implies e = =ra it follows Sqa is nonzero on the strip 
{z E C: ~(z) E -fa Ufa} . 
One may also define another analytic function on {z E C : ~(z) E -fa U fa} 
which equals the map eI-+J~2_-a~ on { Z EC:8'(z» O ,~(Z) E-fa U fa }. This 
function will be labelled as Sqo and its existence is shown in a similar manner to 
Sqa. As J e2 - 12 = 0 implies e = =r1 it also follows as above Sqo is nonzero on 1-a 
the set {z E C : ~(z) E -fa U fa} . 
( 5 .2 .8 ) It then follows from Proposition 5.2.5 that 
1r' (1 + (_l )n) . (Sqa(e) - Sqo(e))lnl 
e ~ Ent (n, e) = _....:....-_:.-,.......c..-'-:--::.....,-:=:-.....:.....,:--_~:........:.,,'--
Sqa(e) . Sqo(e) . (1 - a2) 
defines a function analytic on {z E C : ~(z) E -fa U fa} which equals Int (n, e) on 
{z E C : ~(z) > 0, ~(z) E -fa U fa} . 
\1/ 
( 5. 2. 9) Corollary. For all ([,gJ, (Q,1Q) E £2 EB £2(Z) with finite support and for 
all eo E -fa U fa the following limit exists: 
lLrn \ (L, gJ , R( e) (1l, w)) . 
0 ( . » 0 
Proof: This follows from Proposition 5.2.7 and paragraph 5.2.1 for the spectrum 
of H is -fa U fa, a subset of R. 
\1/ 
(5.2.10) From Lemma 3.1.3 if V is a self-adjoint local operator one finds that 
N 
V Lri \ (1li,llii), . )(1li,llii) 
1 
[~ri \ (1li'llii)' . ) (1li,llii) ] . [~ri\(1li'llii)' . )(1li'llii)] 
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where N is a finite number, {r i} ~ Rand {(JLi, 1J.1.;)} is an orthonormal set where 
each element has finite support within supp V . Let D be the projection given by 
N 
2: ((llj, ~), . )(lli'~) . 
1 
Easily from the orthonormality of the set of vectors one has that V = V D = DV . 
Lemma. 5.2.11 (Robinson) If R(e) exists and 1 + DR(e)V is invertible then 
Rv (e) also exists. That is H + V - e1 is invertible and further 
Rv(e) = R(e) - R(e)V(1 + DR(e)Vtl DR(e) . 
Proof: Abbreviating R(e) by R observe 
and 
(H + V - e1)[R - RV(1 + DRV)-l(DR)] 
= 1 + V R - V(1 + DRVtl(DR) - (V RV)(1 + DRV)-l(DR) 
= 1 + V DR - V(l + DRVtl(DR) - (V RV)(l + DRV)-l(DR) 
= 1 + V· (1- (1 + DRVt1). (DR) - (VRV)(1 + DRV)-l(DR) 
= 1 + V . DRV(1 + DRV)-l . (DR) - (V RV)(1 + DRVtl(DR) 
= 1 + (V RV)(1 + DRV)-l(DR) - (V RV)(1 + DRV)-l(DR) 
[R - RV(1 + DRV)-l DR](H + V - e1) 
= 1 + RV - RV(1 + DRV)-l D - RV(1 + DRVt1 DRV 
= 1 + RV D - RV(l + DRV)-l D - RV(1 + DRV)-l DRV 
= 1 + RV· (1 - (1 + DRVtl) . D - RV(1 + DRV)-l DRV 
= 1 + RV . (1 + DRVt1 DRV . D - RV(1 + DRVt1 DRV 
= 1 + RV(1 + DRVt1 DRV - RV(1 + DRVt1 DRV 
and (RV)(1 + DRV)-l(DR) is a bounded operator on £2 EEl £; (Z) . 
\11 
, 
," 
N 
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(5.2.12) Lemma. The following are valid, assuming V is a self-adjoint local 
operator: 
1. For all (Lf}) E £2 ffi£2(Z) if 1 + DR(e)V is invertible then 
((Lf}) , R(e)V(l + DR(e)Vt1DR(e)(Lf})) = 
L r;((Lf}), R(e)(Jl;,~))' ((Q;,~), (1 + DR(e)V)-1(Jlj,!Qj))' ((lLj,Wj), R(e)(L,g)) 
;,j#1 
N 
2. DR(e)V = Lrj((1Li,1J4) , R(e)(Uj ,wj) )' ((Uj,!Qj),· ). (Q;,W;) , 
;,j=1 
where in the above, {(Jl;, 1Q;)} is an orthonormal subset of £2 ffi.e;(Z) such that each 
(lL;, llli) has finite support within supp V . 
Proof Both follow from paragraph 5.2.10 and the previous lemma by elemen-
tary algebra. 
\1/ 
(5.2.13) Proposition. Assuming V is a self-adjoint local operator, 
1. The mapping e f-+ D R( e) V with domain 
{z E C: ~(z) > O,iR(e) E -Ia U Ia} 
may be extended to an analytic compact operator-valued function with domain 
2. If Q( e) denotes this extension evaluated at e then (1 + Q( e) )-1 exists on 
where S" is a discrete subset of this strip. Furthermore the mapping given by 
e f-+ (1 + Q(e))-1 is analytic on the set 
{Z E C : iRe e) E - Ia U Ia} \ S" . 
I 
I 
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3. For all (Lv J (1L, w) E £2 EB £;(Z) the limit given by 
will exist provided 
(aJ e is restricted to {z E C: SS(z) > o} 
(bJ eo is restricted to (-laUla )\S' where S' is a discrete subset of -laU l a. 
Proof: The proof is broken into separate points: 
1. From paragraphs 5.2.1 and 5.2.10 as the (1Li'~) are elements of 12EBZ;(Z) with 
finite support the expression (Cll" 3.Qi )) , R( e) (1Lj, 3.Qj)) is a finite linear combination 
of the integrals Int( n, e), with the coefficients of the sum being linear functions 
of of e. From paragraph 5.2.8 it then follows that there is analytic function of 
e defined on {z E C : iR(z) E -la U fa} which equals ((1li ' ~)' R(e) (1Lj,wJ ) 
whenever e E {z E C : iR(z) E -fa U fa , 8'( z) > 0) . From the second point of 
Lemma 5.2.12 it follows there exists an analytic operator-valued function which is 
defined on {z E C : iR( z) E -fa U la} and which equals D R ( e) V for e contained 
in the half strip {z E C : iR(z) E -la U la, SS(z) > o} . 
2. Let Q(e) denote the extension evaluated at e . As o-(H) is a subset of -laUla 
it follows that the operator (1 + DR(e)Vtl exists for some e contained in the 
half strip {z E C : iR(z) E -fa U la, 8'(z) > o} with sufficiently large imaginary 
part. This follows from the elementary result that the norm of R( e) tends to zero 
as the norm of e increases to infinity. It then follows from the first point and 
Theorem VI.14, page 201, of [RS 1], the so-called analytic Fredholm theorem, that 
(1+Q(e)t1 exists and is an analyticfunction of e on {z E c: iR(z) E -laUla}\S" 
where S" is some discrete subset of the strip; discrete meaning it has no limit points 
in the strip. 
3. Let S' = S" n (- la U l a). The set S' is a discrete subset of -la U l a. On the 
set {z E C : 8'(z) > 0, iR(z) E -laU 1a} one finds (1 + Q(e))-l = (1 + DR(e)Vtl . 
I 
.... 
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From the second point, li.~ ((1, gJ, (1 + Q( e)t1(u, w)) will exist for those e which 
are elements of (-fa U fa ) \ S' . 
\1  
(5.2. 14) Proposition. Assuming V is a self-adjoint local operator then for all 
(1, V E £2 EB £2 (Z) with finite support 
}i.~ (([,gJ, R(e)(l + DR(e)V)-lDR(e)([,gj) 
exists provided 
1. e is restricted to {z E C : ~(z) > o} 
2. eo is restricted to (-fa U fa) \ S' where S' is a discrete subset of -fa U fa . 
Proof : It suffices to show the limit exists when e is restricted to the set 
{z E C : iR(z) E -fa. U fa., ~(z) > o}. On this set R(e) exists and' 1 + DR(e)V 
is invertible except for those e in some set which has no limit point in -fa U fa ; 
that is, except for those e which are in the set S" of Proposition 5.2.13. The result 
then follows from Lemma 5.2.12 and Corollary 5.2.9. 
\1  
(5 .2.15) Proposition. Assuming V is a self-adjoint local operator then for all 
(Lv E £2 EB £i(Z) with finite support 
exists provided 
1. e is restricted to {z E C : ~(z) > o} 
2. eo is restricted to (-fa. U fa.) \ S' where S' is a discrete subset of -fa. U fa. . 
Proof: Again it suffices to demonstrate the result for e restricted to the set 
{z E C : ~(z) > 0, iR(z) E -fa U fa}. On this set R(e) exists and 1 + DR(e)V is 
invertible except for e in some set having no limit point in -fa U fa. The result 
follows from Lemma 5.2.11 , Corollary 5.2.9 and Proposition 5.2.14. 
\11 
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(5.2.16) Theorem. If a =f =fl and V is a self-adjoint local operator then one 
finds that (j,c(H(a) + V) = 0. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 5.1.2 and Proposition 5.2.15. 
\11 
(5.2.11) Theorem. If a =f =F1 and V is a self-adjoint local operator satisfying 
the relation JV = - V J then 
1. (j(H+V) isasubsetofR bounded by =F((lVlal)+ llVll). It contains -IaUla 
and finitely many other points. 
2. (jpp(H + V)) (jac(H + V) and (j(H + V) are symmetric about zero 
3. (jac(H + V) = -Ia U Ia 
5. (jre~(H + V) = 0 
6. (jpp(H + V) is a finite subset of R. Each eigenspace is finite dimensional 
and the eigenspaces at =fe are isomorphic. For eigenvalues e E -Ia U Ia 
the associated eigenfunctions have support localized to [N - 1, M + 1] when 
supp V = [N, M]. For an eigenvalue not in -Ia U Ia the associated eigen-
functions are either localized to [N - 1, M + 1] or decay exponentially as 
Aek1nl where k is the lesser of J e2 - 12 =f J e2 - 12 and A depends on the 
I-a I-a 
eigenfunction. Whether it is localized will also depend on the eigenfunction 
for eigenvalues not in -Ia U Ia . 
7. (jm(H + V) = -Ia U fa . 
8. (jdi3C(H + V) = (j(H + V) \ -fa U fa is a fin ite subset of R . 
Proof: 
1. This follows from paragraphs 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 and Theorem 4.3.31. 
I 
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2. Corollary 4.1.6 shows that (Jac = -fa U fa . The results of paragraph 4.1.1 
demonstrate that (Jpp(H + V) is also symmet ric about zero. This follows from the 
relations that J(H + V) = -(H + V)J and P = 1 . These relations are also 
sufficient to demonstrate the symmetry of the whole spectrum about zero. 
3. This is Corollary 4.1.6. 
4. This is Theorem 5.2.16. 
5. Again this is a consequence from paragraph 4.1.1. 
6. From paragraph 4.1.1 the relations P = 1 and J (H + V) = - (H + V)J imply 
the eigenspaces at =Fe are isomorphic. The rest is to be found in Theorem 4.3.31. 
7. The result for the essential spectrum is in paragraph 4.1.2. 
8. From paragraph 4.1.2 one has (Jdisc(H + V ) equals (J(H + V) \ (Jac(H + V) . 
Further from paragraph 4.1.1 the points of the discrete spectrum are eigenvalues of 
finite multiplicity. the result then follows from 1 and 6 of this theorem. 
\11 
5.3 The One-Sided Operator 
The last section completed the analysis of the spectrum of H + V for various 
perturbations V. The results given are almost sufficient to calculate the spectrum 
of HN + V) for similar perturbations. The method is to construct the family of 
spectral projections for H + VE from the family for HN + V) where VE is a 
function of V in a manageable way. Correctly constructed the two operators have 
the same spectrum in all ways and their eigenfunctions are also related. 
Let 
PD = PD (a) = -~(C:ICO + C;C_1 ) - ~(C:IC; + COC_1 ) 
which is clearly a self-adjoint element of A~AR . 
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(5. S.l) Lemma. The spatial derivation of AiAR implemented by PD is local and 
quadratic. 
Proof: It is easy to compute from the CAR relations that 
where 
( 
-(P{_l}U p{O} + p{O}U· p{_1})/2 
a(P{_l}U p{O} - p{O}U· p{_1})/2 
-a(P{_l}UP{O} - p{O}U·P{_1})/2 )( 1 ) 
(p{O}U P{-l} + P{_I}U· P{o})/2 9.. 
where U, u· are left and right shift operators on f.2 (Z) , p{n} is the projection 
onto the position n. An alternative expression for the operator VD is 
( 
~l (C~.o, . ),!-l + (,!-I, . ),!o) 
~ ((.~.o, . )~-l - (,i-I, . )~o) 
-2a ((,!o, . ),!-l _ (,i-I, . )~o) ) 
H (~O, . )~-l + (~-t, . )~o) 
where ~j is the Kronecker sequence which is 1 at position j and 0 otherwise. 
Both matrices are the same operator on 1.2 EEl 1.2 (Z). From one form or the other 
for the operator it is easy to see VD is bounded self-adjoint and local. From minor 
calculation using the definition of J in paragraph 2.4.1 it also follows VDJ = -JVD . 
The spatial derivation implemented by PD is then quadratic and local by definitions 
in paragraph 2.4.4. 
The matrix operator in the lemma will be denoted by VD or VD ( a) The operator 
is bounded, self-adjoint, local and VDJ = -JVD . It is also easy to see supp VD IS 
the set [-1,0]. 
The Hilbert space f.2 (N) may be regarded as a subspace of f.2(Z) vIa f.2(Z) 
being Hilbert space isomorphic with 1.2 (N) EEl I.2({-1 , -2, -3 , . .. }) . The comple-
mentary subspace is isomorphic to 1.2 (N) by the natural reindexing. The identifica-
tion of 1.2 (N) with the subspace ~s to identify 1 E 1.2 (N) with the sequence in f2(Z) 
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equalling t(n) at n for n E {O, 1,2, ... } and 0 for those n E {-1, -2, -3, ... }. 
Using the identification of f~(N) with f2 (N) and f;(Z) with £2(Z) described 
in paragraph 2.4.1 there is a further natural identification of f2 EB £;(N) with a 
Hilbert subspace of £2 EB £;(Z) , and in the same way the latter is isomorphic with 
£2 EB £;(N) EB £2 EB £;( {-1, -2, -3, ... }). The complementary subspace is isomor-
phic with £2 EB £;(N) by the reindexing of f 2 ( {-1, -2, -3, ... }). The operators on 
f2 EB f2(N) extend naturally to f2 ffi f2(Z) by having the extension be identically 0 
on the complementary subspace {-1, -2, -3, ... }. 
Let V denote the perturbation of HN . It will be a bounded self-adjoint operator 
on f2 EB f;(N). The extension to f2 EB f;(Z) is denoted by the same symbol; it is 
also bounded and self-adjoint. If V J = -JV on f2 ffi £2(N) it is also true for 
the extension to £2 ffi f~(Z). Similarly V on f2 EB f2(Z) is compact, trace-class, 
finite-rank or local according as it is so on f2 ffi f;(N). The interval of support, and 
hence supp V, is the same for the operator on f2 EB f;(N) as for its extension to 
£2 EB f 2(Z); it is a subset of N = {O, J., 2, 3, ... }. I recall esupp V is the smallest 
interval of N, and hence of Z, containing 0 and the interval of support of V. 
For perturbation V of HN consider the operator on f2 ffi f2(Z) given by 
VB = RY . V . YR + VD + V 
where 
( 1 0 ) Y= 0 -1 
and R is the reindexing operator: 
f2 ffi f; (Z) -+ f2 ffi f; (Z) 
R(L 9J ( n ) = (L 9J (-1 - n) . 
The operators Y and R are self-adjoint. While Y anti-commutes with J the 
reindexing operator R commutes with J. Consequently VB is bounded and self-
adjoint . If V J = -JV then VB also anti-commutes with J. The operator VB 
is furthermore compact, trace-class , finite rank, or local according as V is so on 
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£2 EB£~(N). If the interval of support of V is [N, M] , a subset of N ,then esupp V 
is [0, M] and supp VE = [-M - 1, M]. Thus Isupp VEl = 2(M + 1) = 21esupp VI. 
Fllrther supp RYVYR = [-M - 1, -N - 1] a subset of {-1, -2, -3 , ... }. 
(5.3.2) Let UZ\N, Ui\N be the operators on £2(Z) such that 
( 
(UZ\N + Ui\N)/2 
-a(UZ\N - Ui\N)/2 
Minor computations then reveal: 
3. Combining the first two 
a(UZ\N - Ui\N)/2 ) 
- (UZ\N + Ui\N)/2 
H(a) + VE = (HN(a) + V) + (HZ\N (a) + RYVYR) 
= (HN(a) + V) + R(HN (-a) + YVY)R 
= (HN(a) + V) + RY(HN (a) + V)Y R 
by Proposition 3.1.1 
4. HN (a) + V = p[o,ooj(HN (a) + V)p[O,ooj and 
RY(HN(a) + V)Y R = P[-oo,-lj . RY(HN (a) + V)YR · P[-oo,-lj 
I 
I 
I 
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as 
RP[_co,_l) = P[o,oo)R , 
Y p[O,co) = p[O,co) Y , 
f 2 ( {-1, -2, -3, ... }) ~ ker(HN(a) + V) and 
supp (HN(a) + V) = [0,00]. 
(5.3.3) Lemma. If 1t = 1tl EB 1t2 where 1tl , 1t2 are arbitrary Hilbert spaces, 
All A2 are two bounded self-adjoint operators on 1tl , 1t2 respectively which are ex-
tended to 1t so that the extended operator Al restricted to 1t2 is the zero oper-
ator and the extended operator A2 restricted to 'H.1 is also the zero operator, and 
{El(X) : X ~ R}, {E2(X) : X ~ R} two resolutions of the identity and subsets of 
£('H.1) and £('H.2) respectively such that 
Al = k X dEl (x) and A2 = k X dE2 (x) 
then {El (x) EB E2( x) : X ~ R} is also a resolution of the identity, a subset of 
£('H. l EB 'H.2) and 
Proof Trivially one finds that 
k x d( E1 (x) EB E2 (x)) = k X dEl (x) EB k X dE2 (x) 
Clerical checking shows {El(x) EB E2(x) : X ~ R} is a resolution of the identity. 
\11 
(5.3.4) Lemma. With the same conditions as Lemma 5.3.3 one finds that: 
~ 
i 
I 
~ 
! 
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where ('HI)pp, ('HI)ac and ('HI)sc are the subspaces of 'HI of pure point, absolutely 
continuous and singular continuous spectra of Al restricted to 'Hl J and ('H2 )PP J 
('H2)ac and ('H2)6C are the similar subspaces of A2 restricted to 'H2, and 'Hpp J 'Hac 
and 'Hsc are the similar subspaces of 'H for the operator Al EB A2 . 
Proof: As AI' A2, and Al EB A2 are self-adjoint 
'H = 'Hpp EB 'Hac EB 'Hsc 
'HI = ('Hl)PP EB ('Hl)ac EB ('HI)sc 
'H2 = ('H2)pp EB ('H2)ac EB ('H2).c . 
It is easy to see from Lemma 5.3.3 and the integral for Al EB A2 that 
('Hl)PP EB ('H2)PP C 'Hpp 
('H1)ac EB ('H2)ac C 'Hac 
That the inclusions are in fact equalities follows from 
\ 1/ 
(5.3.5) Lemma. With the same conditions as Lemma 5.3.3 one also finds that: 
1. If h. E 'H is an eigenfunction of Al EB A2 associated with eigenvalue e then 
there exists L E 'Hl J 9.. E 'H2 such that: 
(aJ h. = L EB fl. and L fl. are not both zero. 
I 
l 
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2. If [ E 'HI is in the eigenspace of Al restricted to 'HI for the eigenvalue e 
and fl E 'H2 is in the eigenspace of A2 restricted to 'H2 for the eigenvalue e 
and [ and fl are not both zero then [EEl 9... is an eigenfunction of Al EEl A2 
for the eigenvalue e 
3. O'pP(AI EEl A2) = O'pP(AI) 'HI) U O'pP(A2) 'H2) where the latter two sets are the 
pure point spectrum of the operators restricted to the particular Hilbert space. 
Proof: If h. E 'H = 'HI EEl 'H2 then h. = [ EEl fl for some [ E 'HI and fl E 'H2 . 
Then (AI EB A 2)h. = eh. implies (AI EEl A2)([ EEl V = At! EEl A2fl = e[ EEl efl implies 
At! = e[ and A2fl = efl. Consequently [ is in the eigenspace of Al restricted 
to the Hilbert space 'HI for the eigenvalue e and fl is in the eigenspace of A2 
restricted to the Hilbert space 'H2 for the eigenvalue e. If h. ~ 0 then either [ ~ 0 
or fl ~ o. 
2. [ EEl fl is then non-trivial and 
(AI EEl A2)([ EEl V = At! EEl A2fl 
= e[ EEl efl 
= e([ EB V . 
3. This follows from 1. and 2. as O'pp is the set of eigenvalues. 
( 5.3.6) Lemma. With the same conditions as Lemma 5.3.3: 
\11 
where O'ac(AI) 'HI) is the absolutely continuous spectrum of Al restricted to 'HI 
and the other sets are similarly defined. 
I 
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Proof 
1. If e ~ 0'(A1' 'H1) U 0'(A2' 'H2) then (A1 - el) is invertible in £ ('H1) and 
(A2 - el) is invertible in £('H2)' It then follows (AI EB A2) - e1 is invertible with 
bounded inverse (A1 -el)-1EB(A2 -el)-1 for (A1EBA2)-el = (A1-el)EB(A2-el). 
Thus O'(AI EB A2) ~ O'(Al' 'HI ) U 0'(A2' 'H2) . 
Under (AI EB A2 ) - el, 'H1 maps to 'H1 and 'H2 maps to H2. Consequently 
if ((AI EB A2) - e1)-1 exists as a bounded operator on 'HI EB 'H2 then it also maps 
HI to HI and 'H2 to H2. Hence restricted to each subspace ((A1 EB A2) - el)-1 
defines a bounded operator. For all [ E HI ' as A2 restricted to 'HI is identically 
zero one has 
= [ 
= (AI + A2 - el)-I(Al + A2 - e1)L 
= (A1 + A2 - e1)-1(Al - el)[ . 
It follows that the operator Al - e1 is invertible as an operator on 'HI ' Hence 
e ~ O'(AI EB A2) implies e ~ 0'(A1' HI ) ' Similarly e ¢ O'(Al EB A2) implies that 
e ¢ 0'(A2' H2 ). The result follows. 
2. The first result comes from the first point applied to Hac = (Hl )ac EB (H2 )ac 
which comes from Lemma 5.3.4 and the operators Al restricted to Hac and A2 
restricted to Hac, noting that Al EB A2 restricted to Hac is the direct sum of the 
operators Al restricted to ('H1 )ac and A2 restricted to ('H2 )ac . 
3. The third follows similarly to the second. 
\11 
(5.3.1) Proposition. If V is a bounded self-adjoint operator on l2 EBl;(N) and 
VE = V + VD + RY . V· Y R then for HN + V as an operator on e2 EB l;(N) one 
has: 
I 
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5. If (L,i; E £2 ffi £;(Z) is an eigenfunction of H(a) + VB for the eigenvalue e 
then (Lv = (L1,g) + RY(L2,g) where (L1'£1),(L2 '£2) E £2ffi£2(N) are in 
the eigenspace of HN(a) + V J as an operator on £2 ffi£~(N) J for the eigenvalue 
e J with at least one being nontrivial. The converse is also true. 
6. The dimension of the eigenspace at e for H(a) + VB is twice the dimension 
of the eigenspace at e for HN(a) + V as an operator on £2 ffi £2(N) . 
7. If the dimension of some eigenspace of H( a) + VE is bounded by d· supp VB + b 
for some constants d, b then a bound on the dimension of the eigenspace at e 
of HN(a) + V is given by t· (2d· esupp V + b) = d· esupp V + b/2. 
Proof: From paragraph 5.3.2 one has 
H(a) + VB = (HN(a) + V) + (RY(HN(a) + V)Y R) 
P[-oo ,-1j' RY(HN(a) + V)YR· P[-OO.-1j 
+p[O,ooj . (HN(a) + V) . p[O,ooj 
as operators on £2 ffi£2(Z) = £2 ffi£2(N) +£2 ffi£2({-1,-2,-3, ... }). Hence the 
Lemmas 5.3.3 to 5.3.6 are applicable to these operators H( a) + VB' The space 
£2 ffi£2(N) is isomorphic with £2 ffi£2({ -1,-2,-3, ... }) via the map RY = YR 
and the operators HN(a) + V and RY(HN(a) + V)Y R are unitarily equivalent. 
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Consequently all the spectral sets - O'pp, O'~c, O'ac, O'di3C, O'e •• - of the 2 operators 
on the subspaces are equal. Further the eigenspace of RY(HN(a) + V)Y R on 
£2 EB£2({-1,-2,-3, ... }) for eigenvalue e is isomorphic by RY = YR with the 
eigenspace of HN(a) + V on £2 EB £;(N) for eigenvalue e. The results 1 to 5 then 
follow from Lemmas 5.3.5 and 5.3.6. 
The result 6 follows immediately from 5 and the form of the eigenfunctions. The 
result 7 follows from 6 and that supp VE = 2· esupp V. The result 10 follows from 
the fact HN(a) + V is a bounded self-adjoint operator on £2 EB £2(N). The result 
8 and 9 follow from O'(HN(a) + V) = O'(H(a) + VE ), that the eigenspaces of the 
2 operators acting on £2 EB £2(N) and £2 EB £2(Z) respectively are finite or infinite 
dimensional together, which follows from 6 and that O'eu = 0' \ (O'di~c U O'm ). 
\1/ 
Numerous results may be easily calculated from Proposition 5.3.7 and the results 
concerning the spectrum of H(a) + VE given in the previous section. A number of 
these follow, which will conclude this section and the chapter. 
(5.3.8) Theorem. If a = =r1 and V is a self-adjoint local operator on £2 EB £2(N) 
satisfying JV = -V J then as an operator on £2 EB £;(N) the operator HN(a ) + V 
has the following spectral description: 
1. O'(HN(a)+ V) is a finite subset of R containing =rl and bounded by the values 
=r(l + IIVII) 
2. O'pP(HN + V) and O'(HN + V) are symmetric about 0 
6. O'pP(HN + V) = O'(HN + V) ;2 {=r1} 
Each eigenspace other than those at =r1 is fin ite dimensional. Those at =rl 
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are infinite dimensional. The eigenspaces at +e are isomorphic. For e =I +1 
an eigenvalue the associated eigenfunctions have finite support on the initial 
interval [0, M + 1] when supp V = [iV, M] ~ N 
Proof: All will follow from Theorem 5.1.1 and Proposition 5.3.7. 
\11 
(5.3.9) Theorem. If a =I +1 and V is a self-adjoint local operator on £2EB£;(N) 
satisfying JV = - V J then as an operator on £2 EB £;(N) the operator HN(a) + V 
has the following spectral description: 
1. O'(HN(a) + V) is a subset of R bounded by + ((1 V laD + IJVII) . It contains 
-Ia U Ia and finitely many other points 
2. O'pP(HN + V) I O'ac(HN + V) and O'(HN + V) are symmetric about zero 
6. O'pP(HN + V) is a finite subset of R . Each eigenspace is fin ite dimensional and 
the eigenspaces at +e are isomorphic. For eigenvalues e E - Ia U Ia the asso-
ciated eigenfunctions have support localized to on the initial interval [0, M + 1] 
when supp V = [iV, M] ~ N. For an eigenvalue e tt -Ia U Ia the associated 
eigenfunctions are either localized to [0, M + 1] or decay exponentially as Aekn 
where k is the lesser of 
where the constant A and whether localized depends on the eigenfunction. 
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7. adi3C(HN + V) = a(HN + V) \ -fa U fa is a finite subset of R \ -fa U fa 
Proof: All will follow from Theorem 5.2.17 and Proposition 5.3.7. 
\11 
As with the two sided problem similar results are obtained if V is a self-adjoint 
local operator not necessarily anti-commuting with J. Regardless of whether the 
parameter a is an element of R\ {=t=l} or a = =t=l the results are as Theorems 5.3.8 
and 5.3.9 except that app(HN+ V) and a(HN+ V) are not necessarily symmetric and 
bounds on the dimensions of eigenspaces are twice those given when V J = -JV . 
5.4 Local Magnetization - II 
Let 
P = f tns; and 
o 2 
where tn E Rand tn = 0 if n t/. [N, MJ eN. Then as in examples of Section 4.4 
P and PI are self-adjoint elements of A~ = A~AR and the spatial derivations of 
A~AR implemented by both are equal and quadratic. Further 
where 
v, ( ~ ) (n) = ( _::~~:; ) for n EN 
As in examples of Section 4.4 app(HN(a) + Y;.) n aac(HN(a) + Y;.) = 0. This is 
immediate from Theorem 5.3.8 as aac(HN( a)+ Y;.) = 0 in the case a = =r=1. However 
if a E R \ {=r=1} then from Theorem 5.3.9 one has aac(HN(a) + Y;.) = -fa U I d • 
From Proposition 5.3.7 it suffices to show H(a) + VE where 
VE = Y;. + VD + RYY;.Y R 
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7. <7di3C(HN + V) = <7(HN + V) \ -fa U fa is a finite subset of R \ -fa U fa 
Proof: All will follow from Theorem 5.2.17 and Proposition 5.3.7. 
\1  
As with the two sided problem similar results are obtained if V is a self-adjoint 
local operator not necessarily anti-commuting with J. Regardless of whether the 
parameter a is an element of R\ {~1} or a = ~1 the results are as Theorems 5.3.8 
and 5.3.9 except that <7PP (HN+ V) and <7(HN+ V) are not necessarily symmetric and 
bounds on the dimensions of eigenspaces are twice those given when V J = -JV . 
5.4 Local Magnetization - II 
Let 
P = f tns; and 
o 2 
where tn E Rand tn = 0 if n ¢ [N, MJ eN. Then as in examples of Section 4.4 
P and PI are self-adjoint elements of A~ = A~AR and the spatial derivations of 
A~AR implemented by both are equal and quadratic. Further 
[P, B (.[, V 1 = [Pl , B (.[, V 1 = B (v.. (1, V) 
where 
v, ( ; ) (n) = ( _::;~:; ) for n EN. 
As in examples of Section 4.4 <7pp(HN(a) + 11;,) n <7ac (HN(a) + 11;,) = 0. This is 
immediate from Theorem 5.3.8 as <7ac (HN( a)+ 11;,) = 0 in the case a = Tl. However 
if a E R \ {Tl} then from Theorem 5.3.9 one has <7ac(HN(a) + 11;,) = -fa U f <1' 
From Proposition 5.3.7 it suffices to show H(a) + VE where 
VE = 11;, + VD + Ryv..YR 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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h .. no eigenvalues in -I, u I,. As L ~ ( : 
the same for L(H(a) + VE)L. 
1 
) is unitary it suffices to show 
-1 
By way of contradiction assume e E -fa U fa is an eigenvalue of L(H(a) + VE)L 
and let ( : ) E e, ElJe;(Z) be an arbitrary .. sociated eigenfunction. The support 
of VE is [-M - 1, M]. The operator LV; L satisfies 
( tn1(n) ) n E N tnp,(n) 
( 00 ) n E {-1,-2, -3 , ... } 
and L( RYV; Y R) L satisfies 
( 
Ll_n~,(n) ) 
t_1_nE(n) 
n E {-1,-2,-3, ... } 
L(RYV;Y R)L (: ) (n) ~ 
(:) nEN 
and supp LVDL ~ {O, I}. As LHL ~ (;. :) where the operator W 
equals t(U + U*) - HU - U*) one finds as in the equations 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 that 
the eigenfunction ( ~ ) satisfies 
o for n > 0 
o for n > 0 
and further the eigenfunction ( : ) satisfies 
o for n < -1 
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(5.4.4) 1 2(1 + a)p"(n + 1) - (e + t_l_n)~(n) 
1 
+2(1 - a)p"(n - 1) o for n < -1 . 
As e E -fa U fa and supp VE = [-M - 1, M] it follows from paragraphs 4.3.21 
and 4.3.30 that 
unless n E [-M, M - 1]. By induction from left to right using the equations 5.4.3 
and 5.4.4 it then also follows that 
for n ~ -1. By induction from right to left on the equations 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 it also 
follows 
for n 2 o. Comeq uen lIy the arbi t""y eigenfunction ( ~ ) (n) must be the 
trivial element of 1,2 EB I,;(Z). Hence L(H(a) + VE)L has no eigenvalues in the set 
-fa U fa . 
... 
Chapter 6 
Return to Equilibrium 
6.1 The Two-Sided Model 
In this chapter there is an analysis of the long time behaviour of the XY-evolution 
and some perturbations of the same. For a broad class of perturbations among 
those considered for the two-sided infinite chain there is a demonstration of return 
to equilibrium under the unperturbed dynamics from an initial state of equilibrium 
for the perturbed dynamics. Further there is some explanation of why the converse 
fails to be true in general. That is, why the two-sided infinite chain fails to return 
to equilibrium under the perturbed dynamics . The results are pertinent to the work 
of Abraham et al in [ABGM 1], [ABGM 2], and Robinson in [Ro 1]. 
The following proposition links the spectral analysis on £2 EEl £;(Z) with the 
problem of return to equilibrium. 
(6.1.1) Proposition. Let T and T P be two strongly continuous one parameter 
groups of *-automorphisms of AiAR. Suppose further that for (1, 9..*) E £2 EEl £2(Z) 
and 
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where H is bounded, self-adjoint and has purely absolutely continuous spectrum and 
V is bounded, self-adjoint and trace-class on £2 EB .e~(Z). It follows that .the norm 
limits 
exist for all A E AGAR and in particular 
where 
The maps 'T are norm preserving *-morphisms of AiAR with ranges equal to 
the C*-subalgebra of AiAR generated by 
{B(L,fl): (['a:) E Range(OT)} 
= {B([,f(): ([,i[) E (.e2 EB.e;)~c} 
where (£2 EB .e2)~c is the subspace of absolute continuity of H + V. Moreover 
Further on the C*-subalgebra of AiAR generated by 
the strong limits 
exist and in particular when ([,9.,*) E (.e2 EB .e:i)~c 
where 
The maps l:fl are norm preserving *-morphisms on the domain of the given 
C*-subalgebra above. Their range is AiAR. Moreover l:fl 0 'T = 1 on AiAR and 
on the C*-subalgebra of above 'T O/:fl = 1 . 
I 
i 
I 
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Proof As jj T:tTt(A)jj = jjAII it follows 1I/'f(A)1I = jjAjj whenever the limit 
exists. By Theorem 4.1.5 the limit exists whenever A is an element of the set 
{B([, ,f) : ([, t') E £2 E9 £;(Z)}. The image of this set under the map /'f is 
{B([,!l.*): ([,!l.*) E Range(0'f)} which equals {B([,,£-): ([,,£-) E (£2E9£2)~C}' 
As /'f is a norm preserving *-morphism on this set, which generates A~AR, /'f 
may be extended - that is the limits exist - to all of A~AR and the range of /'f 
is the C*-subalgebra of A~AR generated by {B([,,£-) : ([,!l.*) E (£2 E9 £2)~C}' As 
it follows 
as operators on £2 E9 £i(Z) and thus 
As {B([, £.*) : ([, f) E £2 E9 £i(Z)} generates A~AR, /'fTt = Tt /'f on all of A~AR 
by continuity arguments. The remainder of the results follow in a similar way from 
Theorem 4.1.5 . 
\jl 
(6.1. '2) Corollary. The following equations apply to the operators J J O'f and 
O~l on £2 E9 £;(Z) : 
2. On the domain of definition of O~l , O~l J = JO~l . 
Proof: As 
o ) J , 
i1 
it follows that J 0 iH = iH 0 J and J 0 i(H + V) = i(H + V) 0 J. Then 
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and as J is continuous and norm preserving (see paragraph 2.4.2) 
Further J( Range O~J ~ Range 0T which follows from J(£2 EB £2)~C ~ (£2 EB e;)~c' 
Similarly e-itH eit(H + V) J = J e-itH eit(H + V) and as strong limits exist on (£2 EB (2)~c , 
the range of 0T' it also follows 
That J preserves the subspaces of absolute continuity may be seen from the 
following points 
l. (J(1, [{), (Q, w·)) = (fl., Q) + (w, D 
= (Q, g) + (1, w) 
= ((1, £*), J(Q, w*)) 
2. (J(1, t), H J(L t)) = - ((1, fl.*), J2 H (1, fl..)) 
= -((L, fl.*) , H([, £* )) 
as J2 = 1, H = H* , J H = -H J and the first point 
3. The same statements hold when H + V replaces H. Consequently if ([, fl.-) 
is in the subspace of absolute continuity then so is J(L £*) . 
\11 
Let T denote the XY -evolution of the spin algebra Ai· By this is meant 
the strongly continuous one parameter *-automorphism group whose generator as 
outlined in Chapter 1, is the limit of the spatial derivations implemented by 
iHA = ~l. L.: {(l + a)S~S~+1 + (1- a)S;S;+1} , where a E R . 
n,n+lEA 
As described in Chapter 2, T has an extension to A and this extension restricts to 
A~AR as such a *-automorphism group. The group elements T t all commute with 
o the morphism defined in paragraph 2.1.24; this is shown in Theorem 2.2.5. On 
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Ai and AiAR T has a unique and 8-invariant KMS state at each f3 E R , labelled 
w{3 and P{3 respectively. These states are equal on Ai n AiAR = A! = A~AR. 
From Theorem 2.4.17 the action of T on AiAR is given by 
where H = H(a) is a bounded self-adjoint operator on £2 EB £2(Z), which anti-
commutes with J, an operator defined in paragraph 2.4.1. From Proposition 3.1.6 
the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous provided a E R \ {±1}. From 
Proposition 2.6.1 one also has 
P{3 (B(L tt B(u, w·)) 
((Lt),(l +e-{3H)-l(u,w·)) . 
Let T P denote a perturbation of this evolution of Ai. That is T P is a strongly 
continuous one parameter *-automorphism group on Ai . Let it also be assumed 
that T P has a similar description to T in that: 
1. T P has an extension to A which restricts to AiAR acting on both as a 
strongly continuous *-automorphism group. 
2. The group elements of Tr all commute with 8 . 
3. TP has a unique and 8-invariant KMS state on Ai and AiAR for each 
f3 E R and these are equal on Ai n AiAR . 
These will be denoted by w~ and P~ respectively. 
4. The action of T P on AiAR is given by 
where H = H(a) is operator defined in equation 2.4.8 'generating' T on the 
'one particle space' and V is some bounded self-adjoint operator on £2 EB £2 (Z) 
which anti-commutes with J. 
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The first and second chapters give conditions when there exists an evolution r P 
as described. The conditions were that the generator of r P was the limit of the 
spatial derivations implemented by i(HA + PA) where HA = HA(a) is the element 
described in equation 1.2.2 and {PAl is a net, indexed by the finite intervals of Z , 
satisfying 
3. {IIPAII} is bounded 
4. {[PA , AJ} converges strongly for each A E UA A~ 
5. {0_(PA ) - PA } converges strongly in the C*-algebra Ai 
7. A f--+ limA [(PA + 0 (PA )), A] defines a quadratic *-derivation of A~AR . 
The conditions 3 to 6 are easily satisfied when the net {PAl converges strongly to 
P E A~. As indicated earlier these conditions are sufficient but not necessary. 
(6.1.3) An easy consequence of these assumptions about r P was that for all 
elements ([,9,.*) of £2 EB £;(Z) the element B(L,9,.*) of A~AR is analytic for r P 
and that 
w~ (B([, tr B(y., w*)) = p~ (B([, 9,.*)* B(y., w*)) 
= (([,9,.*), (1 + e-.8(H+V)t1(y', w*)) . 
A proof of this was the same as that of Proposition 2.6.1. 
Theorem. 6.1.4 (Robinson) Provided a f:. =F1 and V is a trace-class operator, 
return to equilibrium occurs under the unperturbed dynamics. That is for all A E Ai 
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Proof If f3 = 0 then w~ 0 Tt and W{3 are both trace states on Ai for all 
t E R. From Proposition 1.1.2 there is a unique trace state on A~, and the limit 
exists and equals w{3(A) trivially. 
If f3 # 0 then p~ 0 Tf = p~ on AiAR by [BR 2] page 88, Proposition 5.3.3. 
Hence 
lim p~(Tt(A)) = lim p~ (T:tTt(A)) 
t-Too t-Too 
= p~ h'T(A)) by Proposition 6.1.1 for all A E AiAR . 
Considering P~ 0 'T as a state on A~AR, let A, B be any elements of AiAR. 
Then by the intertwining relationship "'ITTt = Tf "'IT which also follows from Propo-
sition 6.1.1 
and 
It follows from [BR 2] pages 82-3, Proposition 5.3.7, applied to the (T P,f3)-KMS 
state P~ firstly and then to the states P~ 0 "'IT ' that P~ 0 "'IT satisfy the (T, f3)- KMS 
condition. As P{3 is the unique (T, f3) -KMS state on AiAR so P~ 0 ' T = P{3 . 
For A E A! = A~AR, as Tt commutes with 0 , Tt(A) E A! = A~AR and hence 
for such A 
lim w;(Tt(A)) = lim p~(Tt(A)) 
t-Too t-Too 
= lim p~ 0 T:t 0 Tt(A) t-Too 
= lim p~ o/T(A) 
t-Too 
= p{3(A) 
= w{3(A) 
For A E A~, A = HA - 0(A)) and hence 
1 1 
w,a(A) = -w,a(A) - ,?w{3 0 0(A) = 0 2 ~ 
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and 
P( ()) 1 pIp 
wf3 7"t A = 2wf3 0 7"t(A) - 2wf3 0 G 0 7"t(A) = 0 
as wf3' w~ are 0-invariant and 7"t commutes with G. Thus for all A E Ai 
\1/ 
A corollary which is useful for a further result is the following: 
( 6.1.5) Corollary. The following stem from the above theorem: 
1. P~ 0 I=F = Pf3 as states on A~AR 
3. For those A E A~AR which are in the range of I=F 
4. For those A E A! = A~AR which are in the range of I=F 
Proof: These are shown by item: 
1. Is included in the proof of the Theorem. 
2. As 7"t,7"r commute with G , 7":t7"t(A) E A! = A~AR if A E A! = A~AR. 
Thus A E A! = A~AR implies 
3. loF l are defined on the range of I=F and on this set I=F OloF l = A. Thus, for 
A in the range of l'f 
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4. From above A E A~AR implies "Y,,(A) E A~AR and similarly A E A~AR 
implies "Y,,(A) E A~AR . Thus for any A E A! = A~AR which is in the range of 
"Y", one finds that "Y;l(A) is defined and "Y;l(A) E A~AR = A~ . Thus w{J 0 "Y;l(A) 
is defined for each A and from 2. 
\11 
The situation is quite different if one considers return to equilibrium under the 
perturbed dynamics. For some cases, including localized 'magnetic' perturbations 
return to equilibrium does not occur under the perturbed dynamics from the initial 
state of equilibrium for the unperturbed dynamics. The reasons as seen here are 
due to presence of point spectrum for the associated operator on £2 EB £; (Z) . 
(6.1. 6) Proposition. Provided a =J:. ~1 ) V is a trace class operator and the 
spectrum of H + V is purely absolutely continuous) return to equilibrium occurs 
under the perturbed dynamics. That is for all A E Ai 
Proof From Proposition 6.1.1 it follows that the range of "Y" is equal to 
the C*-algebra generated by {B([, 9..*) : ([,9..*) E £2 EB £2(Z)} as the absolutely 
continuous subspace of H + V is all of £2 EB £2(Z), Consequently "Y;1 is defined 
on all of AiAR and hence "Y;1 defines a norm preserving C*-algebra morphism on 
AiAR. From Corollary 6.1.5 
as states on AiAR. 
Now if f3 = 0 , w {J 0 rt and wS are both trace states on Ai for all t E R. From 
Proposition 1.1.2 there is a unique trace state on Ai , and consequently the limit 
exists and automatically equals wS (A) . 
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If f3 # 0 the proof is as in Theorem 6.1.4. If A E A~ = A~AR then one also 
has Tt(A) E A~ = A~AR , as Tf commutes wi th 0 , and hence 
for when f3 # 0 , P{3 0 Tt = P{3 by [BR 2] page 80, Proposi tion 5.3.3. Continuing 
For A E A:, as A = HA - 0 (A)) and W{3,W~ are 0 -invariant and Tt com-
mutes with 0 
and 
Wf3(Tt(A)) = ~Wf3 0 Tt(A) - ~Wf3 0 0 0 Tt(A) = 0 . 
Thus for all A E Ai 
\11 
If V is trace-class and the spectrum of H + V is not purely absolutely continuous 
the system may not return to equilibrium. An example when V is local illustrates 
the nature of the results. 
(6.1. '/) Theorem. Provided a # =f1 J and V is local 
limt_=t=oo ~ l tds w{3 (Tt (B(L, fr B (1L, w*))) 
= w~ (B(Lfl't B(1L,w*)) + L:(w{3 -w~) (B(Pj(L[())* B(Pj (1L,w*))) 
j 
where the summation is over the finitely many distinct eigenspaces of H + V and 
the Pj are finite rank projections onto the enumerated eigenspaces of H + V . 
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Proof: Either by initial assumptions of the chapter explicitly stating V and 
J anti-commute or by Lemma 2.4.5 it follows V is bounded self-adjoint and anti-
commutes with J. The results of Chapter 4, in particular Theorem 5.2.17 indicate 
that the residual and singular continuous spectrums of H + V are empty, that 
the pure point spectrum is a finite subset of R, and that each eigenspace is finite 
dimensional. As a result £2 EEl £; (Z) is a direct sum of the eigenspaces of H + V 
and the absolutely continuous subspace of H + V , all mutually orthogonal. 
As in Theorem 6.1.4 if /1 = 0 all of wfJ, WfJ 01'; and w~ are equal to the unique 
trace state on A~. As B(L, 9,.*)* B(Jd., w*) E A~AR = A~ the result is then trivial 
when /1 = o. 
Let it be assumed /1 =/: O. In this case w{3 is 1'-invariant as was argued earlier. 
Let Pac denote the Projection of £2 EEl £;(Z) onto the subspace of absolute continuity 
of the operator H + V. Then 
= tEffooW{3 (1'_t1'; (BJPac(L,{) BPac(:~!.,w*))) 
lim wfJ (Be-itHeit(H+V)JPac(L,{) Be-itHeit(H+V) Pac(Jd.,w·)) 
t-=t=oo 
lim wfJ (B J e-itH eit(H+V) Pac(L, 9,.*) Be-itH eit(H+V) Pac(Jd., w*)) 
t-=t=oo 
= wfJ (BJO~l Pac(L, 9,.*) BO~l Pac(Jd., w*)) 
= w{3 (BO~l J Pac(L, 9,.*) BO~l Pac(Jd., w*)) 
= w{3 O/~l (B(Pac(L,{))* B(Pac(Jd.,w*) )) 
= w~ (B(Pac(L,9,.*)t B(Pac(Jd.,w*))) by Corollary 6.1.5. 
Let P =" . P. denote the proJ' ection onto the subspace of pure point spectrum. pp L-J J 
Then by Proposition 2.6.1 
W{3 (1'; (B(Ppp (L9,.*)t B(Pac (1!.,w*)))) 
= P{3 (B (eit(H+V) Ppp(L 9,.*) r B (eit(H+V) Pac(1!., w*))) 
= (eit(H+V) Ppp(L t), (1 + e-{3H)-leit (H+V) Pac(1!., w*)) 
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= 'L,eite;(pj(f.,9..*), (1 + e-.aHtleit(H+V)PacC~1.'w*)) 
1 
where ej is the (real) eigenvalue for the j -th eigenspace Pj (£2 EB £;(Z)) 
= 'L,eite;((l+e-.aHtlPj(f.,9,.-), eit(H+V)Pac(U'w*)) , 
j 
With (.:k., l() an arbitrary element of £2 EB £~(Z) 
((~,u*),eit(H+V)Pac(1l.'w*)) = r eitzd((.f.,U*), E(z)Pac (1l.,W-)) 
Ju(H) 
where W ~ R 1--+ E(W) is the spectral decomposition of H + V, 
As 
I((.f.,u*), E(W)Pac(u,w*))1 < 11(.f.,u*)11 (E(W)Pac(U,w*), E(W)Pac(U'w-))~ 
1 
= 11(.f.,u*)11 (Pac(U,w*), E(W)Pac(U,W*))2 
and the measure 
is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, so is the measure 
Consequently applying the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, [Ch 1] page 158, to the 
above integral it follows that 
l' (( *) it(H+V)p ( -)) 0 1m .f., '1L , e ac U,1Q. = . 
t-TOO 
As the eigenvalues ej are real and the summation is a finite one so we also have 
and 
An identical argument also shows 
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An easy calculation along the same lines shows 
W{3 (rr (B (Ppp(Lrl ))* B(Ppp(Q,w*)))) 
= Lei(e~-ej)tW{3 (B(Pj(Lr( ))* B (Pk(Q,yn)) 
j,k 
and hence 
~ ltds W{3 (rr (B(Ppp(LB-*))* B (Ppp(Q,w*)))) 
= 2;:w{3 (B (Pj(L B-*))* B (Pj(Q,w*))) . 
J 
As shown in paragraph 6.1.3 , noting P~ = w~ on A~ = A~AR one also finds 
that 
W; (B(Pac(Lt ))* B(Ppp (Q,w*))) 
= (Pac (L B-* )' (1 + e-{3(H+V)t1 Ppp(Q, w*) ) 
= L(1 + e-{3ejtl(Pac(L ~*), Pj(Q,w*) ) 
J 
= o. 
Similarly 
and 
W~ (B(Pj(LB-*))* B (Pk (Q,w*))) 
= (Pj(L B-*)' (1 + e-{3(H+V») -l Pk(Q, w*)) 
= (1 + e-{3ek t 1(Pj (L B-* ), Pk(Q,w*)) 
= 0 if j :I k 
as the operator H + V is self-adjoint and the eigenspaces are mutually orthogonaL 
Consequently 
W{3 (B(L B-*)* B(Q, w*)) 
= w; (B(Pac(Lrl))* B(Pac(Q,w*))) +w; (B(Ppp(Lfl))* B (Ppp (Q,w*))) 
= w; (B(Pac(Lfl))* B (Pac(Q,w*))) + L W; (B(Pj(L t ))* B(Pj(Q,w*))) 
j 
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As 1 = Ppp + Pac = 2:j Pj + Pac the result now follows by minor algebraic 
manipulations of the limits and ergodic limits calculated above. 
(6.1.8) Corollary. In the same circumstances as Theorem 6.1.1 
t.!lffool~ l tds w{3 (rr (B(L,:l)* B(L,rl))) -w~ (B(L,~·)* B(L,~*))\ 
~ 2 (([, ~.), Ppp(L, {)) 
where Ppp is the projection onto the direct sum of the eigenspaces. 
Proof: One finds from Chapter 2 that 
w{J(B(Pj([,~·))* B(Pj(L,~*))) = (Pj(L,{), (l+e-{JHtlPj([,~·)) 
< II Pj ([, ~*)lllIpl[' ~·)II 
as (1 + e-{JHt1 is a positive operator of norm less than or equal to l. Hence 
W{3 (B(Pj(L,£*))* B(Pj(L,{))) < (Pj(L,~*), Pj(L,~*)) 
((L, {), Pj ([, ~*)) . 
Similarly 
\11 
As ~/ (L, ~*), Pj(L, ~.)) = ((L, ~.), Ppp(L, ~.)) the result will now follow 
from the theorem. 
\1  
From Theorem 5.2.17 it follows that this difference is small if (L, ~.) is localized 
far from the support of V. For from that theorem the sum of the eigenspaces is 
finitely generated by eigenfunctions which decay exponentially with the distance 
from the support of V. 
(6.1. 9) Various corollaries are possible of these ergodic averages for more general 
elements of A~AR = A! ,or at least for elements of the dense *-subalgebra generated 
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from the {B(1, ,2.-) : (1, ,2.*) E £2 EB £; (Z) }. These will be obtained by exploiting 
the limits in the proof of Theorems 6.1..7 and 2.6.1 and Corollaries 2.6.2 to 2.6.9. It 
may also be demonstrated from these corollaries that as the ergodic limits exist for 
elements of this dense sub algebra the limits must also exist for an arbitrary A in 
the spin algebra. For any AI' A2 E U AX as Tf is a C*-automorphism and w{J is 
a state one also has 
and hence it then follows that the limit 
exists for any A E Ai. Similarly the result above may be extended to V t race-
class and self-adjoint if the singular continuous spectrum of H + V is empty. The 
differences are the replacement of finite sums over the eigenspaces by integration 
over the pure point spectrum, which is a bounded subset of R and exploitation of 
the boundedness of Hand H + V , and various functions of Hand H + V. These 
hints are not expanded on in this thesis. There is also sufficient to achieve results 
for the cases a = +1 . We will leave these also, as the method is fairly clear. 
6.2 The One-Sided Model 
The problem of the one-sided model may be solved similarly. The results are not 
exactly the same as for the two-sided. A reason for this is that the spectrum of 
HN(a) contains eigenvalues, except when a = 0 , and this gives an oscillating and 
nonconvergent term for the strong limit . When a = 0 the spectrum of HN (O) 
is purely absolutely continuous, and in this case the results are the same as the 
two-sided model. 
(6.2.1) Theorem. Let TN and T~ be two strongly continuous one parameter 
groups of *-automorphisms of A~AR. Suppose further that fo r (L, [f) E £2 EB e;(N) 
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and 
where HN is bounded and self-adjoint and V is bounded self-adjoint and trace-class 
on £2 EB £;(N). It follows that the norm limits 
exist for all A in the C*-subalgebra of A~AR generated by 
where (£2 EB £:i)ac denotes the subspace of absolute continuity of HN · In particular 
for (L, 9..*) E (£2 EB £~)ac I the subspace of absolute continuity of HN I 
where 
O~(L, t) = tE~oo e-it(HN+V)eitHN(L, 9..*) . 
The maps I~ are norm preserving *-morphisms with domain the C*-subalgebra of 
A~AR generated by 
and the range the C*-subalgebra generated by 
where (£2 EB £;)~c is the subspace of absolute continuity of HN + V. Moreover on 
the domain of I~ one finds that 
Further on the C*-subalgebra forming the range of I~ the strong limits 
exist and in particular for (L 9..*) E (£2 EB £2)~c 
t 
( 
l 
, 
, 
I 
I 
I 
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where 
0-1(L,n*) = lim e-itHNeit(HN+V)(L *). ~ ~ t-~= ,9.. 
The maps ,~1 are norm p'reserving *-morphisms from the range of,~ onto the 
domain of ,~ . Moreover on the domain of '~J ,~1 o,~ = 1 and on the range of 
'~J ,~o ,~1 = 1 . 
Proof: The proof follows from Corollary 4.1.7 using the methods employed in 
the proof of Theorem 6.1.1 from Theorem 4.1.5. 
\11 
(6.2.2) Corollary. On the subspaces of absolute continuity: 
Proof: As in Corollary 6.1.2, J HN = -HNJ and J(HN + V) = -(HN + V)J 
and J is conjugate linear together imply 
J . i(HN + V) = i(HN + V) . J , 
and 
As J is continuous and norm preserving - see paragraph 2.4.2 - and the limits 
over time exist on (£2 EB £;Lc and (£2 EB £;)~c respectively the result follows. 
\11 
Let TN denote the XY-evolution on the spin algebra A~. By this is meant the 
strongly continuous *-automorphism group whose generator as outlined in Chap-
ter 1, is the limit of the spatial derivations implemented by 
(6 .2.3) where a E R . 
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As described in Chapter 2, A~ = A~AR and Tt .N commutes with 0 where 0 is 
the *-morphism defined in 2.3.11. Further TN has a unique and 0-invariant KMS 
state at each f3 E R labelled both as wf3.N and as Pf3 .N' From Theorem 2.4.19 the 
action of TN on A~AR is given by 
where HN is a bounded self-adjoint operator on £2 EB £2(N) which anti-commutes 
with J an operator defined in paragraph 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. From Propositions 3.1.8 
and 3.1.9 the spectrum of HN = HN(a) is purely absolutely continuous if a = 0 
and if a =f 0, =fl is the union of the one point set containing the only eigenvalue 0 
and the absolutely continuous spectrum. From Corollary 2.6.2 one also has 
(6 .2.4) Let T~ denote a perturbation of this evolution of A~. That is T~ is 
a strongly continuous one parameter *-automorphism group on A~. Let it be 
assumed that T~ has a similar description to TN in that: 
1. The group elements TtN commute with 0 
. 
2. T~ has a unique and 0-invariant KMS state on A~ for each f3 E R . 
These will be labelled both as WS.N and as P~.N 
3. The action of T~ on A~ is given by 
where HN is the operator defined by the equation 2.4.13 'generating' TN 
on the 'one-particle space' and V is some bounded self-adjoint operator on 
£2 EB £;(N) which anti-commutes with J. 
The first and second chapters give conditions when there exists an evolution T~ 
as described. The conditions were that the generator of T~ was the limit of the 
spatial derivations implemented by i(HN + PN) where HN = HN( a) is the element 
described in equation 6.2.3 and {PN } is the sequence, indexed by elements of N , 
satisfying: 
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3. {IIPNII} is bounded 
4. {[PN , A]} converges strongly for each A E UN A~ 
7. A f--+ limN [PN, A] defines a quadratic derivation of A~AR by 
lim i[PN , B(l, ,f)] = iB (V(l, ,£*)) N-N 
for some bounded self-adjoint operator V on .e2 $ .eHN) . 
The conditions 3 to 6 are satisfied when the sequence {PN } converges strongly to 
some element P = B(P ) E A~ . 
( 6.2.5 ) An easy consequence of these assumptions about T~ was that the elements 
B(l, ,£*) for all (l, ,£*) E .e2 EB .e;(N) are analytic for T~ and that 
This result was given as Corollary 2.6.4. 
(6.2. 6) Theorem. Provided a = 0 and V is trace-class return to equilibrium 
occurs under the unperturbed dynamics . That is, for all A E A~ 
Proof: In the case a = 0 the spectrum of HN (a) is purely absolutely contin-
uous. The proof is then the same as that of Theorem 6.1.4 using Theorem 6.2.1 in 
place of 6.1.1. 
( 6. 2.1) Theorem. Provided a =f. 0, =F1 and V is trace-class 
t .!!~oo W~,N (Tt ,N (B(l, ~*r B (Q, w*))) 
= W{3,N(B(L~*)* B(Q,w*) ) + (W~.N - W{3,N) (B(Po(L![))* B(Po(Q,w-))) 
where Po is the projection onto the one dimensional eigenspace at zero. 
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Proof If (3 = 0 the functionals wl3,N, W~,N and W~,N 0 Tt,N are all trace states 
on A~ for all t E R. From Proposition 1.1.2 there is a unique trace state on A~ 
and the result is then trivial. 
If (3 # 0 one has W~,N 0 TS,N = W~,N on A~ by [BR 2] page 80, Proposition 
5.3.3. Hence for A in the C*-subalgebra generated by 
it follows that 
by Proposition 6.2.1 . 
In particular this holds for A = B(1., 9,..)* B(ll., 1Q.) where (1., 9..*), (1l., w*) are ele-
ments of (£2 EB £i)ac' 
From Corollary 4.1. 7 for (1., t) E (£2 EB £i)ac 
As HN is bounded and maps its subspace of absolute continuity into itself, one 
finds for (1.,9,.*) E (£2 EB£:i)ac and z E C that eiZHN (1.,9..* ) E (£2 +£;)ac and further 
and 
Thus it follows that for (1., 9,.*), (1l., w*) E (£2 EB £2)ac 
W~,N'Y'f (B(1., 9,.*r B(Q, 1Q.*)) 
= w~,N'Y'f(BJ(Lf) B(ll.,w*)) 
w~,N(BO'fJ(Ll') BO'f(ll.,w*)) 
= W~,N (B0'f(ll., w*) Ti~,N (BO'fJ(L [1'")) ) 
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= w~,N(BO:r(lL'w*) B (e-{3(HN+V)O:r J(Lfl ))) 
= w~,N(BO:r(lL' w*) B(JO:re{3 HN (Lfl))) 
as J(HN + V) = - (HN + V)J and Corollary 6.2.2 
as HN and hence e-{3HN map (£2 EB £;)ac into itself and Corollary 6.2.2 
Hence 
= w~,NI:r(B(lL'w*) B(~HN(Lfl))*) 
= (e{3HN(Lfl), (1I.,w*)) -w~,NI:r(B(e{3HN(Ll*))* B(1I.,w* )) 
by the CAR relations and that w~,NI:r(l) = 1 . 
for (L l*) , (11., w*) E (£2 EB £;)ac' As HN bounded and self-adjoint and maps the 
subspace (£2 EB £;)ac into itself implies 1 + e{3 HN has a bounded inverse which also 
maps the subspace (£2 EB £iLc into itself, one may conclude that 
W;,N1'f (B(L fl)* B(1I., un) = (e{3HN (1 + e{3HN r 1 (L fl), (11., un) 
= ((1 + e-{3H Nr 1 (Lfl), (1I.,w*)) . 
Let Pac denote the projection of £2 EB li(N) onto the subspace of absolute 
continuity of HN. It follows from above and Corollary 2.6.2 that as f3HN is self-
adjoint for f3 E R 
t.!!~oo W~,NTt,N (B(Pac (L l* ))* B (Pac(lL, w*))) 
= (Pac(L l*)' (1 + e-{3HN r 1 Pac(1I., w*)) 
= w{3,N(B(Pac(Lfl))* B(Pac (1I.,w*))) . 
Let Po denote the projection onto the eigenspace of HN for the eigenvalue O. 
Then by paragraphs 6.2.5 and 6.2.4 
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and 
W;,N (Tt,N (B(Po(t., {))* B (PacCL1., :W.- )))) 
(eitHN Po(L, 9....) , (1 + e-,a(HN+V)f1 eitHN Pac(Jl, w·)) 
(po(L, 9....), (1 + e-,a(HN+V)f1 eitHN Pac(Jl, w·)) 
= ((1 + e-,a(HN+V)f1 Po (L,fl ), eitHNPac(Jl,yl)) . 
Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 7 one shows the limit of the latter expression 
is 0 for Pac(Jl, w·) is in the subspace of absolute continuity of HN· Hence one may 
conclude 
A virtually identical argument shows 
An immediate calculation is that, as the eigenspace at 0 consists of fixed points 
for the operator eitHN , 
Further one finds that 
W{3,N(B(Pac (L,9...·))" B(Po(Jl,w·))) = (Pac(L9...· ), (1 +e-,aHNfl Po (Jl,w · )) 
= ~. (Pac (L,9...· ), Po(Jl,w·) ) 
o 
as HN is bounded and self-adjoint and similarly 
Consequently 
W,a ,N (B ([. t)" B(Jl,w·) ) = w,a,N(B(Po(f.,fl.*))" B (Po(Jl,w*))) 
+W{3, N (B (Pac([' fl.*))" B (Pac(Jl, w*))) 
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as the spectrum of HN consists of the eigenvalue 0 and the absolutely continuous 
spectrum. The result follows by combining the limits of above with this result , again 
using 1 = Po + Pac' 
(6.2.8) Corollary. From the theorem or its proof one may deduce: 
l~~ W~,N h ,N (B(L t)* B(u, w*))) = W~,N/=f (B(t.,!(t B(u, w·)) 
= W{3,N (B(t., ~*t B(u, w*)) 
\11 
l~ W{3,N (rr,N (B(L tt B(Q, 1Q*))) = W{3 ,N/~l (B(L 9.*)* B(u, w*)) 
W~,N (B(L 9.*r B(u, w.*)) . 
Proof: The first follows directly from the theorem. The second follows from 
the first noting O=f is an invertible map from (£2 EB £;)ac to (£2 EB £2)~C' 
\11 
(6.2.9) Proposition. Provided a =f =t1 and V is local 
lim ~ t dSW{3 N(riN(B(L9.*)* B(u,w*))) 
t ..... =fOO t Jo ' , 
= w~,N(B(L9.*)* B(u,yt)) + I:(W{3,N - w~,N)(B(Pj(L9.*))* B(Pj(u,yl))) 
j 
where the summation is over the finitely many distinct eigenspaces of HN + V and 
P j are the finite rank projections onto the enumerated eigenspaces of HN + v. 
Proof: This is proved similarly to Theorem 6.1.7 and the last theorem from 
the results labelled Theorem 5.3.9, Lemma 2.4.5 and the above Corollary, noting 
local implies trace-class. The single summation stems from the orthogonality of the 
distinct eigenspaces of H N + V . 
\11 
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(6 .2.10) These results may be extended firstly to the dense *-subalgebra generated 
by {B(f, ~.) : (f, t) E £2 EB £2(N)} by exploiting the limits in the proofs and 
Proposition 2.6.2 and Corollaries 2.6.4 to 2.6.6 , which reduce the 2n point observable 
to a combination of 2 point ones. This suffices to show that the limit 
exists for any A E U A~. Again it is not immediately obvious that projection onto 
the spectral subspaces extends continuously to all of the the C*-algebra, despite the 
density of this *-algebra. However as in paragraph 6.1.9 for any Al , A2 E U A~ , as 
rrN is a C*-automorphism and w.e ,N is a state one also has 
and it then follows that the limit 
exists for any A E A~ . Similarly as suggested in paragraph 6.1.9 this last result 
extends to V trace-class if it can be shown the singular continuous spectrum of 
HN + V is empty. The cases of a = 1=1 may be dealt with by using part of the 
above proof in a fairly obvious way. This will not be explicitly calculated. 
6.3 Comment and Speculation 
To conclude I will make some remarks on related works and speculate on probable 
extensions to the calculations and results given in the preceding pages. 
The method of analysis employed in this thesis first appeared in the paper [HR 1] 
by Hume and Robinson. Apart from significantly expanding the details of the 
calculation of the point and singular continuous spectrum, a number of extra results 
are included. There is also a slight generalization of the class of perturbation which is 
considered. I have indicated those results which I believe are due to Robinson alone. 
D.E. Abraham motivated much of the early work on the unperturbed dynamics. 
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Some comment is appropriate concerning the conditions placed on the possible 
perturbation. They may be described as belonging to 5 classes: 
(i) those arising from the physical interpretation 
(ii) those guaranteeing existence and uniqueness of the thermodynamic limit of 
the evolution and Gibbs state 
(iii) those to allow transformation to a problem on the CAR algebra (trivial for 
the one-sided model) 
(iv) the quadratic condition 
(v) nature of the one-particle operator. 
It is not difficult to see these conditions are not necessary. For example in the 
case of return to equilibrium under the unperturbed dynamics it is not necessary 
that the KMS state of the perturbed dynamics is unique, provided it agrees with a 
KMS state of the CAR algebra on the common even *-subalgebra. One may also 
speculate that the various relations involving the maps G , G_ are unnecessary for 
the two-sided model as they are trivial or unnecessary for the results for the one-
sided model. They will arise in any argument which employs the Jordan-Wigner 
transformation but only seem to be required for this purpose. 
More interesting speculation may be made concerning the quadratic condition. 
As shown in [Ro 1] Application 1 there is return to equilibrium under the unper-
turbed dynamics from the equilibrium state of the perturbed system provided the 
perturbation is due to a (fixed) local and self-adjoint element of the even subalgebra. 
Such an element which is not quadratic is given by 
N L aSr Sr+1 + bS; S;+l + cS; S;+1 where N is fixed and a, b, c E R. 
1 
On the other hand being quadratic allows one to conclude return to equilibrium 
will occur when the perturbation is not local but when the perturbation of the 
one-particle hamiltonian is merely trace class. Such a perturbation is given by 
00 
where I: lanl < 00 . 
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One may also examine the conditions of being trace class and local on the one-
particle hamiltonian. The Proposition of a time average of the behaviour under the 
perturbed dynamics can be modified to accept 'an infinite set ' of eigenvectors and 
values provided the eigenvectors all have a common finite support. The problem 
here in going from a local perturbation to one of merely rank 1 is the loss of finite 
support and resulting loss of finite summation in the supporting results concerning 
the absence of singular continuous spectrum. This condition of locality has also 
appeared in earlier work such as [Ro 1], [ER 1J , [ABGM 1J and [ABGM 2J. 
Another aspect of interest with these time average results is the nature of the 
extension to the whole CAR algebra, from the dense *-algebra generated by poly-
nomials in the B([, 9,.*). Related to this is a question of whether the projection of 
£2 EB £;(Z) onto an eigenspace of H + V, which defines a mapping of this algebra 
of polynomials to itself, is actually bounded or continuous. 
The condition of being quadratic has no elegant restatement in terms of the spin 
or CAR algebras. It is reasonably to see that if a *-derivation is quadratic and the 
one-particle operator is local then the spatial derivation is spatial and implemented 
by some local element of the spin or CAR algebra. It is also possible to show 
that if the one-particle operator is trace-class the *-derivation is again spatial and 
implemented by some bounded element of the spin or CAR algebra. 
Finally the method of analysis is applicable to other models. The XY-model 
with uniform field , for example, has a quadratic hamiltonian and the one-particle 
hamiltonian is very similar to the model studied here. Some interesting results may 
also flow from examining the dependence of the spectrum and final results on the 
(uniform) strength of the field. 
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